


Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.



Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.

UPOZORNENIE

PREČÍTAJTE SI POZORNE TENTO NÁVOD PRED POUŽITÍM ZARIADENIA

► Dodržiavajte platné zákony a predpisy upravujúce používanie detektorov kovov.
Nepoužívajte detektor bez povolenia v chránených alebo archeologických lokalitách a 
v blízkosti nevybuchnutej munície alebo vo vojenských zónach bez povolenia. 
Informujte príslušné orgány o historických alebo kultúrne významných artefaktoch, 
ktoré nájdete.

► ANFIBIO je vyrobený najpokrokovejšími technológiami dostupnými v súčasnosti. 
Zariadenie neskladajte a nepoužívajte predtým ako si prečítate tento návod.

► Nevystavujte prístroj a cievku extrémne nízkym alebo vysokým teplotám
(Skladovacie rozsahy teplôt sú od -20 °C do +60 °C )

► Prístroj spĺňa normu IP68, a je vodotesný do 5 metrov (okrem bezdrôtových slúchadiel)

► Pri prevádzke prístroja dodržujte položky uvedené nižšie, najmä pri používaní v slanej
vode

1. Po použití umyte ovládací box, tyče a cievku čistou vodou z vodovodu a uistite sa, 
že v konektoroch nie sú zvyšky slanej vody.

2. Nepoužívajte žiadne chemikálie na čistenie a zabráňte ich styku s prístrojom.

3. Otrite obrazovku a prístroj jemnou handričkou tak, aby ste ho nepoškriabali.

► Počas používania chráňte detektor pred nárazmi a pri jeho preprave umiestnite 
detektor do pôvodnej krabice a zabezpečte proti nárazom.

► Detektor môže byť rozoberaný a opravovaný iba v servisných centrách
autorizovaných spoločnosťou NOKTA MAKRO. Neoprávnená demontáž, alebo
vniknutie do zariadenia z akéhokoľvek dôvodu znamená stratu záruky.

► Zariadenie nepoužívajte vo vnútri, prítomnosť kovov by mohlo spôsobovať množstvo 
signálov

► Nepoužívajte iný detektor alebo elektromagnetické zariadenie bližšie ako 10m
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Nenoste na sebe žiadne kovové predmety 
pri práci s prístrojom. Počas chôdze 
nedávajte cievku do blízkosti vašich 
topánok. Zariadenie by mohlo kovové 
predmety v topánkach registrovať ako cieľ.

Pre zákazníkov  v EU:  Nevyhadzujte zariadenia označené 
týmto symbolomm do bežného komunálneho odpadu.  Pri 
likvidácii by ste sa mali riadiť zákonmi o recyklovaní 
odpadu a ochrane životného prostredia.



READ CAREFULLY BEFORE OPERATION OF THE DEVICE

LEGAL DISCLAIMERS
► Comply with applicable laws and regulations governing use of metal detectors while using this
detector. Do not use the detector without authorization in protected or archeological sites. Do not
use this detector around unexploded ordnance or in restricted military zones without authorization.
Notify appropriate authorities with details of any historical or culturally significant artifacts you find.

WARNINGS
► Anfibio is a state-of-the-art electronic device. Do not assemble or operate the device before reading
the user manual.

► Do not store the device and search coil under extremely low or high temperatures for extended
periods. (Storage Temperature: - 20°C to 60°C / - 4°F to 140°F)

► The device has been designed with IP68 rating as a waterproof unit up to 5 meters (except for the
wireless headphones!)

► Pay attention to the items below after using the device especially under salty water:
1. Wash the system box, shaft and the coil with tap water and be sure no salt water is left in the
connectors.
2. Do not use any chemicals for cleaning and/or for any other purposes.                                                        
3. Wipe the screen and the shaft dry with a soft, non-scratch cloth. 

► Protect the detector against impacts during normal use. For shipping, carefully place detector in
original carton and secure with shock resistant packaging.

► Anfibio metal detector may only be disassembled and repaired by Nokta & Makro Authorized
Service Centers. Unauthorized disassembly/intrusion into the metal detector control housing for
any reason voids the warranty.

IMPORTANT
► Do not use the device indoors. The device may constantly give target signals indoors where there
are many metals present. Use the device outdoors, in open fields.

► Do not let another detector or an electromagnetic device come in close proximity (10m (30ft.)) to
the device.

► Do not carry any metal objects while using the device. Keep the device away from your shoes while
walking. The device may detect the metals on you or inside your shoes as targets.
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Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.
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(1) Po vložení podložiek na spodnú tyč umiestnite spodnú 
tyč do kĺbu na vyhľadávacej cievke. Zaistite utiahnutím 
skrutky a matice. Nezaťahujte príliš silno.

(2) Ak chcete spojiť strednú tyč s hornou a spodnou 
tyčou, otvorte západky páky a spojte tyče. Po úprave dĺžky 
stlačte západky na zaistenie.

(3)  Omotajte kábel cievky okolo tyčí tak, aby nebol  
príliš natiahnutý. Potom zasuňte konektor na konci 
kábla do zásuvky na ovládacom boxe a zaistite ho 
utiahnutím. Pri uťahovaní môžete počuť kliknutia, ktoré 
naznačujú, že konektor je zaistený.

(4) Ak chcete nastaviť lakťovú opierku podľa Vašej ruky, 
stlačte červený zámok dopredu. Nastavte opierku 
posunutím nahor alebo nadol a zaistite zatlačením 
červeného zámku opačným smerom.
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Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.

(5) Vložte popruh do opierky tak, ako je to znázornené na 
obrázku a utiahnite ho podľa veľkosti Vášho ramena.



Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.
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(1) LCD obrazovka
(2) Výber / Extra Underground Depth (E.D.U) 
(3) Tlačidlo SETTINGS umožňuje prístup k základným 
nastaveniam
(4) Tlačidlo pre režim dohľadávania - PINPOINT (5) Tlačidlo 
pre pohyb v menu a zmenu nastavení (6) Tlačidlo On / 
Off pre zapnutie a vypnutie 
(7) Tlačidlo OPTIONS (Možnosti) pre prístup k ďalším 
nastaveniam
(8) Tlačidlo vyváženia zeme  - GROUND BALANCE (9) 
Konektor pre káblové slúchadlá, nabíjačku alebo voliteľnú 
batériu
POZOR! Keď sa konektory nepoužívajú, nechajte ich 
uzatvorené plastovým uzáverom! Pri nasadzovaní 
plastového uzáveru dbajte na to, aby ste vzduch vytlačili 
von! V opačnom prípade môže dôjsť k roztrhnutiu 
uzáveru.
(10) Reproduktor
(11) Konektor pre pripojenie cievky

OBOZNÁMTE SA S PRÍSTROJOM



The battery pack does not come with the device, it is an optional accessory and it does not include
the 4 AA batteries.

Because the input socket for the wired headphones cannot be used when the optional battery pack 
is attached to the device, you can attach your wired headphones to the input socket on the battery 
pack.

IMPORTANT! Optional battery pack cannot be recharged and 2 optional battery packs cannot be
attached back to back to the device. When you want to charge the internal battery of the device, do
not forget to disconnect the optional battery pack! Do not attempt to attach the charging adapter
to the connector on the optional battery pack. This input is for wired headphones only!

Low Battery Level
Battery icon on the display shows the battery life status. When the charge decreases, the bars inside
the battery icon decrease, too. "Lo" message appears on the display when the batteries are depleted.

When the optional battery is low, the device will display the low battery warning ''Lo'' on the screen just
like the internal battery. In such a case, the batteries need to be replaced or the internal battery must
be used. If you want to switch to using the internal battery, remove the optional battery case cable and
turn the device off and on again. Otherwise, the device will continue to display the Lo battery warning.

BATTERY WARNINGS
Do not expose the device to extreme temperatures (for example a car's trunk or glove compartment).

Do not charge the battery in temperatures over 35° C (95° F) or below 0° C ( 32° F).

The Anfibio battery can only be replaced by Nokta & Makro Detectors or its authorized service centers.

Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.
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ANFIBIO má vnútornú lítium-polymérovú batériu o kapacite 3700mAh.

Výdrž batérie je približne 14-19 hodín pre ANFIBIO 14 a ANFIBIO 19 a 9-19 hodín pre ANFIBIO MULTI. 
Výdrž batérie bude pri detektore ANFIBIO MULTI menšia ak bude pracovať na frekvencii 5 kHz v 
porovnaní s inými frekvenciami. Použitie reproduktorov, káblových alebo bezdrôtových slúchadiel 
ovplyvňuje výdrž batérie.

Nabíjanie
Pred prvým použitím detektora nabite batériu. Nabíjanie trvá približne 4 až 6 hodín.

Ak chcete nabiť batériu, vložte jeden z koncov kábla dodaného s nabíjačkou do zásuvky na 
káblové slúchadlá / nabíjačku a druhý koniec do nabíjacieho adaptéra.

POZOR! Nepoužívajte iný nabíjací adaptér ako ten, ktorý je súčasťou vášho prístroja!

Batériu môžete tiež napájať a nabíjať s powerbankou. V takom prípade vložte jeden z koncov kábla 
dodaného s nabíjačkou do zásuvky pre káblové slúchadlá / nabíjačku a druhý koniec k napájacej 
powerbanke. Nezabudnite na to, že k zariadeniu nebudete môcť pripojiť káblové slúchadlá, ak je k 
zariadeniu pripojená powerbanka.

POZOR! Nepoužívajte detektor pod vodou, keď je pripojený k napájacej banke.

VODOTESNÝ BATÉRIOVÝ BLOK
K dispozícii ako doplnkové príslušenstvo je aj blok na batérie, ktorý môžete použiť keď je interná 
batéria vybitá a nemáte možnosť ju nabiť. Blok môžete jednoducho pripevniť k zadnej časti 
lakťovej opierky tak, ako je to znázornené na obrázkoch:

Prevádzka s powerbankou

Do bloku sa vkladajú 4 kusy bežných batérií typu AA (alkalické alebo nabíjateľné )

BATÉRIE



Anfibio has an internal 3700mAh Lithium Polymer battery.

Battery life is approximately 14-19 hours for the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 and 9-19 hours for the Anfibio
Multi. Battery life will be less in 5kHz compared to other frequencies on the Anfibio Multi. Other factors
such as usage of speaker or wired/wireless headphones will also affect battery life for each model.

Charging
Charge the Anfibio before initial use. Charging will take approximately 4-6 hours.

To charge the battery, insert one of the ends of the cable supplied with the charger to the wired
headphones / charger input socket and the other end to the charging adapter.

IMPORTANT! Do not use a different charging adapter other than the one supplied with your device!

Operating with a Powerbank
You can also power and charge the battery with a powerbank. To do this, just insert one of the ends
of the cable supplied with the charger to the wired headphones / charger input socket and the other
end to the powerbank. Please note that you will not be able to attach wired headphones to the device
when a powerbank is attached to the device.

IMPORTANT! Do NOT use the detector underwater while connected to a power bank.

OPTIONAL WATERPROOF BATTERY PACK
You can purchase the optional battery pack and use it when the device's internal battery is dead and
you cannot charge it.

You can attach the battery pack easily to the back of the armrest as shown in the pictures.

The battery pack takes 4 AA Alkaline or rechargeable NiCd or NiMH batteries.

Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.
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BATÉRIE

Blok na batérie nie je dodávaný so zariadením, je voliteľným príslušenstvom a neobsahuje 4 batérie 
typu AA.

Keďže vstupná zásuvka pre káblové slúchadlá sa nedá použiť, keď je k prístroju pripojený blok na 
batérie, môžete pripojiť svoje káblové slúchadlá do vstupnej zásuvky na bloku.

POZOR! Ak chcete nabíjať internú batériu v detektore, nezabudnite odpojiť prídavnú  batériu! 
Nepokúšajte sa pripojiť nabíjací adaptér ku konektoru na batériovom bloku a nabíjať v ňom 
batérie. Tento vstup je určený iba pre káblové slúchadlá! 

Nízka kapacita batérie
Ikona batérie na displeji zobrazuje stav nabitia batérie. Keď sa kapacita znižuje, tak sa pruhy v 
ikone batérie zmenšujú. Ak je batéria takmer úplne vybitá na displeji sa zobrazí správa "Lo".

Ak sa vybijú prídavné batérie, zariadenie zobrazí na displeji upozornenie na nízku kapacitu batérie 
"Lo" rovnako ako pri internej batérii. V takom prípade je potrebné vymeniť batérie alebo použiť 
vnútornú batériu. Ak chcete prepnúť na používanie internej batérie, vyberte kábel doplnkového boxu 
na batérie a vypnite a znova zapnite zariadenie. V opačnom prípade zariadenie bude naďalej 
zobrazovať varovanie o nízkej kapacite batérie "Lo".

UPOZORNENIE:
Nevystavujte prístroj extrémnym teplotám (napríklad kufor auta, alebo odkladacia 
schránka). Batériu nenabíjajte pri teplotách nad 35° C alebo pod 0° C.

Batériu v detektore ANFIBIO je možné vymeniť iba v  autorizovaných servisných strediskách.

ANFIBIO je vybavený bezdrôtovými slúchadlami s techológiou 2,4 
GHz. Bezdrôtové slúchadlá nie sú vodotesné!

Bezdrôtové pripojenie bude fungovať pokým nebude ovládací box ponorený do vody. Inými 
slovami, môžete použiť bezdrôtové slúchadlá pri vyhľadávaní v plytkej vode s cievkou ponorenou 
pod vodou. Pamätajte však, že bezdrôtové slúchadlá by nemali prísť do styku s vodou.

POZOR! Na nabíjanie bezdrôtových slúchadiel nepoužívajte iný nabíjací adaptér než ten, ktorý je 
dodávaný so zariadením.

Ak je ovládací box ponorený pod vodou, bezdrôtové pripojenie nebude fungovať pretože voda 
zabráni prenosu signálu. Ak chcete používať slúchadlá pod vodou, musíte dokúpiť vodotesné 
slúchadlá MAKRO, s ktorými môžete pracovať v teréne aj pod vodou.

V prípade, že chcete pripojiť v teréne vlastné káblové slúchadlá, môžete si dokúpiť  adaptér pre 
slúchadlá.

I N F O R M Á C I E  O  S L Ú C H A D L Á C H



DISPLAY

Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.
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(1) Target ID graf
Zobrazuje ID hodnotu registrovaného cieľa na stupnici ID. Označuje tiež ID filtrované pomocou 
DISC. a Notch, a tiež body, ktoré rozdelujú diskriminačné tóny do skupín.

(2) Vyhľadávacie módy

(3) Nastavenia

(4) Zobrazuje cieľové ID pri detekcii cieľa, celkovú hodnotu vyváženia zeme počas vyrovnávania zeme 
(GB) a odhadovanú hĺbku v režime pinpoint (PP). Okrem toho sa v tomto poli zobrazí číselná hodnota 
akéhokoľvek nastavenia práve vybratého z ponuky.

(5) Voľby

(6) Zobrazuje hodnotu jemného ladenia počas nastavenia vyváženia zeme a aktuálne hodnoty 

vyváženia zeme počas detekcie.

(7) Indikátor magnetickej mineralizácie (8) 

Hĺbkomer

(9) Stav batérie

(10) Sekcia kde sa zobrazujú oznámenia
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Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.
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SPRÁVNE POUŽITIE

SPRÁVNY POHYB S CIEVKOU

Nesprávna vzdialenosť cievky Správna vzdialenosť cievky

Je veľmi dôležité, aby ste detektor držali v 
správnej polohe tak, aby ste mohli hľadať 

pohodlne a bez problémov.

Upravte dĺžku tyče  tak, aby ste stáli 
vzpriamene a vaša ruka nebola skrčená ani 
napnutá a cievka bola približne 5 cm nad 

zemou.

Je veľmi dôležité aby bola cievka  
paralelne so zemou tak, aby ste 

získali presné výsledky.

Cievka musí byť vždy počas celej 
dráhy pohybu rovnobežne so zemou.

Nesprávny uhol cievky Nesprávny uhol cievky Správny uhol cievky

Nesprávny spôsob pohybu Správny spôsob pohybu



Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.
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RÝCHLY NÁVOD

1) Poskladajte zariadenie podľa pokynov na strane 1.

2) Stlačením tlačidla ON /OFF zapnite detektor.

3) Keď je zariadenie zapnuté, spustí sa v režime 2 TONE a frekvenciou 14 kHz. Režim môžete zmeniť v 
závislosti od podmienok na lokalite. Napríklad, ak hľadáte na mokrom piesku na pláži, mali by ste 
vybrať režim BEACH (pláž). Na modeli ANFIBIO MULTI môžete zmeniť frekvenciu.  Podrobnejšie 
informácie o režimoch vyhľadávania a frekvenciách nájdete v tejto príručke.

4) Ak chcete nastaviť vyváženie zeme stlačte a podržte tlačidlo GB a pohybujte s cievkou nahor a nadol 
nad zemou v rozsahu na 3 cm, až kým bude počuť zvuk pípania.

5) V prípade potreby môžete zvýšiť hodnotu GAIN. To vám poskytne väčšiu hĺbku, ale ak okolie alebo
zem budú spôsobovať nadmerné rušenie, budete musieť toto nastavenie znížiť.

6) Môžete si otestovať rôzne kovy aby ste sa oboznámili so zvukmi, ktoré vytvárajú.

7) Zamedziť vyhľadávaniu určitých kovov môžete nastavením hodnôt funkcie DISC. Napríklad, ak 
nechcete detekovať železné kovy ktoré sú v rozsahu ID 00-05 (v dvojtónovom režime), môžete nastaviť 
hodnotu DISC do čísla 5.

8) Ak zistíte, že sa nachádzate na lokalite s veľkým množstvom železného odpadu namiesto funkcie
DISC môžete použiť funkciu Fe Vol pre zníženie alebo úplné vypnutie zvukov železa. Tento režim
Vám poskytne viac hĺbkového výkonu.

9) Filtrovať určité hodnoty ID môžete aj  pomocou funkcie NOTCH.

10) Ak si želáte, môžete upraviť body zlomu tónu pomocou funkcie T.BREAK a zmeniť frekvenciu tónov 
pomocou nastavenia TONE.

11) Teraz môžete začať hľadať.

12)

13) Keď detektor zaregistruje kovový predmet, na obrazovke sa zobrazí ID číslo a pozícia hodnoty na
grafe. Prístroj vytvorí zvukovú reakciu podľa zvoleného režimu vyhľadávania.

14) Po registrovaní cieľa môžete určiť presné umiestnenie predmetu stlačením a podržaním tlačidla PP - 
PINPOINT. Hlasitosť zvuku sa zvyšuje približovaním stredu cievky k polohe predmetu.

Keďže zariadenie pracuje ako pohybový detektor, musíte s cievkou pohybovať doprava a doľava a 
držať ju vo výške približne 5 cm nad zemou. Ak je cievka bez pohybu, detektor nebude reagovať na 
kov, ktorý je pod cievkou.



Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.
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Vyváženie vplyvu zeme tzv. GOUND BALANCE je možné vykonať tromi spôsobmi:  
automaticky, manuálne a trekovaním.

Po stlačení tlačidla GB pri automatickom alebo manuálnom vyvažovaní zeme sa prístroj   bez 
upozornenia a bez ohľadu na zvolený režim vyhľadávania automaticky prepne do režimu 
všeobecného vyhľadávania (GEN).

Po dokončení vyváženia zeme je aktuálna hodnota zobrazená v sektore Ground Balance (GB) na 
pravej strane displeja.

Automatické vyváženie zeme
Automatické vyváženie sa vykonáva vo všetkých režimoch vyhľadávania nasledovne:

1) Nájdite miesto bez kovových predmetov

2) Stlačte a podržte tlačidlo GB (na displeji sa zobrazí správa GROUND BALANCE a Pump Coil. Začnite
pohybovať plynulým pohybom a s cievkou rovnobežne so zemou nahor do výšky približne 15 až
20cm a nadol približne 3cm nad povrchom zeme.

V Y V Á Ž E N I E  Z E M E  -  G R O U N D  B A L A N C E

3) Pokračujte dovtedy, kým budete počuť pípnutie oznamujúce ukončenie vyváženia. Podľa zloženia 
pôdy sú zvyčajne potrebné 2 až 4 pohyby s cievkou.

4) Po dokončení vyváženia sa na displeji zobrazí hodnota GROUND BALANCE (GB). Prístroj pokračuje vo 
vyváženosti pôdy a vydáva zvukový signál, pokiaľ držíte tlačidlo GB stlačené a pumpujete s cievkou. Aby 
sa zabezpečilo, že vyváženie je správne, opakujte vyváženie aspoň 2-3 krát a skontrolujte hodnoty na 
displeji. Rozdiel medzi hodnotami by nemal byť väčší ako 1-2 čísla.

5) Ak detektor neoznámi zvukom ukončenie vyváženia znamená to že zem je príliš vodivá, alebo nieje 
mineralizovaná, alebo sa nejaký kovový predmet nachádza pod cievkou. V takom prípade zopakujte 
vyváženie na inom mieste. Ak stále nemôžete vyvážiť zem prečítajte si kapitolu "Dôležité podrobnosti o 
vyvážení zeme"

Po uvoľnení tlačidla GB zariadenie ešte chvíľu pracuje v režime GEN a hodnota vyváženia sa zobrazuje. 
To umožňuje manuálne vyladiť hodnotu automatického vyváženia. Ďalšie informácie týkajúce sa tejto 
funkcie nájdete v časti "Manuálne vyváženie zeme". Ak nepotrebujete manuálne upraviť hodnotu, 
stlačte jedenkrát tlačidlo PP pre návrat na hlavnú obrazovku.

POZNÁMKA: Ak je funkcia iSAT nastavená na vysokú hodnotu, zariadenie nemusí v automatickom 
režime nastaviť hodnotu vyváženia . V takom prípade znížte najskôr hodnotu iSAT. Po vyvážení 
nastavte iSAT späť na pôvodnú hodnotu. 



Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.
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Umožňuje manuálne upraviť hodnotu vyváženia zeme. Nie je to odporúčaný spôsob hlavne preto, že to 
trvá určitý čas. Ide však o preferovanú možnosť v prípadoch, keď nie je možné vykonať vyváženie  s 
použitím iných metód alebo sa  vyžadujú drobné úpravy automatického vyváženia .

ANFIBIO je navrhnutý tak, aby umožňoval automatické vyváženie na akomkoľvek type pôdy. Preto sa 
pri štarte odporúča vykonať automatické vyváženie zeme. V niektorých prípadoch však nemusí byť zem 
vhodná na automatické vyváženie zeme a prístroj sa z toho dôvodu nemôže na takejto lokalite správne 
nastaviť  (s výnimkou režimu BEACH). Napríklad mokrý plážový piesok, alkalické pôdy, slaná voda v pôde, 
kovovým odpadom preplnené lokality, poorané polia, silne mineralizované pôdy a pozemky s veľmi 
nízkou mineralizáciou nie sú vhodné na automatické vyváženie pôdy. V takýchto terénoch môžete 
vykonať automatické vyváženie v režime BEACH a potom prepnúť na iné režimy alebo vyskúšať ručné 
vyváženie. Manuálne vyváženie však vyžaduje určitú zručnosť.

Ak chcete vykonať manuálne vyváženie pôdy:

1) Nájdite miesto bez kovových predmetov a prepnite prístroj do režimu GEN.

2) Musíte počúvať zvuky, aby ste mohli manuálne nastaviť vyváženie. Pohybujte s cievkou nahor a
nadol od približne 15 až 20 cm nad zemou až po 3 cm od zeme s rovnomernými pohybmi a cievku
držte rovnobežne so zemou.

Ak sa zvuk pri zdvíhaní cievky od zeme zvyšuje, potom je hodnota vyváženia zeme príliš nízka. Vplyv 
zeme je záporný a hodnotu vyváženia je potrebné zvýšiť pomocou tlačidla (+). Ak sa zvuk zvýši pri 
klesaní cievky na zem, hodnota vyváženia zeme je príliš vysoká, vplyv zeme je pozitívny a hodnota 
vyváženia sa musí znížiť tlačidlom (-).

3) Stlačte tlačidlo vyváženia zeme (GB) a uvoľnite ho. Na displeji sa zobrazí hodnota vyváženia a chvíľu 
na nej zostane. Ak sa obrazovka prepne, môžete sa vždy vrátiť na obrazovku vyváženia stlačením 
tlačidla GB.

VYVÁŽENIE ZEME -  GROUND BALANCE

Manuálne vyváženie zeme

Ručné vyváženie zeme je v rozmedzí 0 až 99,80. Každé 
stlačenie tlačida znamená zmenu hodnoty v okienku GB 
o 20 (jemné ladenie). Každých 5 stlačení znamená 
zmenu hodnoty čísla vo veľkom okne. Na obrázku je 
príklad nastavenej hodnoty vyváženia na 70,80.

Stlačte (+) alebo (-) na zvýšenie alebo zníženie hodnoty 
vyváženia zeme. Ak je tlačidlo stlačené jedenkrát, hodnoty 
sa menia po jednej a ak sa drží stlačené, hodnoty sa menia 
rýchlo.

4) Opakujte vyššie uvedený postup kým sa neodstráni zvuk, ktorý počujete. Zvuk nemusí byť v 
niektorých oblastiach úplne odstránený. V takom prípade počúvajte zvuky vytvorené pri presúvaní 
cievky smerom k zemi a od zeme, aby ste zistili, či je vyváženie správne. Ak nie je žiadny rozdiel medzi 
týmito dvoma zvukmi, potom je vyváženie nastavené správne.



Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.

G R O U N D  B A L A N C E

FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.
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Prístroj sa po dokončení vyváženia po chvíli automaticky vráti na hlavnú obrazovku  Ak sa chcete 
okamžite vrátiť na hlavnú obrazovku, stlačte krátko tlačidlo PP.

POZOR! Skúsení hľadači pokladov nastavujú hodnoty vyváženia pôdy na mierne pozitívnu odpoveď (pri 
pohybe cievky k zemi počuť slabý, ale počuteľný zvuk). Táto metóda môže priniesť priaznivé výsledky 
skúseným používateľom v určitých oblastiach, kde sa hľadajú malé kovové predmety.

Vyváženie zeme skenovaním pôdy (Tracking)
Pri tejto voľbe nemusíte robiť žiadne nastavenia. Funkcia TRACKING sa aktivuje z ponuky OPTIONS 
prepnutím na pozíciu 01. Keď je funkcia zapnutá, slovo ''Tracking'' sa zobrazí v dolnej časti okna GB. 
Zariadenie automaticky nastavuje vyváženie zeme, pokiaľ sa cievka priblíži nad zem a v okne GB sa 
zobrazí aktuálna hodnota vyváženia. Detektor pri automatickom vyvažovaní zeme neposkytuje 
žiadnu zvukovú reakciu.

Keď je skenovanie aktívne, zariadenie môže produkovať hlasný signál, vždy keď zistí 
nové zloženie pôdy (napríklad mineralizáciu) alebo cieľ. V takom prípade pohybujte s 
cievkou  nad miestom kde prístroj produkuje signál. Ak zvuk zostane rovnaký a detektor  
zobrazuje hodnotu ID, je to pravdepodobne kovový predmet. Ak sa po pár mávnutiach 
zvuk zníži alebo stratí, znamená to, že prístroj vytvoril signál z dôvodu zmeny zloženia 
pôdy alebo zaregistroval minerál (napríklad skalu).

POZNÁMKA: Režim skenovania sa odporúča používať v režime bežného vyhľadávania (GEN) a nie v 
režime diskriminácie.

Skenovanie je vhodné v oblastiach v ktorých sa mení zloženie pôdy a kde sú rozptýlené mineralizované 
horniny. Ak používate skenovanie v oblastiach kde sú tzv. horúce horniny (napr. mineralizácia 
sopečného pôvodu), detektor  nemusí potlačiť signál týchto hornín alebo nemusí zaregistrovať malé 
alebo hlboko uložené  kovové predmety.

POZOR! Počas testov výkonu na vzduchu vypnite skenovanie. V opačnom prípade sa detektor pokúsi 
nastaviť  vyváženie na základe predmetu a hĺbkový výkon sa zníži.

Hodnoty vyváženia zeme
Tento údaj poskytuje informácie o zložení pôdy na lokalite. Niektoré hodnoty pôdy sú nasledovné:

0-25    Slaná voda alebo mokré alkalické pôdy
25-50  Slaná voda alebo mokré alkalické pôdy pokryté suchými vrstvami
50-70  Bežné nekvalitné pôdy
70-90   Vysoko magnetické pôdy, magnetit (Fe3O4) alebo maghemit (Fe2O3) a podobné    veľmi 
mineralizované pôdy, tzv. čierny piesok.

Dôležité informácie týkajúce sa vyváženia zeme

1) Po spustení sa hodnota vyváženia nastaví na 90. Zariadenie môže vykonať automatické
vyváženie vo všetkých režimoch v rozsahu 20-99,80 a v režime BEACH v rozsahu 00-99,80 v
modeloch ANFIBIO MULTI a ANFIBIO 14.

2) Ak je mineralizácia v zemi príliš slabá, automatické vyváženie zeme nemusí fungovať v iných režimoch
okrem režimu BEACH. Vtedy môžete vykonať automatické vyváženie v režime BEACH a potom
prepnúť na iný režim, alebo vyskúšať ručné vyváženie zeme.

3) Otestovať správnosť vyváženia zeme môžete v režime PP. Po vyvážení priblížte cievku bližšie k zemi a ak v 
režime PP nepočujete žiaden zvuk, alebo len slabý signál, potom je vyváženie zeme nastavené správne.



Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

VYVÁŽENIE ZEME -  GROUND BALANCE

In addition, when the operating frequency (5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) is changed in the Anfibio Multi model,
the Target ID will change as well. This  represents the ''Standard'' ID scaling of the device.

IMPORTANT! At start up, Anfibio Multi will utilize the ''Normalized'' ID scale and not the Standard ID 
scale. In other words, the IDs will not change upon frequency change and the device will generate the 
14kHz IDs in each frequency. However, based on ground conditions IDs may vary for certain metals.

If you prefer to see the different IDs produced by each frequency, you need use the ''Standard'' ID
scale. To switch to the standard IDs, while the device is on, push the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons at
the same time. Letters ''Sd'' will appear on the screen. If you wish to revert back to the normalized
IDs, repeat the same process and letters ''no'' will appear on the screen.

Coins searched throughout the world are made of different metals and in different sizes in different
geographical locations and historical eras. Therefore, in order to learn the Target IDs of the coins in
a specific zone, it is suggested to perform a test with the samples of such coins, if possible.

It may take some time and experience to make best use of the Target ID feature in your search area.
Different brands and models of detectors produce different target ID numbers. The numbers vary even
more depending on target depth, ground mineralization, and adjacent metals. But after some practice,
you will quickly become comfortable with the meanings of the Anfibio's Target IDs.

ANFIBIO Multi / ANFIBIO 14 a ANFIBIO 19 využívajú 2 rôzne ID stupnice. V modeloch ANFIBIO Multi a 
ANFIBIO14 je rozsah 00-15 a v ANFIBIO 19 je rozsah 00-40 pri predvolených hodnotách z výroby. 

FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.
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Ak pri presune cievky bližšie k zemi počujete hlasnejší zvuk potom nie je vyváženie nastavené  správne. V 
takom prípade zmeňte svoju polohu. Ak nie je vyváženie napriek tomu možné nastaviť, môžete 
pokračovať vo vyhľadávaní aj bez nastavenia vyváženia.

V režime všeobecného vyhľadávania (GEN Delta alebo GEN) nemôžete vyhľadávať bez vyváženia 
zeme. Musíte použiť jeden z režimov diskriminácie a zvýšiť hodnotu DISC až do odstránenia rušenia.

4) Po vyvážení zostane nastavenie na väčšine lokalít dlhodobo bez potreby zmeny. Ak však narazíte na 
vyťaženú, zasypanú alebo geologickú kompozitnú štruktúru pôdy, je potrebné znova vykonať 
vyváženie, aby sa prispôsobilo zmeneným podmienkam pôdy. Okrem toho sa pri modeli ANFIBIO 
MULTI odporúča opätovné vyvažovanie, ak v určitých podmienkach zmeníte frekvenciu zariadenia 
(5kHz / 14kHz / 19kHz).

5) Ak používate veľkú cievku pumpujte s ňou pri nastavovaní pomalšie a nedávajte ju príliš
blízko zeme.

6) V niektorých prípadoch, keď je hodnota iSAT nastavená vysoko, detektor nemusí byť schopný nastaviť
vyváženie automaticky. V takom prípade najprv znížte nastavenie iSAT a po vyvážení nastavte späť
pôvodnú hodnotu.

TARGET ID je číslo vytvárané detektorom kovov na základe vodivosti kovov a dáva užívateľovi predstavu o 
tom, čo môže byť cieľ. ID cieľa sa zobrazuje dvoma číslicami na displeji a pohybuje sa v rozmedzí 00-99.

POZNÁMKA: Zapamätajte si že veľké ciele budú mať ID vyššie ako by sa očakávalo, aj keď kovy z 
ktorých sú zložené môžu mať nižšiu vodivosť.
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V niektorých prípadoch môže zariadenie produkovať viac ID pre rovnaký cieľ. Inými slovami, hodnota 
môže byť nestabilná  a nepresná. To môže byť dôsledkom niekoľkých faktorov. Orientácia polohy 
predmetu, hĺbka, čistota kovu, korózia, úroveň mineralizácie pôdy, atď. Aj smer pohybu s cievkou môže 
spôsobiť, že detektor generuje viac ID.

V niektorých prípadoch detektor nemusí poskytnúť žiadne ID. Detektor musí dostať silný a jasný signál, 
aby vytvoril ID. Preto nemusí byť detektor schopný poskytnúť ID pre ciele vo veľkých hĺbkach alebo pri 
drobných predmetoch aj keď ich detekuje.

Majte na pamäti, že identifikátory cieľov sú "pravdepodobné",  odhadované hodnoty a nie je možné 
presne zmerať vlastnosti predmetu pod zemou, kým ho nevykopete.

ID hodnoty neželezných kovov, ako je meď, striebro, hliník a olovo, sú vysoké. Rozsah ID zlata je široký a 
môže byť v rozsahu niektorých kovov ako železo, alobal, skrutkové uzávery a trhacie viečka plechoviek na 
nápoje. Preto ak hľadáte zlato, očakávajte že budete musieť vykopať aj niektoré predmety z týchto kovov.

Pri detektore ANFIBIO MULTI s a pri zmene pracovnej frekvencie (5kHz / 14kHz / 19kHz) zmení 
hodnota ID. Toto platí pre štandardnú stupnicu ID.



Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.

Okrem toho, keď sa v modeli Anfibio Multi zmení pracovná frekvencia (5kHz / 14kHz / 20kHz), zmení sa aj 
cieľové ID. Toto predstavuje štandardné ID.

TARGET ID is the number produced by the metal detector based on the conductivity of the metals
and gives an idea to the user about what the target may be. Target ID is shown with two digits on
the display and ranges between 00-99.

NOTE : Keep in mind, large targets will ID higher than expected, even though they may be of lower
conductance.

In some cases, the device may produce multiple IDs for the same target. In other words, the IDs may
be jumpy. This may result from several factors. Target orientation, depth, purity of the metal, corrosion,
mineralization level of the soil etc. Even the direction of the search coil swing may cause the device to
generate multiple IDs.

In some cases, the device may fail to provide any ID. The device needs to receive a strong and a
clear signal from the target in order to provide an ID. Therefore, it may not be able to provide an ID
for targets at fringe depths or smaller targets even if the device detects them.

Keep in mind that target IDs are “probable”, in other words, estimated values and it would not be
possible to know the properties of a buried object exactly until it is dug out.

IDs of non-ferrous metals such as copper, silver, aluminum and lead are high. Target ID range of gold is
wide and may fall within the same range of metal wastes such as iron, foil, screw caps, and pull tabs.
Therefore, if you are looking for gold targets, digging out some trash metals is expected.

On the Anfibio Multi, when the operating frequency is changed (5kHz/14kHz/20kHz), the Target ID will
change as well. This  represents the ''Standard'' ID scaling of the device.

Anfibio Multi / Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 utilize 2 different ID scales. In the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14
models, the ferrous range is 00-15 and in the Anfibio 19 the ferrous range is 00-40 at factory defaults.
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pass per approximately 1 second). DISC. is set to 03 as a default value in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio
14 models and it is set to 10 in the Anfibio 19. You can modify this value according to the ID of the
targets you don’t want to detect.

In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with IDs between 0-15 in the Anfibio
Multi and Anfibio 14 and for ferrous targets with IDs between 0-40 in the Anfibio 19 . For targets with
IDs 16-99 in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 and for targets with IDs 16-99 in the Anfibio 19, it produces
a higher tone which increases in pitch as the coil approaches the target. By using the T.BREAK feature,
you can adjust the break points of the target response tones on the Target ID range.

3-Tone Discrimination (3 TONE)
This is the 3-tone discrimination mode designed for coin hunting especially in trashy sites such as
parks.

3 TONE Mode in Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 : In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous
targets with 0-15 IDs,  a medium tone for gold and non-ferrous metals with IDs 16-66 and a high tone
for non-ferrous metals with IDs 67-99 such as silver, brass and copper.

3 TONE Mode in Anfibio 19 : In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with 0-40
IDs,  a medium tone for gold and non-ferrous metals with IDs 41-80 and a high tone for non-ferrous
metals with IDs 81-99 such as silver, brass and copper.

By using the T.BREAK feature, you can adjust the break points of the target response tones on the
Target ID range.

4-Tone Discrimination (4 TONE)
This mode is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19 model.

4-tone discrimination mode designed for coin hunting in low-medium mineralization. Due to its high
gain and depth, this mode is a bit noisier than the other modes. Noise will be more in the air versus
in the ground. Take this fact into consideration when adjusting the gain level.

In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with 0-15 IDs, a medium tone for
gold and non-ferrous metals with IDs 16-30, a medium-high tone for metals with 31-66 IDs, and a
high tone for non-ferrous metals with IDs 67-99. By using the T.BREAK feature, you can adjust the
break points of the target response tones on the Target ID range.

5-Tone Discrimination (5 TONE)
This mode is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19 model.

This mode is designed for coins hunters who are looking for more separation, especially in regions
with a larger variety of coins. Just like the 4 Tone mode, due to its high gain and depth, this mode is
a bit noisier than the other modes. Noise will be more in the air versus in the ground. Take this fact
into consideration when adjusting the gain level.

In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with 0-15 IDs, a medium tone for gold
and non-ferrous metals with IDs 16-30, a medium-high tone for metals with 31-66 IDs, a high tone for
non-ferrous metals with IDs 67-85 and a higher tone for non-ferrous metals with IDs 86-99. By using
the T.BREAK feature, you can adjust the break points of the target response tones on the Target ID
range.

99-Tone Discrimination (DI99)
This mode is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19 model.

Multi-tone discrimination mode designed for coin hunting in various mineralization. In this mode, the
device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with 0-15 IDs. For targets with IDs greater than 15, the
device will produce a different tone for each ID. The tone will be higher in pitch as the conductivity of
the metal increases and vice versa.

Beach Mode (BEACH)
This mode is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19
model.

This is a special mode of the Anfibio developed for conductive grounds (salty wet sand beach, grounds 
with alkali soil etc.). The feature of this mode presents the ability to ignore iron and similar targets in 
this group and to be able to perform ground balance on any type of ground. While the device performs 
ground balance in the range of 20-99.80 automatically in the other discrimination modes, the device 
ground balances in the range of 0-99.80 in this mode. This enables easier ground balancing on 
conductive grounds where normally ground balance cannot be performed at all or performed with 
difficulty.

In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with IDs between 0-15. For targets
with IDs 16-99, it produces a higher tone which increases in pitch as the coil approaches the target.
By using the T.BREAK feature, you can adjust the break points of the target response tones on the
Target ID range.

Different than the other modes, the DISC. is set to 15 as a default value in this mode in order to ignore
ferrous metals or ground noise.

Salt water and alkali grounds are significantly conductive due to high ionization and cause effects
similar to that of iron in detectors. These effects may make it impossible to search for metals with
a standard detector. Existence of an iron elimination feature in a detector can improve the situation
but may not be sufficient.

Anfibio's BEACH mode eliminates such effects and ground noise. Aspects to be taken into consideration
while searching on conductive grounds are explained in more detail in the section titled Detection on
the Beach and Underwater (page 28).

Deep Mode (DEEP)
Recommended especially for relic hunting, this mode is the deepest mode of the device. Therefore,
it may run relatively noisier. Noise will be more in the air versus in the ground. Take this fact into
consideration when adjusting the gain level. While searching in this mode, a slower swing speed is
required.

The discrimination ability of the DEEP mode is relatively less compared to the other modes. Hence, its
performance may vary on trashy sites versus clean ones.

In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with IDs between 0-15 in the Anfibio
Multi and Anfibio 14 models and for targets with IDs between 0-40 in the Anfibio 19. For gold and
non-ferrous targets with IDs 16-99 in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio Multi and targets with IDs 16-99 in
the Anfibio 19, it produces a higher tone which increases in pitch as the coil approaches the target.
By using the T.BREAK feature, you can adjust the break points of the target response tones on the
Target ID range.

Cache Mode (CACHE)
This mode is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 19 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 14 model.

CACHE mode in Anfibio Multi :
In this model, the CACHE mode is a non-motion mode. In other words, the device will generate an
audio response  when you hold the coil stationary without swinging over the target. The audio
response increases in volume as the coil approaches the target. This mode is recommended for
larger and deeper metals.

In the CACHE mode, the device will generate the same audio tone for all metals and it will display the
target ID on screen. At the same time, the ID scale will fill up to the right in proportion to the signal
strength.

Target ID range is 00-99. 00-15 are ferrous and 16-99 are non-ferrous metals. You can discriminate
out  all IDs below a certain ID by using the DISC. setting and simply avoid these metals in the field.

When the device detects a discriminated metal, it will not produce an audio response or an ID. However,
the ID scale will fill up to the right in proportion to the signal strength.

The threshold in this mode is internal and cannot be adjusted by the user. Changes in the ground and
temperature may lead to drifts in the threshold. Threshold drifts will be reflected in the ID scale either
in the positive way (right side) or the negative way (left side). The device may emit an audible response
in the positive drifts but not in the negative ones. When the threshold drifts, press the PP button once
to retune the detector. Retuning periodically while searching in this mode is recommended.

IMPORTANT! For a more stable operation, try keeping the coil consistently at the same height above
the ground where you retuned the detector.

IMPORTANT! If you retune the detector over a target, the threshold will drift to the negative side and 
the device will no longer detect the target until the detector is retuned. In addition, the depth of the 
detector will also decrease.

If the drifts are substantial and retuning does not improve the situation, increase the iSAT to a level
where the drifts are eliminated (for detailed information on iSAT please refer to the related pages). 
As the iSAT is increased, the device may detect weaker signals but will not be able to detect the
targets anymore if you hold the coil stationary or sweep back and forth over the target. If the drifts
still continue frequently, set the iSAT back to its original value and lower the GAIN. Then, re-ground
balance.

CACHE Mode in Anfibio 19 :
3-tone discrimination mode designed for users who prefer a lower noise level while detecting. Ideal for
coin and relic hunting on changing grounds and different levels of mineralization. It will provide weaker
responses for fringe depth targets as well as ground and environmental noises. Therefore, it is suitable
for use with DISC. set to 0 and at higher gain levels. If needed, a more stable operation can be obtained
by increasing the DISC. but discrimination will create a greater loss in depth in this mode compared to
others.

FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.
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POZOR! Po spustení bude Kruzer využívať normalizovanú ID stupnicu a nie štandardnú stupnicu ID. To 
znamená že ID sa pri zmene frekvencie nezmení a detektor generuje rovanké ID pre každú frekvenciu ako 
pre frekvenciu 14kHz. Na základe pôdnych podmienok sa však ID môže pri určitých kovoch líšiť.

Ak uprednostňujete zobrazenie rôznych ID vytvorených každou frekvenciou, musíte použiť 
štandardnú ID stupnicu. Ak chcete prepnúť na štandardné ID,  stlačte súčasne tlačidlá plus (+) a 
mínus (-) pri zapnutom detektore. Na obrazovke sa objavia písmená "Sd". Ak sa chcete vrátiť späť na 
normalizované ID, zopakujte rovnaký proces a na obrazovke sa objavia písmená "No".

Mince vyhľadávané po celom svete sú rôznych veľkostí, vyrobené z rôznych kovov a v rôznych 
historických obdobiach. Preto, aby sme sa naučili identifikačné čísla týchto  mincí z konkrétnej oblasti, 
odporúčame vykonať test so vzorkami.

Môže trvať nejaký čas kým získate skúsenosti, aby ste čo najlepšie využili funkciu ID na vašich lokalitách. 
Rôzne značky a modely detektorov produkujú rôzne ID čísla. Čísla sa menia v závislosti od hĺbky, 
mineralizácie pôdy a blízko ležiacich kovov. Ale po určitom čase sa rýchlo oboznámite s ID hodnotami 
rôznych predmetov ktoré produkuje ANFIBIO.

V Y H Ľ A D Á V A C I E  M Ó D Y

ANFIBIOMulti má 9, ANFIBIO 14 má 8 a ANFIBIO 19 má 5 režimov vyhľadávania pre rôzne terény a ciele. 
Medzi režimami môžete jednoducho prejsť pomocou smerových tlačidiel. Zvolený názov režimu bude 
orámovaný na obrazovke.

Na rozdiel od ostatných módov tento  mód obsahuje tón (treshold),  ktorý nepretržite počujete na 
pozadí. V režime GEN modelov ANFIBIO 14 a ANFIBIO 19 zariadenie nerozlišuje ciele a nezistí všetky ciele 
(kovy, mineralizované horniny atď.). ID cieľa sa zobrazí na displeji (s výnimkou záporných horúcich skál) a 
produkuje rovnaký zvukový tón pre všetky ciele. Zvukový tón sa zvyšuje v smere, keď sa cievka blíži k 
cieľu. Toto je typický režim ALL METAL (všetky kovy), ktorý sa nachádza vo väčšine detektorov.  

Režim GEN Delta pracuje v zásade rovnako ako režim GEN. Rozdiel spočíva v tom, že režim GEN Delta 
bude generovať rovnaký tón pre železné a neželezné ciele vo veľkých hĺbkach, ale bude rozlišovať 
plytké železné ciele tým, že vygeneruje nízky železný tón.

GAIN, THRESHOLD a nastavenia iSAT v týchto režimoch sú optimalizované tak, aby poskytovali najlepší 
výkon na rôznych terénoch. Tieto nastavenia môžete upraviť na základe podmienok na lokalite. 
Odporúčame používať režimy GEN, ak diskriminácia nie je dôležitá a nepoužívajte ju v ťažkých 
oblastiach odpadu alebo v oblastiach obsahujúcich veľa horúcich hornín.

GEN a GEN Delta - hlavný všeobecný mód

2-tónová diskriminácia (2 TONE)
Odporúča sa najmä na vyhľadávanie starožitností. Poskytuje dobré výsledky najmä na čistých 
lokalitách, ktoré neobsahujú kovový odpad. Na kamenistých lokalitách alebo tam kde je veľa kového 
odpadu získate väčší hĺbkový výkon nastavením  DISC a NOTCH a s rýchlosťou pohybu s cievkou z 
jednej strany na druhú približne za 1 sekundu. Hodnota DISC je prednastavená na 03. Túto hodnotu 
môžete upraviť podľa ID cieľov ktoré nechcete vyhľadávať.



Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.

V tomto režime prístroj vytvára nízky tón pre železné ciele s ID medzi 0-15 v ANFIBIO Multi a ANFIBIO 14 a 
pre železné ciele s ID medzi 0-40 v ANFIBIO 19. Pre ciele s ID 16-99 v ANFIBIO Multi a ANFIBIO 14 a pre ciele s 
ID 16-99 v ANFIBIO 19 produkuje vyšší tón, ktorý sa zvyšuje v smere, keď sa cievka blíži cieľu. Použitím 
funkcie T.BREAK môžete upraviť body zlomenia cieľových tónov odozvy v rozsahu cieľového ID.

3-tonová diskriminácia (3 TONE)
Trojtónový mód diskriminácie určený na vyhľadávanie mincí, najmä tam kde sa vyskytuje kovový 
odpad.

ANFIBIO Multi a ANFIBIO 14: V tomto režime zariadenie produkuje nízky tón pre železné ciele s 0-15 ID, 
stredný tón pre zlato a neželezné kovy s ID 16-66 a vysoký tón pre neferomagnetické kovy s ID 67-99, ako je 
striebro, mosadz a meď.

ANFIBIO 19:  V tomto režime zariadenie produkuje nízky tón pre železné ciele s 0-40 ID, stredný tón pre 
zlato a neželezné kovy s ID 41-80 a vysoký tón pre neželezné kovy s ID 81-99, ako je striebro, mosadz a meď.

Použitím funkcie T.BREAK môžete upraviť body kde sa tóny cieľov budú meniť podľa ID hodnoty týchto 
kovových predmetov.

4-tónová diskriminácia (4 TONE)
Tento režim je prítomný v modeloch ANFIBIO Multi a ANFIBIO 14. V modeli ANFIBIO 19 nie je prítomný.

Režim 4-tónovej diskriminácie určený na detekciu mincí pri nízkej až strednej mineralizácii. Vzhľadom na 
vysoký výkon a hĺbku je tento režim trošku hlučnejší než ostatné režimy. Rušenia budú viac spôsobené 
okolím ako pôdou. Zohľadnite túto skutočnosť pri nastavovaní úrovne výkonu GAIN .

5-tónová diskriminácia (4 TONE)
Tento režim je prítomný v modeloch ANFIBIO Multi a ANFIBIO 14. V modeli ANFIBIO 19 nie je prítomný.

Tento režim je určený pre hľadačov mincí, ktorí hľadajú lepši separáciu cieľov, najmä v oblastiach s 
väčším počtom mincí. Rovnako ako režim 4 tóny, tento režim je vzhľadom na jeho vysoký výkon a 
hĺbku trochu hlučnejší ako ostatné režimy. Rušenia budú viac spôsobené okolím ako pôdou. 
Zohľadnite túto skutočnosť pri nastavovaní úrovne výkonu GAIN .

V tomto režime prístroj produkuje nízky tón pre železné ciele s 0-15 ID, stredný tón pre zlato a neželezné 
kovy s ID 16-30, stredne vysoký tón pre kovy s ID 31-66, vysoký tónu pre neželezné kovy s ID 67-85 a vyšším 
tónom pre neželezné kovy s ID 86-99. Použitím funkcie T.BREAK môžete upraviť body prechodu tónov 
podľa ID hodnoty cieľov.

99-tónová diskriminácia (DI99)
Tento režim je prítomný v modeloch ANFIBIO Multi a ANFIBIO 14. V modeli ANFIBIO 19 nie je prítomný.

Anfibio Multi has 9, Anfibio 14 has 8 and Anfibio 19 has 5 search modes designed for different terrains
and targets. You can navigate between the modes easily by using the direction buttons. The selected
mode name will be framed on screen.

General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta)
Different than the other modes, this mode features a threshold tone which is continuously heard in
the background.

In the GEN mode of the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models, the device does not discriminate targets
and detects all targets (metals, mineralized rocks etc.). ID of the detected target is shown on the
display (except for negative hot rocks) and the same audio tone is provided for all targets. The audio
tone increases in pitch as the coil approaches the target. This is the typical All Metal mode found
in most detectors.

The GEN Delta mode of the Anfibio, in principle, works the same as GEN mode. The difference is that
the GEN Delta mode will generate the same tone for ferrous and non-ferrous targets at fringe depths
but it will discriminate the shallow ferrous targets by emitting a low iron tone.

Gain, threshold and iSAT settings in these modes are optimized to provide the best performance on
different terrains. You can modify these settings based on ground conditions.

We recommend using the GEN modes when discrimination is not important and not using it in heavy
trash areas or areas containing many hot rocks.

2-Tone Discrimination (2 TONE)
Recommended especially for relic hunting. It produces good results particularly on clean sites which do
not contain waste metal. More depth can be obtained on sites which are rocky or those that contain
waste metals by using the DISC. and NOTCH and swinging the search coil more slowly (one right/left

Multi-tone discrimination mode designed for coin hunting in various mineralization. In this mode, the
device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with 0-15 IDs. For targets with IDs greater than 15, the
device will produce a different tone for each ID. The tone will be higher in pitch as the conductivity of
the metal increases and vice versa.

Beach Mode (BEACH)
This mode is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19
model.

This is a special mode of the Anfibio developed for conductive grounds (salty wet sand beach, grounds 
with alkali soil etc.). The feature of this mode presents the ability to ignore iron and similar targets in 
this group and to be able to perform ground balance on any type of ground. While the device performs 
ground balance in the range of 20-99.80 automatically in the other discrimination modes, the device 
ground balances in the range of 0-99.80 in this mode. This enables easier ground balancing on 
conductive grounds where normally ground balance cannot be performed at all or performed with 
difficulty.

In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with IDs between 0-15. For targets
with IDs 16-99, it produces a higher tone which increases in pitch as the coil approaches the target.
By using the T.BREAK feature, you can adjust the break points of the target response tones on the
Target ID range.

Different than the other modes, the DISC. is set to 15 as a default value in this mode in order to ignore
ferrous metals or ground noise.

Salt water and alkali grounds are significantly conductive due to high ionization and cause effects
similar to that of iron in detectors. These effects may make it impossible to search for metals with
a standard detector. Existence of an iron elimination feature in a detector can improve the situation
but may not be sufficient.

Anfibio's BEACH mode eliminates such effects and ground noise. Aspects to be taken into consideration
while searching on conductive grounds are explained in more detail in the section titled Detection on
the Beach and Underwater (page 28).

Deep Mode (DEEP)
Recommended especially for relic hunting, this mode is the deepest mode of the device. Therefore,
it may run relatively noisier. Noise will be more in the air versus in the ground. Take this fact into
consideration when adjusting the gain level. While searching in this mode, a slower swing speed is
required.

The discrimination ability of the DEEP mode is relatively less compared to the other modes. Hence, its
performance may vary on trashy sites versus clean ones.

In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with IDs between 0-15 in the Anfibio
Multi and Anfibio 14 models and for targets with IDs between 0-40 in the Anfibio 19. For gold and
non-ferrous targets with IDs 16-99 in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio Multi and targets with IDs 16-99 in
the Anfibio 19, it produces a higher tone which increases in pitch as the coil approaches the target.
By using the T.BREAK feature, you can adjust the break points of the target response tones on the
Target ID range.

Cache Mode (CACHE)
This mode is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 19 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 14 model.

CACHE mode in Anfibio Multi :
In this model, the CACHE mode is a non-motion mode. In other words, the device will generate an
audio response  when you hold the coil stationary without swinging over the target. The audio
response increases in volume as the coil approaches the target. This mode is recommended for
larger and deeper metals.

In the CACHE mode, the device will generate the same audio tone for all metals and it will display the
target ID on screen. At the same time, the ID scale will fill up to the right in proportion to the signal
strength.

Target ID range is 00-99. 00-15 are ferrous and 16-99 are non-ferrous metals. You can discriminate
out  all IDs below a certain ID by using the DISC. setting and simply avoid these metals in the field.

When the device detects a discriminated metal, it will not produce an audio response or an ID. However,
the ID scale will fill up to the right in proportion to the signal strength.

The threshold in this mode is internal and cannot be adjusted by the user. Changes in the ground and
temperature may lead to drifts in the threshold. Threshold drifts will be reflected in the ID scale either
in the positive way (right side) or the negative way (left side). The device may emit an audible response
in the positive drifts but not in the negative ones. When the threshold drifts, press the PP button once
to retune the detector. Retuning periodically while searching in this mode is recommended.

IMPORTANT! For a more stable operation, try keeping the coil consistently at the same height above
the ground where you retuned the detector.

IMPORTANT! If you retune the detector over a target, the threshold will drift to the negative side and 
the device will no longer detect the target until the detector is retuned. In addition, the depth of the 
detector will also decrease.

If the drifts are substantial and retuning does not improve the situation, increase the iSAT to a level
where the drifts are eliminated (for detailed information on iSAT please refer to the related pages). 
As the iSAT is increased, the device may detect weaker signals but will not be able to detect the
targets anymore if you hold the coil stationary or sweep back and forth over the target. If the drifts
still continue frequently, set the iSAT back to its original value and lower the GAIN. Then, re-ground
balance.

CACHE Mode in Anfibio 19 :
3-tone discrimination mode designed for users who prefer a lower noise level while detecting. Ideal for
coin and relic hunting on changing grounds and different levels of mineralization. It will provide weaker
responses for fringe depth targets as well as ground and environmental noises. Therefore, it is suitable
for use with DISC. set to 0 and at higher gain levels. If needed, a more stable operation can be obtained
by increasing the DISC. but discrimination will create a greater loss in depth in this mode compared to
others.

VYHĽADÁVACIE MÓDY

FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.
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Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.

pass per approximately 1 second). DISC. is set to 03 as a default value in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio
14 models and it is set to 10 in the Anfibio 19. You can modify this value according to the ID of the
targets you don’t want to detect.

In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with IDs between 0-15 in the Anfibio
Multi and Anfibio 14 and for ferrous targets with IDs between 0-40 in the Anfibio 19 . For targets with
IDs 16-99 in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 and for targets with IDs 16-99 in the Anfibio 19, it produces
a higher tone which increases in pitch as the coil approaches the target. By using the T.BREAK feature,
you can adjust the break points of the target response tones on the Target ID range.

3-Tone Discrimination (3 TONE)
This is the 3-tone discrimination mode designed for coin hunting especially in trashy sites such as
parks.

3 TONE Mode in Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 : In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous
targets with 0-15 IDs,  a medium tone for gold and non-ferrous metals with IDs 16-66 and a high tone
for non-ferrous metals with IDs 67-99 such as silver, brass and copper.

3 TONE Mode in Anfibio 19 : In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with 0-40
IDs,  a medium tone for gold and non-ferrous metals with IDs 41-80 and a high tone for non-ferrous
metals with IDs 81-99 such as silver, brass and copper.

By using the T.BREAK feature, you can adjust the break points of the target response tones on the
Target ID range.

4-Tone Discrimination (4 TONE)
This mode is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19 model.

4-tone discrimination mode designed for coin hunting in low-medium mineralization. Due to its high
gain and depth, this mode is a bit noisier than the other modes. Noise will be more in the air versus
in the ground. Take this fact into consideration when adjusting the gain level.

In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with 0-15 IDs, a medium tone for
gold and non-ferrous metals with IDs 16-30, a medium-high tone for metals with 31-66 IDs, and a
high tone for non-ferrous metals with IDs 67-99. By using the T.BREAK feature, you can adjust the
break points of the target response tones on the Target ID range.

5-Tone Discrimination (5 TONE)
This mode is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19 model.

This mode is designed for coins hunters who are looking for more separation, especially in regions
with a larger variety of coins. Just like the 4 Tone mode, due to its high gain and depth, this mode is
a bit noisier than the other modes. Noise will be more in the air versus in the ground. Take this fact
into consideration when adjusting the gain level.

In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with 0-15 IDs, a medium tone for gold
and non-ferrous metals with IDs 16-30, a medium-high tone for metals with 31-66 IDs, a high tone for
non-ferrous metals with IDs 67-85 and a higher tone for non-ferrous metals with IDs 86-99. By using
the T.BREAK feature, you can adjust the break points of the target response tones on the Target ID
range.

99-Tone Discrimination (DI99)
This mode is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19 model.

Anfibio Multi has 9, Anfibio 14 has 8 and Anfibio 19 has 5 search modes designed for different terrains
and targets. You can navigate between the modes easily by using the direction buttons. The selected
mode name will be framed on screen.

General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta)
Different than the other modes, this mode features a threshold tone which is continuously heard in
the background.

In the GEN mode of the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models, the device does not discriminate targets
and detects all targets (metals, mineralized rocks etc.). ID of the detected target is shown on the
display (except for negative hot rocks) and the same audio tone is provided for all targets. The audio
tone increases in pitch as the coil approaches the target. This is the typical All Metal mode found
in most detectors.

The GEN Delta mode of the Anfibio, in principle, works the same as GEN mode. The difference is that
the GEN Delta mode will generate the same tone for ferrous and non-ferrous targets at fringe depths
but it will discriminate the shallow ferrous targets by emitting a low iron tone.

Gain, threshold and iSAT settings in these modes are optimized to provide the best performance on
different terrains. You can modify these settings based on ground conditions.

We recommend using the GEN modes when discrimination is not important and not using it in heavy
trash areas or areas containing many hot rocks.

2-Tone Discrimination (2 TONE)
Recommended especially for relic hunting. It produces good results particularly on clean sites which do
not contain waste metal. More depth can be obtained on sites which are rocky or those that contain
waste metals by using the DISC. and NOTCH and swinging the search coil more slowly (one right/left

Multi-tón diskriminačný režim určený pre vyhľadávanie mincí v rôznych stupňoch mineralizácie. V tomto 
režime prístroj vytvára nízky tón pre železné ciele s 0-15 identifikátormi. Pri cieľoch s ID vyšším ako 15 
prístroj vytvorí pre každý ID odlišný tón. Tón bude vyšší  ak je vodivosť kovu vyššia a naopak.

Beach - pláž (BEACH)
Tento režim je prítomný v modeloch ANFIBIO Multi a ANFIBIO 14. V modeli ANFIBIO 19 nie je 
prítomný.

Ide o špeciálny režim ANFIBIO vyvinutý pre vodivé prostredia (slaná mokrá piesková pláž, pozemky s 
alkalickou pôdou atď.). Funkcia tohto režimu predstavuje schopnosť ignorovať železo a podobné ciele  a 
schopnosť vyvážiť pôdu na akomkoľvek type zeme. Zatiaľ čo v ostatných režimoch diskriminácie 
zariadenie vykonáva automatické vyváženie v rozmedzí 20-99,80, v tomto režime je vyváženie GROUND 
BALANCE v rozmedzí 0-99,80. Umožňuje to ľahšie vyvažovanie zeme na vodivých plochách, kde sa 
bežne nedá vykonať vyváženie alebo sa ťažko vykonáva.

V tomto móde detektor vytvára nízky tón pre železné ciele s ID hodnotami medzi 0 až 15. Pri cieľoch s 
ID 16 až 99 produkuje detektor vyšší tón, ktorý sa zvyšuje v smere kedy sa cievka blíži k cieľu. Pomocou 
funkcie T.BREAK môžete upraviť nastavenia zvuku podľa toho pri ktorých ID hodnotách sa má tento tón 
meniť.

V tomto móde je funkcia DISC prednastavená na 15, aby sa ignorovali železné kovy, alebo rušenia pôdou.

Slaná voda a alkalické zeminy sú výrazne vodivé kvôli vysokej ionizácii a majú podobné účinky na 
detektor ako má železo. Bežné detektory môžu byť v takýchto podmienkach nepoužiteľné. Ak má 
takýto detektor funkciu potlačenia železa môže to situáciu zlepšiť, ale to nemusí byť dostatočné.

Mód BEACH (pláž) použitý v detektore ANFIBIO eliminuje takéto efekty a rušenia pôdou. Okolnosti, ktoré je 
potrebné brať do úvahy pri hľadaní na vodivých pôdach, sú podrobnejšie vysvetlené v časti s názvom 
Detekcia na pláži a pod vodou (strana 28).

Deep - hĺbkový mód
Odporúča sa najmä na vyhľadávanie starožitností. Tento mód je režim s najväčším hĺbkovým 
výkonom. Preto môže byť relatívne rušený. Rušenie bude väčšie z okolia ako z pôdy. Zohľadnite túto 
skutočnosť pri nastavovaní GAIN. Počas vyhľadávania v tomto režime je potrebný pomalší pohyb s 
cievkou.

Diskriminačná schopnosť režimu DEEP je v porovnaní s ostatnými režimami pomerne nižšia. Preto sa jeho 
výkonnosť môže líšiť v oblastiach s kovovým odpadom v porovnaní s čistými lokalitami.

V tomto režime prístroj vytvára nízky tón pre železné ciele s ID medzi 0-15 v modeloch ANFIBIO Multi a 
ANFIBIO 14 a pre ciele s ID medzi 0-40 v ANFIBIO 19. Pre zlaté a neželezné ciele s ID 16-99 v zariadeniach 
ANFIBIO 14 a ANFIBIO Multi a ciele s ID 16-99 v ANFIBIO 19 produkuje vyšší tón, ktorý sa zvyšuje v smere, 
keď sa cievka blíži k cieľu. Použitím funkcie T.BREAK môžete upraviť body zmeny tónov na základe 
hodnoty ID.

Režim CACHE - depot
Tento režim je prítomný v modeloch ANFIBIO Multi a ANFIBIO 19. V modeli ANFIBIO 14 nie je prítomný.

CACHE mode in Anfibio Multi :
In this model, the CACHE mode is a non-motion mode. In other words, the device will generate an
audio response  when you hold the coil stationary without swinging over the target. The audio
response increases in volume as the coil approaches the target. This mode is recommended for
larger and deeper metals.

In the CACHE mode, the device will generate the same audio tone for all metals and it will display the
target ID on screen. At the same time, the ID scale will fill up to the right in proportion to the signal
strength.

Target ID range is 00-99. 00-15 are ferrous and 16-99 are non-ferrous metals. You can discriminate
out  all IDs below a certain ID by using the DISC. setting and simply avoid these metals in the field.

When the device detects a discriminated metal, it will not produce an audio response or an ID. However,
the ID scale will fill up to the right in proportion to the signal strength.

The threshold in this mode is internal and cannot be adjusted by the user. Changes in the ground and
temperature may lead to drifts in the threshold. Threshold drifts will be reflected in the ID scale either
in the positive way (right side) or the negative way (left side). The device may emit an audible response
in the positive drifts but not in the negative ones. When the threshold drifts, press the PP button once
to retune the detector. Retuning periodically while searching in this mode is recommended.

IMPORTANT! For a more stable operation, try keeping the coil consistently at the same height above
the ground where you retuned the detector.

IMPORTANT! If you retune the detector over a target, the threshold will drift to the negative side and 
the device will no longer detect the target until the detector is retuned. In addition, the depth of the 
detector will also decrease.

If the drifts are substantial and retuning does not improve the situation, increase the iSAT to a level
where the drifts are eliminated (for detailed information on iSAT please refer to the related pages). 
As the iSAT is increased, the device may detect weaker signals but will not be able to detect the
targets anymore if you hold the coil stationary or sweep back and forth over the target. If the drifts
still continue frequently, set the iSAT back to its original value and lower the GAIN. Then, re-ground
balance.

CACHE Mode in Anfibio 19 :
3-tone discrimination mode designed for users who prefer a lower noise level while detecting. Ideal for
coin and relic hunting on changing grounds and different levels of mineralization. It will provide weaker
responses for fringe depth targets as well as ground and environmental noises. Therefore, it is suitable
for use with DISC. set to 0 and at higher gain levels. If needed, a more stable operation can be obtained
by increasing the DISC. but discrimination will create a greater loss in depth in this mode compared to
others.

VYHĽADÁVACIE MÓDY

FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.
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Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.

pass per approximately 1 second). DISC. is set to 03 as a default value in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio
14 models and it is set to 10 in the Anfibio 19. You can modify this value according to the ID of the
targets you don’t want to detect.

In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with IDs between 0-15 in the Anfibio
Multi and Anfibio 14 and for ferrous targets with IDs between 0-40 in the Anfibio 19 . For targets with
IDs 16-99 in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 and for targets with IDs 16-99 in the Anfibio 19, it produces
a higher tone which increases in pitch as the coil approaches the target. By using the T.BREAK feature,
you can adjust the break points of the target response tones on the Target ID range.

3-Tone Discrimination (3 TONE)
This is the 3-tone discrimination mode designed for coin hunting especially in trashy sites such as
parks.

3 TONE Mode in Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 : In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous
targets with 0-15 IDs,  a medium tone for gold and non-ferrous metals with IDs 16-66 and a high tone
for non-ferrous metals with IDs 67-99 such as silver, brass and copper.

3 TONE Mode in Anfibio 19 : In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with 0-40
IDs,  a medium tone for gold and non-ferrous metals with IDs 41-80 and a high tone for non-ferrous
metals with IDs 81-99 such as silver, brass and copper.

By using the T.BREAK feature, you can adjust the break points of the target response tones on the
Target ID range.

4-Tone Discrimination (4 TONE)
This mode is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19 model.

4-tone discrimination mode designed for coin hunting in low-medium mineralization. Due to its high
gain and depth, this mode is a bit noisier than the other modes. Noise will be more in the air versus
in the ground. Take this fact into consideration when adjusting the gain level.

In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with 0-15 IDs, a medium tone for
gold and non-ferrous metals with IDs 16-30, a medium-high tone for metals with 31-66 IDs, and a
high tone for non-ferrous metals with IDs 67-99. By using the T.BREAK feature, you can adjust the
break points of the target response tones on the Target ID range.

5-Tone Discrimination (5 TONE)
This mode is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19 model.

This mode is designed for coins hunters who are looking for more separation, especially in regions
with a larger variety of coins. Just like the 4 Tone mode, due to its high gain and depth, this mode is
a bit noisier than the other modes. Noise will be more in the air versus in the ground. Take this fact
into consideration when adjusting the gain level.

In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with 0-15 IDs, a medium tone for gold
and non-ferrous metals with IDs 16-30, a medium-high tone for metals with 31-66 IDs, a high tone for
non-ferrous metals with IDs 67-85 and a higher tone for non-ferrous metals with IDs 86-99. By using
the T.BREAK feature, you can adjust the break points of the target response tones on the Target ID
range.

99-Tone Discrimination (DI99)
This mode is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19 model.

Anfibio Multi has 9, Anfibio 14 has 8 and Anfibio 19 has 5 search modes designed for different terrains
and targets. You can navigate between the modes easily by using the direction buttons. The selected
mode name will be framed on screen.

General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta)
Different than the other modes, this mode features a threshold tone which is continuously heard in
the background.

In the GEN mode of the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models, the device does not discriminate targets
and detects all targets (metals, mineralized rocks etc.). ID of the detected target is shown on the
display (except for negative hot rocks) and the same audio tone is provided for all targets. The audio
tone increases in pitch as the coil approaches the target. This is the typical All Metal mode found
in most detectors.

The GEN Delta mode of the Anfibio, in principle, works the same as GEN mode. The difference is that
the GEN Delta mode will generate the same tone for ferrous and non-ferrous targets at fringe depths
but it will discriminate the shallow ferrous targets by emitting a low iron tone.

Gain, threshold and iSAT settings in these modes are optimized to provide the best performance on
different terrains. You can modify these settings based on ground conditions.

We recommend using the GEN modes when discrimination is not important and not using it in heavy
trash areas or areas containing many hot rocks.

2-Tone Discrimination (2 TONE)
Recommended especially for relic hunting. It produces good results particularly on clean sites which do
not contain waste metal. More depth can be obtained on sites which are rocky or those that contain
waste metals by using the DISC. and NOTCH and swinging the search coil more slowly (one right/left

Multi-tone discrimination mode designed for coin hunting in various mineralization. In this mode, the
device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with 0-15 IDs. For targets with IDs greater than 15, the
device will produce a different tone for each ID. The tone will be higher in pitch as the conductivity of
the metal increases and vice versa.

Beach Mode (BEACH)
This mode is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19
model.

This is a special mode of the Anfibio developed for conductive grounds (salty wet sand beach, grounds 
with alkali soil etc.). The feature of this mode presents the ability to ignore iron and similar targets in 
this group and to be able to perform ground balance on any type of ground. While the device performs 
ground balance in the range of 20-99.80 automatically in the other discrimination modes, the device 
ground balances in the range of 0-99.80 in this mode. This enables easier ground balancing on 
conductive grounds where normally ground balance cannot be performed at all or performed with 
difficulty.

In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with IDs between 0-15. For targets
with IDs 16-99, it produces a higher tone which increases in pitch as the coil approaches the target.
By using the T.BREAK feature, you can adjust the break points of the target response tones on the
Target ID range.

Different than the other modes, the DISC. is set to 15 as a default value in this mode in order to ignore
ferrous metals or ground noise.

Salt water and alkali grounds are significantly conductive due to high ionization and cause effects
similar to that of iron in detectors. These effects may make it impossible to search for metals with
a standard detector. Existence of an iron elimination feature in a detector can improve the situation
but may not be sufficient.

Anfibio's BEACH mode eliminates such effects and ground noise. Aspects to be taken into consideration
while searching on conductive grounds are explained in more detail in the section titled Detection on
the Beach and Underwater (page 28).

Deep Mode (DEEP)
Recommended especially for relic hunting, this mode is the deepest mode of the device. Therefore,
it may run relatively noisier. Noise will be more in the air versus in the ground. Take this fact into
consideration when adjusting the gain level. While searching in this mode, a slower swing speed is
required.

The discrimination ability of the DEEP mode is relatively less compared to the other modes. Hence, its
performance may vary on trashy sites versus clean ones.

In this mode, the device produces a low tone for ferrous targets with IDs between 0-15 in the Anfibio
Multi and Anfibio 14 models and for targets with IDs between 0-40 in the Anfibio 19. For gold and
non-ferrous targets with IDs 16-99 in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio Multi and targets with IDs 16-99 in
the Anfibio 19, it produces a higher tone which increases in pitch as the coil approaches the target.
By using the T.BREAK feature, you can adjust the break points of the target response tones on the
Target ID range.

Cache Mode (CACHE)
This mode is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 19 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 14 model.

Režim CACHE v ANFIBIO Multi:
V tomto modeli je režim CACHE režimom bez pohybu. Inými slovami, zariadenie bude generovať 
zvukovú odpoveď, keď držíte cievku bez pohybu nad cieľom. Zvuku sa zvyšuje, keď sa cievka blíži k 
cieľu. Tento režim sa odporúča pre väčšie a hlbšie uložené kovové predmety.

V režime CACHE prístroj generuje rovnaký zvukový tón pre všetky kovy a na displeji sa zobrazí ID hodnota 
Zároveň sa ID stupnica zaplní smerom doprava podľa sily signálu.

Rozsah hodnôt ID je 00-99. 00-15 sú železné kovy a 16-99 sú neželezné kovy. Môžete rozlíšiť všetky ID 
pod určitým čislom ID pomocou funkcie DISC. nastavenie a jednoducho sa vyhnúť týmto kovom v 
teréne.

Keď prístroj rozpozná diskriminovaný kov, nebude produkovať zvukovú reakciu ani ID hodnotu. ID stupnica 
sa však vyplní smerom doprava podľa sily signálu.

Threshold v tomto režime nemôžete upravovať. Zmeny v pôde a teplote môžu viesť k posunu thresholdu. 
Posuny sa odrazia v ID stupnici buď pozitívne (pravá strana) alebo negatívne (ľavá strana). Zariadenie môže 
vydávať zvukovú reakciu v pozitívnych posunoch, ale nie v negatívnych. Keď hodnoty thresholdu klesnú, 
stlačte jedenkrát tlačidlo PP na preladenie detektora. V tomto režime sa odporúča pravidelné preladenie.

POZOR! Pre stabilnejšiu prevádzku skúste cievku stále držať v rovnakej výške nad zemou, keď prelaďujte 
detektor.

POZOR! Ak nastavíte detektor nad cieľ, THRESHOLD sa posunie na negatívnu stranu a prístroj už nebude 
detekovať cieľ, kým sa detektor nepreladí. Okrem toho sa tiež zníži hĺbkový výkon detektora.

Ak preladenie nepomáha zvýšte úroveň iSAT na úroveň, kde sa posuny odstránia (podrobnejšie 
informácie o iSAT nájdete na súvisiacich stránkach). Keď je hodnota iSAT zvýšená detektor môže 
registrovať slabšie signály, ale už nebude schopný detekovať ciele, ak držíte cívku v kľude alebo 
prechádzate ponad cieľ. Ak posun thresholdu trvá, nastavte iSAT na pôvodnú hodnotu a znížte GAIN. 
Potom znovu vyvážte zem (GROUND BALANCE).

Režim CACHE v ANFIBIO 19 :
3-tónový diskriminačný režim určený pre tých, ktorí uprednostňujú nižšiu hladinu hluku pri detekcii. Ideálny 
na vyhľadávanie mincí a relikvií na meniacich sa pôdnych podmienkach s rôznym množstvom 
mineralizácie. Poskytne slabšie reakcie na hlboké ciele, ako aj na rušenia pôdou a okolím. Preto je vhodný na 
použitie s DISC. nastaveným na 0 a GAIN na vyššie hodnoty. V prípade potreby možno dosiahnuť 
stabilnejšiu prevádzku zvýšením DISC. ale diskriminácia v tomto režime spôsobí väčšiu stratu hĺbky.

VYHĽADÁVACIE MÓDY

FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.
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Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.

Stlačením tlačidla SETTINGS získate prístup k základným nastaveniam. Základné nastavenia môžete 
prechádzať tlačidlami hore a dole. Na obrazovke sa zobrazí hodnota zvoleného nastavenia. Hodnotu 
môžete zmeniť pomocou tlačidiel plus (+) a mínus (-). Ak sú tlačidlá hore / dole a +/- stlačené dlhšie, 
voľby a hodnoty sa budú meniť rýchlo.

Ak chcete nastavenia opustiť, stlačte jedenkrát tlačidlo SETTINGS alebo tlačidlo PP. Z menu SETTINGS sa 
obrazovka vráti pri nečinnosti za 8 sekúnd späť do okna režimov.

Niektoré nastavenia sú špecifické pre určitý režim a nie je možné ich meniť v iných režimoch.  

GAIN
GAIN je nastavenie hĺbkového výkonu detektora. Používa sa tiež na odstránenie elektromagnetických 
signálov z okolia a rušení prenášaných zo zeme.

POZNÁMKA: Aby ste dosiahli maximálny hĺbkový výkon a odstránili  elektromagnetické rušenia, skúste 
najprv posunúť frekvenciu.

Frekvenčný posun sa uskutočňuje pomocou funkcie FREQ. v detektore ANFIBIO a kombináciou tlačidiel 
v detektore ANFIBIO MULTI. Keď frekvenčný posun nie je dostatočný na odstránenie rušení, môžete v 
detektore ANFIBIO MULTI zmeniť prevádzkovú frekvenciu (5kHz / 14kHz / 19kHz).

Rozsah nastavenia GAIN je 01-99 a preddefinovaný pre každý režim. Všetky režimy začínajú na 
predvolených nastaveniach. V prípade potreby je možné ich manuálne upraviť. Úprava GAIN sa vzťahuje 
na práve zvolený režim.

POZNÁMKA: Ak je zem veľmi mineralizovaná, čo spôsobuje preťaženie prístroja, znížte GAIN, až kým z 
obrazovky nezmizne správa "Overload" (Preťaženie).

GAIN v režime všeobecného vyhľadávania GEN a GEN Delta
V režime GEN spôsobí nastavenie GAIN zvýšenie alebo zníženie falošných signálov. Nastavenie hodnoty 
je osobná preferencia. Je však dôležité nastaviť GAIN na najvyššiu možnú úroveň, kde nie sú počuť 
žiadne výrazné falošné zvuky, aby sa zabránilo strate menších a hlbších cieľov. Napríklad ak je hladina 
hluku vhodná na vyhľadávanie a je rovnaká pri hodnotách GAIN 40 a 70, potom by malo byť 
uprednostnené nastavenie na 70. Použite predvolené výrobné nastavenia,  kým nebudete mať viac 
skúsenosti s detektorom.

GAIN v režimoch diskriminácie:
Keďže nastavenie THRESHOLD nie je k dispozícii v režimoch diskriminácie, môžete zvýšiť hĺbkový výkon 
zariadenia alebo zabezpečiť prevádzku bez rušení iba pomocou nastavenia GAIN.

Ak chcete nastaviť GAIN v režimoch diskriminácie, nastavte vyváženie zeme, kým je GAIN v predvolenom 
nastavení. Po dokončení vyváženia držte cievku bez pohybu alebo s ňom pohybujte len vo výške 
vyhľadávania. Znížte GAIN v prípade že je detektor rušený. Ak je detektor stabilný, postupne zvyšujte 
GAIN, pokým nedochádza k rušeniu. Ak detektor  počas vyhľadávania  začne produkovať falošné signály, 
postupne znižujte GAIN.

POZNÁMKA: ANFIBIO je zariadenie s vysokým výkonom a niektoré z režimov vyhľadávania budú 
relatívne hlučné (DEEP a 4 TONE) v porovnaní s inými režimami tak, aby poskytovali najlepší hĺbkový 
výkon. Vzhľadom na nastavenia týchto režimov budú rušenia menšie, ak s cievkou budete pohybovať 
nad zemou a nie vo vzduchu. 

Diskriminácia (DISC)
Diskriminácia je schopnosť zariadenia ignorovať všetky kovy pomocou identifikátora cieľa. 

S E T T I N G S  -  N A S T A V E N I A

filtered ID range is shown with lines on the ID scale and every 2 consecutive IDs are represented with 
1 line. For example, if you set the DISC. to 30, 15 lines will be shown between the 0-30 ID range on the 
scale and the device will not produce an audio response for any metals with IDs between 0-30.

DISC. setting is disabled for GEN modes (GEN and GEN Delta) only. For all other modes, the factory 
default value will be displayed on screen at start up.

In order to change the DISC. value, select the DISC. option from the SETTINGS and decrease or 
increase the value using the plus (+) or minus (-) buttons. Please remember that certain targets, other 
than the ones you want to ignore, may also be missed or their signals may become weaker when 
using the DISC. setting.

In the case of receiving multiple IDs for the same target - let's say 35 and 55 - due to the  orientation 
of the target or the composition of the metal itself, if you set the DISC. to 40, because 35 will fall in 
the filtered range, the signal strength as well as the depth may diminish.

NOTE : DISC. setting works inversely proportional to depth up to level 15 in the Anfibio Multi and 
Anfibio 14, and up to 49 in the Anfibio 19 in all modes. In other words, as the DISC. is increased up to 
15, stability will increase but depth will be reduced and vice versa. Above levels mentioned above 
though, both depth and noise will increase.

NOTCH and NOTCH Volume (NOTCH V.)
NOTCH is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. NOTCH V. is present in the Anfibio Multi 
only. These settings are not present in the Anfibio 19 model.

NOTCH is the ability of the device to discriminate single or multiple Target IDs by not emitting an 
audio response for them or giving a low iron tone.

Although NOTCH may seem similar to DISC. at first glance, these two settings have different 
functions. While the DISC. filters out all IDs between 0 and the set value, the NOTCH filters IDs 
individually.

With the NOTCH you can reject a single ID or multiple IDs at the same time. This process does not 
affect any IDs below or above the selected IDs. For example, you can filter out IDs between 31-35 as 
well as 50 simultaneously.

How To Use The NOTCH Setting
When NOTCH is selected from the SETTINGS, first, the current DISC. value will be displayed on screen 
and discriminated ID range will be shown on the ID scale with lines. For example, if the DISC. is set to 
15, when you select NOTCH, number 16 will be displayed on screen corresponding to 8 lines on the ID 
scale (every 2 consecutive IDs are represented with 1 line). NOTCH cannot be used within the DISC. 
range. In other words, if the DISC. is set to 15, NOTCH can only be applied to IDs 16 or higher. If you 
want to NOTCH IDs 15 or below, first you need to change the DISC. value.

NOTCH rejects or accepts IDs with the help of the cursor in the middle of the screen. To move the 
cursor on the scale, plus (+) and minus (-) buttons are used. The cursor blinks while it is moving on 
the scale. When you are on the first ID that you want to reject, press the SELECT button once. This 
ID is now rejected and it is shown on the screen with a line. If you want to reject multiple IDs, continue 
to press the plus (+) or minus (-) button. If non-consecutive IDs are to be rejected, push the SELECT 
button once to have the cursor blink for navigation on the scale and repeat the process above. The 
cursor will appear where you left it  the next time you use the NOTCH.

To give an example; let's say you want to reject IDs between 20-25 and the cursor is at 10. Press the 
plus (+) button until you reach number 20. Then push the SELECT button once. Number 20 will be 
marked with a line. When you reach number 25 using the (+) button again, IDs between 20-25 will be 
filtered out and they will be shown on the ID scale with 4 lines  (every 2 consecutive IDs are 
represented with 1 line). 

To accept back the filtered IDs, select NOTCH from SETTINGS. The cursor will appear where you last 
left it. Using the plus (+) or the minus (-) button, select the ID you want to accept and push the 
SELECT button. Then, using the plus (+) or minus (-) button again, unfilter the IDs back in. 1 line will 
be erased for every 2 consecutive IDs accepted.

You can also enable the device to emit a low iron tone for your notched out target IDs instead of 
silencing them. To do this, select NOTCH V. from SETTINGS. Then set the volume of the iron tone for 
the targets you notched out by using the plus (+) or the minus (-) button. 05 is the maximum level 
and the iron volume will be reduced as you go down.

If you prefer to get a different tone for the notched out IDs instead of the iron tone, you can change 
the tone of the iron zone - Z1- by using the TONE setting. Please remember though, the device would 
then emit an iron tone for all targets of which the IDs fall in the Z1 zone. For more details, please read 
the sections about these settings.

Iron Volume (Fe VOL.)
This setting is present in the Anfibio 19 model only. 

It adjusts or turns off the volume of the low iron tone. It can be adjusted between 0-5.

0-5 : 5 is the maximum level. As you lower it, the audio response volume the device produces for 
ferrous metals will decrease. At 0 level, the iron audio will be silenced. In other words, the device will 
detect ferrous targets, the Target ID will be displayed on the screen but the device will not produce 
any audio response. 

Fe VOL. adjustment applies to the selected search mode only. The change does not affect the other 
modes.

TONE
Allows you to change the audio frequency of the target audio response tones and the threshold 
sound according to your preference. There are 5 pre-defined metal zones in the Anfibio. They are 
shown as Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 on the screen. The number of metal zones displayed vary according to 
the model of the Anfibio as well as the selected mode. By using the TONE feature, you can adjust the 
frequency of the audio for each metal zone between 150 Hz (15) and 800 Hz (80) in the Anfibio Multi 
and Anfibio 14 models and between 150 Hz (15) and 700 Hz (70) in the Anfibio 19.

When TONE is selected from the SETTINGS, names of the metal groups mentioned above will appear 
at the bottom of the screen and the selected one will be framed. To select another group, just press 
the SELECT button. Then use the plus (+) or the minus (-) button to change the audio frequency.

TONE setting is available in all modes except for the 99 TONE mode present in the Anfibio Multi and 
Anfibio 14 models and the GEN Delta mode of the Anfibio Multi. TONE adjustment applies to the 
selected search mode only. The change does not affect the other modes.

Tone Volume (TONE V.)
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19 
model.

There are 5 pre-defined metal zones in the Anfibio. They are shown as Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 on the screen. 
The number of metal zones displayed vary according to the model of the Anfibio as well as the selected 
mode. By using the TONE V. feature, you can adjust the volume for each metal group between 0-5.

When TONE V. is selected from the SETTINGS, names of the metal zones mentioned above will appear 
below the TARGET ID indicator and the selected one will be framed. To select another group, just press 
the SELECT button. Then use the plus (+) or the minus (-) button to change the audio frequency.

TONE V. setting is available in all modes except for the GEN, GEN Delta and CACHE modes present in 
the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. TONE V. adjustment applies to the selected search mode only. 
The change does not affect the other modes.

Tone Break (T.BREAK)
It is used to adjust the break points of the target response tones on the Target ID range. Default Tone 
Break points in the Anfibio will vary according to the model of the Anfibio as well as the selected 
mode. There are 5 pre-defined metal zones in the Anfibio. They are shown as Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 on the 
screen. You can change the point where the low tone changes into the higher tone.  

To use the Tone Break feature, first select T.BREAK from SETTINGS . The names of the metal groups 
mentioned above will appear at the bottom of the screen. The Tone Break point of the metal group 
will be shown on the screen numerically while the cursor at the top will point to it on the ID scale. 
The number of tone break points will vary according to the mode. To select the metal zone, just push 
the SELECT button. Selection will be framed. To change the value of the break point, plus (+) or minus 
(-) button is used.

To give an example for the above explanation; let's say you are in the 3 TONE mode and you want to 
change the Tone Break points. First, select T.BREAK from SETTINGS. Z1-Z2 metal zones will appear 
at the bottom of the screen and Z1 will be framed. The default value of 15 will also be displayed on 
the screen. Using the plus (+) or the minus (-) button change this number to any value you want. Let's 
say you increased it to 40. Then, push the SELECT button once to select Z2. Let's say you decreased 
the default value of 66 to 50. In this case, the device will produce a low iron tone for all metals with 
IDs equal to or less than 40, a medium tone for metals with IDs 41-50 and a high tone for metals with 
IDs greater than 50 (If you have also adjusted the audio tones (TONE), the selected frequency will 
apply to the new ID ranges).

T.BREAK adjustment applies to the selected search mode only. The change does not affect the other 
modes.

IMPORTANT! If you are using the Standard ID scale in the multi Anfibio and you change the operating 
frequency of the device, you may need to re-adjust the T.BREAK points according to the IDs you will 
get in the new frequency.

Threshold (THRESH.)
In the General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta), search is performed with a continuous humming 
sound in the background, also referred to as the threshold sound. The loudness of this hum directly 
impacts the detection depth of  smaller and deeper targets and it is adjusted by the threshold 
(THRESH.) setting. If the threshold is set too high, a weak target signal may not be heard. On the 
contrary, if the threshold is too low, you give up the depth advantage this setting offers. In other 
words, weak signals of smaller or deeper targets may be missed. It is recommended for average users 
to leave this setting at its default value and for experienced users to adjust to the highest level where 
they can still hear the weak target signals.

Threshold level is directly related to the GAIN and iSAT settings. Please be sure to read the related 
sections of the manual carefully.

iSAT (Intelligent Self-Adjusting Threshold)
iSAT in General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta)
For the General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta) to perform accurately, a stable threshold sound 
is necessary. You cannot search in the General Search Mode without ground balancing. Changes that 
occur in the soil structure and mineralization levels after ground balancing, may cause a rise or fall in 
the background hum and disrupt the threshold's stability which will result in false signals and thus 
missing signals of small metals. iSAT adjusts the speed that the device recovers its threshold hum 
and eliminates the negative effects of mineralized soils. Increasing the iSAT in high mineralization will 
enable a more stable operation by avoiding false signals. This, however, may cause some loss in depth 
and it is normal.

NOTE : In high mineralization, if you receive too many false signals without disruption in the threshold 
hum, lower the gain first before increasing the iSAT. If the false signals continue, set the gain back to 
its original value and increase the iSAT.

If the mineralization is low, you can decrease the iSAT and sweep the coil more slowly for a deeper 
detection.

iSAT consists of 10 levels. The device will start at level 6. It is recommended that iSAT should be 
increased in high-mineralization and decreased in low mineralization. 

iSAT in Discrimination Modes (Named as iMASK in Anfibio 19)

It is used to eliminate false signals caused by ground noise or hot rocks when searching in 
discrimination modes and the available range is between 00-10. Its factory default value is set to (1). 
You can change the value using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. 

If the device receives a lot of false signals due to highly mineralized soil or hot rocks in the 
discrimination modes, first re-ground balance. If the false signals continue, lower the GAIN and check 
again. In case the false signals still exist, try increasing the DISC. value. Regardless of all these, if the 
false signals still exist, first change the GAIN and DISC. values back to their previous levels. Then, 
increase the iSAT level until the false signals are eliminated.

At the maximum level of iSAT, false signals will disappear or will be minimized. However, in some cases, 
increasing the iSAT will result in  loss of depth for certain metals such as copper.

NOTE : When using the Anfibio 19 or the 20kHz of the Anfibio Multi on wet or highly mineralized 
ground, in order not to miss smaller high conductive metals (silver, copper etc.) it is recommended not 
to increase the iSAT level too high. 

NOTE : iSAT value ranges between 00-10. The factory default is 01. At ''0'', the iSAT feature will be 
inactive. If the ground is not highly mineralized or does not contain many hot rocks, setting the iSAT 
to ''0'' is recommended.

iSAT in CACHE Mode of Anfibio Multi
Because CACHE mode is a non-motion mode, the function of iSAT in this mode is different. iSAT in 
CACHE mode is used to eliminate the threshold drifts caused by changes in the ground and 
temperature. Threshold drifts will be reflected in the ID scale either in the positive way (right side) or 
the negative way (left side).

When the threshold drifts, press the PP button once to retune the detector first. If the drifts are 
substantial and retuning does not improve the situation, increase the iSAT setting to a level where 
the drifts are eliminated. As the iSAT is increased, the device may detect weaker signals but will not 
be able to detect the targets anymore if you hold the coil stationary or sweep back and forth over 
the target.

iSAT value ranges between 0-10. The factory default is 3 in CACHE mode. At ''0'', the iSAT feature will 
be inactive. If the ground and environmental conditions do not cause any drifts in the threshold, 
setting the iSAT to ''0'' is recommended.

FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.
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Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.

Push the SETTINGS button to access the basic settings. You can navigate the basic settings with the 
up and down buttons. The value of the selected setting will be displayed on screen. You can change 
the value using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. If the up/down and +/- buttons are held down, the 
options and values will change rapidly.

To exit the settings, press the SETTINGS or the PP button once. Settings will time out in 
approximately 8 seconds and the device will revert back to the modes window. 

NOTE : Certain settings are mode specific and thus cannot be selected in other modes. 

GAIN
Gain is the depth setting of the device. It is also used to eliminate the ambient electromagnetic 
signals from the surrounding environment and noise signals transmitted from ground.

NOTE : To obtain maximum depth performance, to eliminate the noise caused by  electromagnetic 
interference, try shifting the frequency first.

Frequency shift is done with the FQ. SHIFT option. In the Anfibio Multi, when the frequency shifting 
is not sufficient for eliminating noise, you can also change the operating frequency 
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) of the device.

GAIN setting range is 01-99 and pre-defined for each mode. All modes start at default settings. They 
can be manually modified when necessary. Gain adjustment applies to the selected mode; the 
modified setting does not affect the gain setting of the other modes.

NOTE : If the ground is highly mineralized causing the device to overload, decrease the GAIN until the 
''Overload'' message disappears from the screen.

Gain in General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta)
In the GEN modes, GAIN setting causes an increase or decrease in the popping sounds and false 
signals. GAIN setting is a personal preference. However, It is important to set the GAIN setting to the 
highest level possible where no major popping sounds are heard to avoid missing smaller and deeper 
targets. For example; if the noise level is suitable for searching and is the same at gain levels 40 and 
70, then 70 should be preferred. Using the factory default levels will be a good starting point until you 
get familiar and experienced with the device.

Gain in Discrimination Modes :
Since the threshold setting is not available in the discrimination modes, you can increase the depth 
of the device or ensure noise-free operation on different grounds only by using the GAIN setting.

In order to adjust the gain in the discrimination modes, first ground balance while the GAIN is at its 
default setting. After ground balance is completed, hold the search coil stationary or swing over the 
ground at search height. Reduce the GAIN if the device receives noise. If not (ensure that the DISC. is 
also at its default settings when checking this), increase the gain gradually until there is no popping 
sound. If the device starts to receive noise during searching, reduce the GAIN gradually.

NOTE : Anfibio is a high gain device and some of the search modes will run relatively noisy (DEEP, 4 
TONE and 5 TONE) compared to other modes so as to provide the best depth performance. However, 
due to the design characteristics of these modes, the noise will be heard more if the coil is in free air 
than sweeping the coil on the ground. Please keep this factor in mind while adjusting the GAIN.

Discrimination (DISC.)
DISC. is the ability of the device to ignore all metals below a certain Target ID. In the DISC. process, the 

V DISC sa  filtrovaný rozsah ID zobrazuje čiarami na stupnici ID a každé 2 po sebe idúce ID sú zobrazené 
jedným riadkom. Ak napríklad nastavíte DISC na hodnotu 30, zobrazí sa 15 riadkov v rozsahu 0-30 na 
stupnici ID a zariadenie nebude produkovať zvukovú odozvu pre akékoľvek kovy s hodnotami  ID medzi 
0-30.

Nastavenie DISC je zakázané iba pre režim GEN a GEN Delta Pre všetky ostatné režimy sa na začiatku 
zobrazuje predvolená hodnota z výroby.

Ak chcete zmeniť nastavenia diskriminácie vyberte DISC z položky SETTINGS a znížte alebo zvýšte 
hodnotu pomocou tlačidiel plus (+) alebo mínus (-). Pamätajte, že niektoré ciele odlišné od tých ktoré 
chcete ignorovať, nemusí detektor zaregistrovať, alebo ich signály môžu byť slabšie ak použijete 
nastavenie DISC. 

V prípade že predmet vykazuje rôzne hodnoty ID, napríklad 35 a 55 (rôzna poloha alebo zloženie kovov), 
nastavte DISC na 40, pretože 35 sa dostane do filtrovaného rozsahu, intenzita signálu a hĺbka sa môžu 
zmenšiť.

POZNÁMKA: DISC. nastavenie funguje nepriamo úmerné hĺbke až do úrovne 15 v zariadeniach ANFIBIO 
Multi a ANFIBIO 14 a až do úrovne 49 v ANFIBIO 19 vo všetkých režimoch. Inými slovami, ako DISC. sa 
zvýši až na 15, stabilita sa zvýši, ale hĺbka bude znížená a naopak. Vyššie uvedené úrovne však zvyšujú 
hĺbku aj rušenia.

NOTCH a hlasitosť NOTCH(NOTCH V)
NOTCH je v modeloch ANFIBIO Multi a ANFIBIO 14. NOTCH V je len v ANFIBIO Multi. Tieto nastavenia 
sa v modeli ANFIBIO 19 nenachádzajú.

NOTCH je schopnosť zariadenia rozlíšiť jedno alebo viac ID hodnôt tým, že nevydáva zvukovú odpoveď 
pre tieto hodnoty alebo dáva nízky tón železa (pozrite prosím časť "železný tón v NOTCH").

Napriek tomu, že NOTCH môže vyzerať podobne ako DISC tieto dve nastavenia majú rôzne funkcie. 
Zatiaľ čo DISC vyfiltruje všetky ID medzi 0 a nastavenou hodnotou, NOTCH filtruje hodnoty ID jednotlivo.

Pomocou NOTCH môžete súčasne odmietnuť jeden alebo viac identifikátorov. Tento proces 
neovplyvňuje žiadne ID pod alebo nad vybratými ID hodnotami. Môžete napríklad filtrovať identifikátory 
medzi 31-35 a súčasne hodnotu 50.

Ako používať nastavenie NOTCH
Ak je z položky SETTING vybratá možnosť NOTCH, zobrazí sa aktuálna hodnota DISC a rozsah 
diskriminovaných ID sa zobrazí na ID stupnici s riadkami. Napríklad v prípade že DISC je nastavené na 15 
a zvolíte NOTCH s hodnotou 16 zobrazí sa na obrazovke 8 riadkov na stupnici ID (každé 2 po sebe idúce 
ID sú reprezentované 1 riadkom). NOTCH sa nedá použiť v rámci DISC rozsahu. Ak je DISC nastavený na 
15, NOTCH môže byť použitý len pre ID s hodnotami 16 a vyššie. Ak chcete ID NOTCH nastaviť na 15 
alebo nižšie, najprv musíte zmeniť nastavenie DISC.

NOTCH odmieta alebo prijíma hodnoty ID pomocou kurzorov v strede obrazovky. Ak chcete presunúť 
kurzor na stupnicu, použite tlačidlá (+) a mínus (-). Kurzor bliká, keď sa pohybuje na stupnici. Keď ste na 
prvom ID, ktorý chcete odmietnuť, stlačte tlačidlo SELECT. Toto ID je teraz odmietnuté a na obrazovke sa 
zobrazí riadok. Ak chcete odmietnuť viacero ID, pokračujte stlačením tlačidla plus (+) alebo mínus (-). Ak 
sa majú potlačiť nesusediace ID, stlačte jedenkrát tlačidlo SELECT, aby na navigačnom paneli  blikal 
kurzor a zopakujte postup uvedený vyššie. Pri ďalšom používaní funkcie NOTCH sa kurzor objaví tam, kde 
ste ho naposledy opustili.

To give an example; let's say you want to reject IDs between 20-25 and the cursor is at 10. Press the 
plus (+) button until you reach number 20. Then push the SELECT button once. Number 20 will be 
marked with a line. When you reach number 25 using the (+) button again, IDs between 20-25 will be 
filtered out and they will be shown on the ID scale with 4 lines  (every 2 consecutive IDs are 
represented with 1 line). 

To accept back the filtered IDs, select NOTCH from SETTINGS. The cursor will appear where you last 
left it. Using the plus (+) or the minus (-) button, select the ID you want to accept and push the 
SELECT button. Then, using the plus (+) or minus (-) button again, unfilter the IDs back in. 1 line will 
be erased for every 2 consecutive IDs accepted.

You can also enable the device to emit a low iron tone for your notched out target IDs instead of 
silencing them. To do this, select NOTCH V. from SETTINGS. Then set the volume of the iron tone for 
the targets you notched out by using the plus (+) or the minus (-) button. 05 is the maximum level 
and the iron volume will be reduced as you go down.

If you prefer to get a different tone for the notched out IDs instead of the iron tone, you can change 
the tone of the iron zone - Z1- by using the TONE setting. Please remember though, the device would 
then emit an iron tone for all targets of which the IDs fall in the Z1 zone. For more details, please read 
the sections about these settings.

Iron Volume (Fe VOL.)
This setting is present in the Anfibio 19 model only. 

It adjusts or turns off the volume of the low iron tone. It can be adjusted between 0-5.

0-5 : 5 is the maximum level. As you lower it, the audio response volume the device produces for 
ferrous metals will decrease. At 0 level, the iron audio will be silenced. In other words, the device will 
detect ferrous targets, the Target ID will be displayed on the screen but the device will not produce 
any audio response. 

Fe VOL. adjustment applies to the selected search mode only. The change does not affect the other 
modes.

TONE
Allows you to change the audio frequency of the target audio response tones and the threshold 
sound according to your preference. There are 5 pre-defined metal zones in the Anfibio. They are 
shown as Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 on the screen. The number of metal zones displayed vary according to 
the model of the Anfibio as well as the selected mode. By using the TONE feature, you can adjust the 
frequency of the audio for each metal zone between 150 Hz (15) and 800 Hz (80) in the Anfibio Multi 
and Anfibio 14 models and between 150 Hz (15) and 700 Hz (70) in the Anfibio 19.

When TONE is selected from the SETTINGS, names of the metal groups mentioned above will appear 
at the bottom of the screen and the selected one will be framed. To select another group, just press 
the SELECT button. Then use the plus (+) or the minus (-) button to change the audio frequency.

TONE setting is available in all modes except for the 99 TONE mode present in the Anfibio Multi and 
Anfibio 14 models and the GEN Delta mode of the Anfibio Multi. TONE adjustment applies to the 
selected search mode only. The change does not affect the other modes.

Tone Volume (TONE V.)
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19 
model.

There are 5 pre-defined metal zones in the Anfibio. They are shown as Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 on the screen. 
The number of metal zones displayed vary according to the model of the Anfibio as well as the selected 
mode. By using the TONE V. feature, you can adjust the volume for each metal group between 0-5.

When TONE V. is selected from the SETTINGS, names of the metal zones mentioned above will appear 
below the TARGET ID indicator and the selected one will be framed. To select another group, just press 
the SELECT button. Then use the plus (+) or the minus (-) button to change the audio frequency.

TONE V. setting is available in all modes except for the GEN, GEN Delta and CACHE modes present in 
the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. TONE V. adjustment applies to the selected search mode only. 
The change does not affect the other modes.

Tone Break (T.BREAK)
It is used to adjust the break points of the target response tones on the Target ID range. Default Tone 
Break points in the Anfibio will vary according to the model of the Anfibio as well as the selected 
mode. There are 5 pre-defined metal zones in the Anfibio. They are shown as Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 on the 
screen. You can change the point where the low tone changes into the higher tone.  

To use the Tone Break feature, first select T.BREAK from SETTINGS . The names of the metal groups 
mentioned above will appear at the bottom of the screen. The Tone Break point of the metal group 
will be shown on the screen numerically while the cursor at the top will point to it on the ID scale. 
The number of tone break points will vary according to the mode. To select the metal zone, just push 
the SELECT button. Selection will be framed. To change the value of the break point, plus (+) or minus 
(-) button is used.

To give an example for the above explanation; let's say you are in the 3 TONE mode and you want to 
change the Tone Break points. First, select T.BREAK from SETTINGS. Z1-Z2 metal zones will appear 
at the bottom of the screen and Z1 will be framed. The default value of 15 will also be displayed on 
the screen. Using the plus (+) or the minus (-) button change this number to any value you want. Let's 
say you increased it to 40. Then, push the SELECT button once to select Z2. Let's say you decreased 
the default value of 66 to 50. In this case, the device will produce a low iron tone for all metals with 
IDs equal to or less than 40, a medium tone for metals with IDs 41-50 and a high tone for metals with 
IDs greater than 50 (If you have also adjusted the audio tones (TONE), the selected frequency will 
apply to the new ID ranges).

T.BREAK adjustment applies to the selected search mode only. The change does not affect the other 
modes.

IMPORTANT! If you are using the Standard ID scale in the multi Anfibio and you change the operating 
frequency of the device, you may need to re-adjust the T.BREAK points according to the IDs you will 
get in the new frequency.

Threshold (THRESH.)
In the General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta), search is performed with a continuous humming 
sound in the background, also referred to as the threshold sound. The loudness of this hum directly 
impacts the detection depth of  smaller and deeper targets and it is adjusted by the threshold 
(THRESH.) setting. If the threshold is set too high, a weak target signal may not be heard. On the 
contrary, if the threshold is too low, you give up the depth advantage this setting offers. In other 
words, weak signals of smaller or deeper targets may be missed. It is recommended for average users 
to leave this setting at its default value and for experienced users to adjust to the highest level where 
they can still hear the weak target signals.

Threshold level is directly related to the GAIN and iSAT settings. Please be sure to read the related 
sections of the manual carefully.

iSAT (Intelligent Self-Adjusting Threshold)
iSAT in General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta)
For the General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta) to perform accurately, a stable threshold sound 
is necessary. You cannot search in the General Search Mode without ground balancing. Changes that 
occur in the soil structure and mineralization levels after ground balancing, may cause a rise or fall in 
the background hum and disrupt the threshold's stability which will result in false signals and thus 
missing signals of small metals. iSAT adjusts the speed that the device recovers its threshold hum 
and eliminates the negative effects of mineralized soils. Increasing the iSAT in high mineralization will 
enable a more stable operation by avoiding false signals. This, however, may cause some loss in depth 
and it is normal.

NOTE : In high mineralization, if you receive too many false signals without disruption in the threshold 
hum, lower the gain first before increasing the iSAT. If the false signals continue, set the gain back to 
its original value and increase the iSAT.

If the mineralization is low, you can decrease the iSAT and sweep the coil more slowly for a deeper 
detection.

iSAT consists of 10 levels. The device will start at level 6. It is recommended that iSAT should be 
increased in high-mineralization and decreased in low mineralization. 

iSAT in Discrimination Modes (Named as iMASK in Anfibio 19)

It is used to eliminate false signals caused by ground noise or hot rocks when searching in 
discrimination modes and the available range is between 00-10. Its factory default value is set to (1). 
You can change the value using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. 

If the device receives a lot of false signals due to highly mineralized soil or hot rocks in the 
discrimination modes, first re-ground balance. If the false signals continue, lower the GAIN and check 
again. In case the false signals still exist, try increasing the DISC. value. Regardless of all these, if the 
false signals still exist, first change the GAIN and DISC. values back to their previous levels. Then, 
increase the iSAT level until the false signals are eliminated.

At the maximum level of iSAT, false signals will disappear or will be minimized. However, in some cases, 
increasing the iSAT will result in  loss of depth for certain metals such as copper.

NOTE : When using the Anfibio 19 or the 20kHz of the Anfibio Multi on wet or highly mineralized 
ground, in order not to miss smaller high conductive metals (silver, copper etc.) it is recommended not 
to increase the iSAT level too high. 

NOTE : iSAT value ranges between 00-10. The factory default is 01. At ''0'', the iSAT feature will be 
inactive. If the ground is not highly mineralized or does not contain many hot rocks, setting the iSAT 
to ''0'' is recommended.

iSAT in CACHE Mode of Anfibio Multi
Because CACHE mode is a non-motion mode, the function of iSAT in this mode is different. iSAT in 
CACHE mode is used to eliminate the threshold drifts caused by changes in the ground and 
temperature. Threshold drifts will be reflected in the ID scale either in the positive way (right side) or 
the negative way (left side).

When the threshold drifts, press the PP button once to retune the detector first. If the drifts are 
substantial and retuning does not improve the situation, increase the iSAT setting to a level where 
the drifts are eliminated. As the iSAT is increased, the device may detect weaker signals but will not 
be able to detect the targets anymore if you hold the coil stationary or sweep back and forth over 
the target.

iSAT value ranges between 0-10. The factory default is 3 in CACHE mode. At ''0'', the iSAT feature will 
be inactive. If the ground and environmental conditions do not cause any drifts in the threshold, 
setting the iSAT to ''0'' is recommended.

SETTINGS - NASTAVENIA

FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.
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Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.

Push the SETTINGS button to access the basic settings. You can navigate the basic settings with the 
up and down buttons. The value of the selected setting will be displayed on screen. You can change 
the value using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. If the up/down and +/- buttons are held down, the 
options and values will change rapidly.

To exit the settings, press the SETTINGS or the PP button once. Settings will time out in 
approximately 8 seconds and the device will revert back to the modes window. 

NOTE : Certain settings are mode specific and thus cannot be selected in other modes. 

GAIN
Gain is the depth setting of the device. It is also used to eliminate the ambient electromagnetic 
signals from the surrounding environment and noise signals transmitted from ground.

NOTE : To obtain maximum depth performance, to eliminate the noise caused by  electromagnetic 
interference, try shifting the frequency first.

Frequency shift is done with the FQ. SHIFT option. In the Anfibio Multi, when the frequency shifting 
is not sufficient for eliminating noise, you can also change the operating frequency 
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) of the device.

GAIN setting range is 01-99 and pre-defined for each mode. All modes start at default settings. They 
can be manually modified when necessary. Gain adjustment applies to the selected mode; the 
modified setting does not affect the gain setting of the other modes.

NOTE : If the ground is highly mineralized causing the device to overload, decrease the GAIN until the 
''Overload'' message disappears from the screen.

Gain in General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta)
In the GEN modes, GAIN setting causes an increase or decrease in the popping sounds and false 
signals. GAIN setting is a personal preference. However, It is important to set the GAIN setting to the 
highest level possible where no major popping sounds are heard to avoid missing smaller and deeper 
targets. For example; if the noise level is suitable for searching and is the same at gain levels 40 and 
70, then 70 should be preferred. Using the factory default levels will be a good starting point until you 
get familiar and experienced with the device.

Gain in Discrimination Modes :
Since the threshold setting is not available in the discrimination modes, you can increase the depth 
of the device or ensure noise-free operation on different grounds only by using the GAIN setting.

In order to adjust the gain in the discrimination modes, first ground balance while the GAIN is at its 
default setting. After ground balance is completed, hold the search coil stationary or swing over the 
ground at search height. Reduce the GAIN if the device receives noise. If not (ensure that the DISC. is 
also at its default settings when checking this), increase the gain gradually until there is no popping 
sound. If the device starts to receive noise during searching, reduce the GAIN gradually.

NOTE : Anfibio is a high gain device and some of the search modes will run relatively noisy (DEEP, 4 
TONE and 5 TONE) compared to other modes so as to provide the best depth performance. However, 
due to the design characteristics of these modes, the noise will be heard more if the coil is in free air 
than sweeping the coil on the ground. Please keep this factor in mind while adjusting the GAIN.

Discrimination (DISC.)
DISC. is the ability of the device to ignore all metals below a certain Target ID. In the DISC. process, the 

filtered ID range is shown with lines on the ID scale and every 2 consecutive IDs are represented with 
1 line. For example, if you set the DISC. to 30, 15 lines will be shown between the 0-30 ID range on the 
scale and the device will not produce an audio response for any metals with IDs between 0-30.

DISC. setting is disabled for GEN modes (GEN and GEN Delta) only. For all other modes, the factory 
default value will be displayed on screen at start up.

In order to change the DISC. value, select the DISC. option from the SETTINGS and decrease or 
increase the value using the plus (+) or minus (-) buttons. Please remember that certain targets, other 
than the ones you want to ignore, may also be missed or their signals may become weaker when 
using the DISC. setting.

In the case of receiving multiple IDs for the same target - let's say 35 and 55 - due to the  orientation 
of the target or the composition of the metal itself, if you set the DISC. to 40, because 35 will fall in 
the filtered range, the signal strength as well as the depth may diminish.

NOTE : DISC. setting works inversely proportional to depth up to level 15 in the Anfibio Multi and 
Anfibio 14, and up to 49 in the Anfibio 19 in all modes. In other words, as the DISC. is increased up to 
15, stability will increase but depth will be reduced and vice versa. Above levels mentioned above 
though, both depth and noise will increase.

NOTCH and NOTCH Volume (NOTCH V.)
NOTCH is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. NOTCH V. is present in the Anfibio Multi 
only. These settings are not present in the Anfibio 19 model.

NOTCH is the ability of the device to discriminate single or multiple Target IDs by not emitting an 
audio response for them or giving a low iron tone.

Although NOTCH may seem similar to DISC. at first glance, these two settings have different 
functions. While the DISC. filters out all IDs between 0 and the set value, the NOTCH filters IDs 
individually.

With the NOTCH you can reject a single ID or multiple IDs at the same time. This process does not 
affect any IDs below or above the selected IDs. For example, you can filter out IDs between 31-35 as 
well as 50 simultaneously.

How To Use The NOTCH Setting
When NOTCH is selected from the SETTINGS, first, the current DISC. value will be displayed on screen 
and discriminated ID range will be shown on the ID scale with lines. For example, if the DISC. is set to 
15, when you select NOTCH, number 16 will be displayed on screen corresponding to 8 lines on the ID 
scale (every 2 consecutive IDs are represented with 1 line). NOTCH cannot be used within the DISC. 
range. In other words, if the DISC. is set to 15, NOTCH can only be applied to IDs 16 or higher. If you 
want to NOTCH IDs 15 or below, first you need to change the DISC. value.

NOTCH rejects or accepts IDs with the help of the cursor in the middle of the screen. To move the 
cursor on the scale, plus (+) and minus (-) buttons are used. The cursor blinks while it is moving on 
the scale. When you are on the first ID that you want to reject, press the SELECT button once. This 
ID is now rejected and it is shown on the screen with a line. If you want to reject multiple IDs, continue 
to press the plus (+) or minus (-) button. If non-consecutive IDs are to be rejected, push the SELECT 
button once to have the cursor blink for navigation on the scale and repeat the process above. The 
cursor will appear where you left it  the next time you use the NOTCH.

Napríklad: povedzme, že chcete odmietnuť ID medzi hodnotami 21-25 a kurzor je na hodnote 10. Stlačte 
tlačidlo plus (+), kým nedosiahnete číslo 21. Potom raz stlačte tlačidlo SELECT. Číslo 21 bude označené 
riadkom. Keď opäť pomocou tlačidla (+) dosiahnete číslo 25, hodnoty  ID 20 až 25 budú potlačené a 
zobrazia sa na stupnici ID so štyrmi riadkami (každé 2 po sebe idúce ID sú zobrazené s jedným riadkom).

Ak chcete diskriminované ID hodnoty opäť akceptovať, vyberte položku NOTCH z položky SETTING. 
Kurzor sa zobrazí tam, kde ste ho naposledy opustili. Pomocou tlačidla plus (+) alebo mínus (-) vyberte 
ID, ktoré chcete akceptova a stlačte tlačidlo SELECT. Potom opätovným stlačením tlačidla plus (+) alebo 
mínus (-) nastavíte ID ako akceptované

Môžete tiež povoliť, aby zariadenie vydávalo nízky signál železa pre ID cieľov namiesto toho, aby 
nevydávali žaiden tón. Ak to chcete urobiť, vyberte položku NOTCH V z položky SETTINGS. Potom 
nastavte hlasitosť železného tónu pre ciele, ktoré ste vyrezali pomocou tlačidla plus (+) alebo mínus (-). 
05 je maximálna hladina a zvuk železa sa znížuje znižovaním tejto hodnoty.

Ak chcete namiesto železného tónu získať iný tón, môžete zmeniť tón zóny železa - Z1- pomocou 
nastavenia TONE. Pamätajte však, že zariadenie bude potom vydávať železný tón pre všetky ciele, 
ktorých ID spadajú do zóny Z1. Viac informácií nájdete v kapitolách o týchto nastaveniach.

Hlasitosť železa (Fe VOL.)
Toto nastavenie je prítomné len v modeli ANFIBIO 19. 

Nastavuje alebo vypína hlasitosť nízkeho tónu železa. Môže sa nastaviť medzi 0-5.

0-5: 5 je maximálna úroveň. Zníženie hlasitosti zvuku, ktoré zariadenie produkuje pre železné kovy, sa 
zníži. Na úrovni 0 nebude zvuk na železné kovy. Inými slovami, zariadenie rozpozná železné ciele, cieľové 
ID sa zobrazí na obrazovke, ale zariadenie nebude produkovať žiadnu zvukovú reakciu.

Fe VOL. nastavenie platí iba pre zvolený režim vyhľadávania. Zmena neovplyvňuje ostatné režimy.

TONE -TÓNY
Umožňuje zmeniť zvukovú frekvenciu tónov  a zvuku Threshold podľa vašich predstáv. V ANFIBIO je 5 
preddefinovaných zón kovov. Sú zobrazené na obrazovke ako Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5. Počet zobrazených 
kovových zón sa líši v závislosti od modelu ANFIBIO a zvoleného režimu. Pomocou funkcie TONE môžete 
nastaviť frekvenciu zvuku pre každú kovovú zónu medzi 150 Hz (15) a 800 Hz (80) v modeloch ANFIBIO 
Multi a ANFIBIO 14 a medzi 150 Hz (15) a 700 Hz (70 Hz) ) v ANFIBIO 19.

Ak je v ponuke SETTINGS vybratá možnosť TONE, názvy uvedených skupín kovov sa zobrazia v spodnej 
časti obrazovky a vybraná skupina bude orámovaná. Ak chcete vybrať inú skupinu, stlačte tlačidlo 
SELECT. Potom použite tlačidlo plus (+) alebo mínus (-) na zmenu frekvencie zvuku.

Nastavenie TONE je k dispozícii vo všetkých režimoch okrem režimu 99 TONE, ktorý sa nachádza v 
modeloch ANFIBIO Multi a ANFIBIO 14 a v režime GEN Delta v zariadení ANFIBIO Multi. Nastavenie TONE 
sa vzťahuje iba na zvolený režim vyhľadávania. Zmena neovplyvňuje ostatné režimy.

Hlasitosť tónu (TONE V.)
Toto nastavenie sa nachádza v modeloch ANFIBIO Multi a ANFIBIO 14. V modeli ANFIBIO 19 nie je 
prítomný.

There are 5 pre-defined metal zones in the Anfibio. They are shown as Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 on the screen. 
The number of metal zones displayed vary according to the model of the Anfibio as well as the selected 
mode. By using the TONE V. feature, you can adjust the volume for each metal group between 0-5.

When TONE V. is selected from the SETTINGS, names of the metal zones mentioned above will appear 
below the TARGET ID indicator and the selected one will be framed. To select another group, just press 
the SELECT button. Then use the plus (+) or the minus (-) button to change the audio frequency.

TONE V. setting is available in all modes except for the GEN, GEN Delta and CACHE modes present in 
the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. TONE V. adjustment applies to the selected search mode only. 
The change does not affect the other modes.

Tone Break (T.BREAK)
It is used to adjust the break points of the target response tones on the Target ID range. Default Tone 
Break points in the Anfibio will vary according to the model of the Anfibio as well as the selected 
mode. There are 5 pre-defined metal zones in the Anfibio. They are shown as Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 on the 
screen. You can change the point where the low tone changes into the higher tone.  

To use the Tone Break feature, first select T.BREAK from SETTINGS . The names of the metal groups 
mentioned above will appear at the bottom of the screen. The Tone Break point of the metal group 
will be shown on the screen numerically while the cursor at the top will point to it on the ID scale. 
The number of tone break points will vary according to the mode. To select the metal zone, just push 
the SELECT button. Selection will be framed. To change the value of the break point, plus (+) or minus 
(-) button is used.

To give an example for the above explanation; let's say you are in the 3 TONE mode and you want to 
change the Tone Break points. First, select T.BREAK from SETTINGS. Z1-Z2 metal zones will appear 
at the bottom of the screen and Z1 will be framed. The default value of 15 will also be displayed on 
the screen. Using the plus (+) or the minus (-) button change this number to any value you want. Let's 
say you increased it to 40. Then, push the SELECT button once to select Z2. Let's say you decreased 
the default value of 66 to 50. In this case, the device will produce a low iron tone for all metals with 
IDs equal to or less than 40, a medium tone for metals with IDs 41-50 and a high tone for metals with 
IDs greater than 50 (If you have also adjusted the audio tones (TONE), the selected frequency will 
apply to the new ID ranges).

T.BREAK adjustment applies to the selected search mode only. The change does not affect the other 
modes.

IMPORTANT! If you are using the Standard ID scale in the multi Anfibio and you change the operating 
frequency of the device, you may need to re-adjust the T.BREAK points according to the IDs you will 
get in the new frequency.

Threshold (THRESH.)
In the General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta), search is performed with a continuous humming 
sound in the background, also referred to as the threshold sound. The loudness of this hum directly 
impacts the detection depth of  smaller and deeper targets and it is adjusted by the threshold 
(THRESH.) setting. If the threshold is set too high, a weak target signal may not be heard. On the 
contrary, if the threshold is too low, you give up the depth advantage this setting offers. In other 
words, weak signals of smaller or deeper targets may be missed. It is recommended for average users 
to leave this setting at its default value and for experienced users to adjust to the highest level where 
they can still hear the weak target signals.

Threshold level is directly related to the GAIN and iSAT settings. Please be sure to read the related 
sections of the manual carefully.

iSAT (Intelligent Self-Adjusting Threshold)
iSAT in General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta)
For the General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta) to perform accurately, a stable threshold sound 
is necessary. You cannot search in the General Search Mode without ground balancing. Changes that 
occur in the soil structure and mineralization levels after ground balancing, may cause a rise or fall in 
the background hum and disrupt the threshold's stability which will result in false signals and thus 
missing signals of small metals. iSAT adjusts the speed that the device recovers its threshold hum 
and eliminates the negative effects of mineralized soils. Increasing the iSAT in high mineralization will 
enable a more stable operation by avoiding false signals. This, however, may cause some loss in depth 
and it is normal.

NOTE : In high mineralization, if you receive too many false signals without disruption in the threshold 
hum, lower the gain first before increasing the iSAT. If the false signals continue, set the gain back to 
its original value and increase the iSAT.

If the mineralization is low, you can decrease the iSAT and sweep the coil more slowly for a deeper 
detection.

iSAT consists of 10 levels. The device will start at level 6. It is recommended that iSAT should be 
increased in high-mineralization and decreased in low mineralization. 

iSAT in Discrimination Modes (Named as iMASK in Anfibio 19)

It is used to eliminate false signals caused by ground noise or hot rocks when searching in 
discrimination modes and the available range is between 00-10. Its factory default value is set to (1). 
You can change the value using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. 

If the device receives a lot of false signals due to highly mineralized soil or hot rocks in the 
discrimination modes, first re-ground balance. If the false signals continue, lower the GAIN and check 
again. In case the false signals still exist, try increasing the DISC. value. Regardless of all these, if the 
false signals still exist, first change the GAIN and DISC. values back to their previous levels. Then, 
increase the iSAT level until the false signals are eliminated.

At the maximum level of iSAT, false signals will disappear or will be minimized. However, in some cases, 
increasing the iSAT will result in  loss of depth for certain metals such as copper.

NOTE : When using the Anfibio 19 or the 20kHz of the Anfibio Multi on wet or highly mineralized 
ground, in order not to miss smaller high conductive metals (silver, copper etc.) it is recommended not 
to increase the iSAT level too high. 

NOTE : iSAT value ranges between 00-10. The factory default is 01. At ''0'', the iSAT feature will be 
inactive. If the ground is not highly mineralized or does not contain many hot rocks, setting the iSAT 
to ''0'' is recommended.

iSAT in CACHE Mode of Anfibio Multi
Because CACHE mode is a non-motion mode, the function of iSAT in this mode is different. iSAT in 
CACHE mode is used to eliminate the threshold drifts caused by changes in the ground and 
temperature. Threshold drifts will be reflected in the ID scale either in the positive way (right side) or 
the negative way (left side).

When the threshold drifts, press the PP button once to retune the detector first. If the drifts are 
substantial and retuning does not improve the situation, increase the iSAT setting to a level where 
the drifts are eliminated. As the iSAT is increased, the device may detect weaker signals but will not 
be able to detect the targets anymore if you hold the coil stationary or sweep back and forth over 
the target.

iSAT value ranges between 0-10. The factory default is 3 in CACHE mode. At ''0'', the iSAT feature will 
be inactive. If the ground and environmental conditions do not cause any drifts in the threshold, 
setting the iSAT to ''0'' is recommended.

SETTINGS - NASTAVENIA

FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.
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Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.

Push the SETTINGS button to access the basic settings. You can navigate the basic settings with the 
up and down buttons. The value of the selected setting will be displayed on screen. You can change 
the value using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. If the up/down and +/- buttons are held down, the 
options and values will change rapidly.

To exit the settings, press the SETTINGS or the PP button once. Settings will time out in 
approximately 8 seconds and the device will revert back to the modes window. 

NOTE : Certain settings are mode specific and thus cannot be selected in other modes. 

GAIN
Gain is the depth setting of the device. It is also used to eliminate the ambient electromagnetic 
signals from the surrounding environment and noise signals transmitted from ground.

NOTE : To obtain maximum depth performance, to eliminate the noise caused by  electromagnetic 
interference, try shifting the frequency first.

Frequency shift is done with the FQ. SHIFT option. In the Anfibio Multi, when the frequency shifting 
is not sufficient for eliminating noise, you can also change the operating frequency 
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) of the device.

GAIN setting range is 01-99 and pre-defined for each mode. All modes start at default settings. They 
can be manually modified when necessary. Gain adjustment applies to the selected mode; the 
modified setting does not affect the gain setting of the other modes.

NOTE : If the ground is highly mineralized causing the device to overload, decrease the GAIN until the 
''Overload'' message disappears from the screen.

Gain in General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta)
In the GEN modes, GAIN setting causes an increase or decrease in the popping sounds and false 
signals. GAIN setting is a personal preference. However, It is important to set the GAIN setting to the 
highest level possible where no major popping sounds are heard to avoid missing smaller and deeper 
targets. For example; if the noise level is suitable for searching and is the same at gain levels 40 and 
70, then 70 should be preferred. Using the factory default levels will be a good starting point until you 
get familiar and experienced with the device.

Gain in Discrimination Modes :
Since the threshold setting is not available in the discrimination modes, you can increase the depth 
of the device or ensure noise-free operation on different grounds only by using the GAIN setting.

In order to adjust the gain in the discrimination modes, first ground balance while the GAIN is at its 
default setting. After ground balance is completed, hold the search coil stationary or swing over the 
ground at search height. Reduce the GAIN if the device receives noise. If not (ensure that the DISC. is 
also at its default settings when checking this), increase the gain gradually until there is no popping 
sound. If the device starts to receive noise during searching, reduce the GAIN gradually.

NOTE : Anfibio is a high gain device and some of the search modes will run relatively noisy (DEEP, 4 
TONE and 5 TONE) compared to other modes so as to provide the best depth performance. However, 
due to the design characteristics of these modes, the noise will be heard more if the coil is in free air 
than sweeping the coil on the ground. Please keep this factor in mind while adjusting the GAIN.

Discrimination (DISC.)
DISC. is the ability of the device to ignore all metals below a certain Target ID. In the DISC. process, the 

filtered ID range is shown with lines on the ID scale and every 2 consecutive IDs are represented with 
1 line. For example, if you set the DISC. to 30, 15 lines will be shown between the 0-30 ID range on the 
scale and the device will not produce an audio response for any metals with IDs between 0-30.

DISC. setting is disabled for GEN modes (GEN and GEN Delta) only. For all other modes, the factory 
default value will be displayed on screen at start up.

In order to change the DISC. value, select the DISC. option from the SETTINGS and decrease or 
increase the value using the plus (+) or minus (-) buttons. Please remember that certain targets, other 
than the ones you want to ignore, may also be missed or their signals may become weaker when 
using the DISC. setting.

In the case of receiving multiple IDs for the same target - let's say 35 and 55 - due to the  orientation 
of the target or the composition of the metal itself, if you set the DISC. to 40, because 35 will fall in 
the filtered range, the signal strength as well as the depth may diminish.

NOTE : DISC. setting works inversely proportional to depth up to level 15 in the Anfibio Multi and 
Anfibio 14, and up to 49 in the Anfibio 19 in all modes. In other words, as the DISC. is increased up to 
15, stability will increase but depth will be reduced and vice versa. Above levels mentioned above 
though, both depth and noise will increase.

NOTCH and NOTCH Volume (NOTCH V.)
NOTCH is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. NOTCH V. is present in the Anfibio Multi 
only. These settings are not present in the Anfibio 19 model.

NOTCH is the ability of the device to discriminate single or multiple Target IDs by not emitting an 
audio response for them or giving a low iron tone.

Although NOTCH may seem similar to DISC. at first glance, these two settings have different 
functions. While the DISC. filters out all IDs between 0 and the set value, the NOTCH filters IDs 
individually.

With the NOTCH you can reject a single ID or multiple IDs at the same time. This process does not 
affect any IDs below or above the selected IDs. For example, you can filter out IDs between 31-35 as 
well as 50 simultaneously.

How To Use The NOTCH Setting
When NOTCH is selected from the SETTINGS, first, the current DISC. value will be displayed on screen 
and discriminated ID range will be shown on the ID scale with lines. For example, if the DISC. is set to 
15, when you select NOTCH, number 16 will be displayed on screen corresponding to 8 lines on the ID 
scale (every 2 consecutive IDs are represented with 1 line). NOTCH cannot be used within the DISC. 
range. In other words, if the DISC. is set to 15, NOTCH can only be applied to IDs 16 or higher. If you 
want to NOTCH IDs 15 or below, first you need to change the DISC. value.

NOTCH rejects or accepts IDs with the help of the cursor in the middle of the screen. To move the 
cursor on the scale, plus (+) and minus (-) buttons are used. The cursor blinks while it is moving on 
the scale. When you are on the first ID that you want to reject, press the SELECT button once. This 
ID is now rejected and it is shown on the screen with a line. If you want to reject multiple IDs, continue 
to press the plus (+) or minus (-) button. If non-consecutive IDs are to be rejected, push the SELECT 
button once to have the cursor blink for navigation on the scale and repeat the process above. The 
cursor will appear where you left it  the next time you use the NOTCH.

To give an example; let's say you want to reject IDs between 20-25 and the cursor is at 10. Press the 
plus (+) button until you reach number 20. Then push the SELECT button once. Number 20 will be 
marked with a line. When you reach number 25 using the (+) button again, IDs between 20-25 will be 
filtered out and they will be shown on the ID scale with 4 lines  (every 2 consecutive IDs are 
represented with 1 line). 

To accept back the filtered IDs, select NOTCH from SETTINGS. The cursor will appear where you last 
left it. Using the plus (+) or the minus (-) button, select the ID you want to accept and push the 
SELECT button. Then, using the plus (+) or minus (-) button again, unfilter the IDs back in. 1 line will 
be erased for every 2 consecutive IDs accepted.

You can also enable the device to emit a low iron tone for your notched out target IDs instead of 
silencing them. To do this, select NOTCH V. from SETTINGS. Then set the volume of the iron tone for 
the targets you notched out by using the plus (+) or the minus (-) button. 05 is the maximum level 
and the iron volume will be reduced as you go down.

If you prefer to get a different tone for the notched out IDs instead of the iron tone, you can change 
the tone of the iron zone - Z1- by using the TONE setting. Please remember though, the device would 
then emit an iron tone for all targets of which the IDs fall in the Z1 zone. For more details, please read 
the sections about these settings.

Iron Volume (Fe VOL.)
This setting is present in the Anfibio 19 model only. 

It adjusts or turns off the volume of the low iron tone. It can be adjusted between 0-5.

0-5 : 5 is the maximum level. As you lower it, the audio response volume the device produces for 
ferrous metals will decrease. At 0 level, the iron audio will be silenced. In other words, the device will 
detect ferrous targets, the Target ID will be displayed on the screen but the device will not produce 
any audio response. 

Fe VOL. adjustment applies to the selected search mode only. The change does not affect the other 
modes.

TONE
Allows you to change the audio frequency of the target audio response tones and the threshold 
sound according to your preference. There are 5 pre-defined metal zones in the Anfibio. They are 
shown as Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 on the screen. The number of metal zones displayed vary according to 
the model of the Anfibio as well as the selected mode. By using the TONE feature, you can adjust the 
frequency of the audio for each metal zone between 150 Hz (15) and 800 Hz (80) in the Anfibio Multi 
and Anfibio 14 models and between 150 Hz (15) and 700 Hz (70) in the Anfibio 19.

When TONE is selected from the SETTINGS, names of the metal groups mentioned above will appear 
at the bottom of the screen and the selected one will be framed. To select another group, just press 
the SELECT button. Then use the plus (+) or the minus (-) button to change the audio frequency.

TONE setting is available in all modes except for the 99 TONE mode present in the Anfibio Multi and 
Anfibio 14 models and the GEN Delta mode of the Anfibio Multi. TONE adjustment applies to the 
selected search mode only. The change does not affect the other modes.

Tone Volume (TONE V.)
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19 
model.

V ANFIBIO je 5 preddefinovaných kovových zón. Sú zobrazené ako Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 na obrazovke. Počet 
zobrazených kovových zón sa líši v závislosti od modelu ANFIBIO a zvoleného režimu. Použitím funkcie 
TONE V môžete nastaviť hlasitosť pre každú kovovú skupinu medzi 0-5.

Keď je z položky SETTINGS vybraté TONE V, mená kovových zón sa zobrazia pod indikátorom TARGET ID 
a vybraná zóna bude orámovaná. Ak chcete vybrať inú skupinu, stlačte tlačidlo SELECT. Potom použite 
tlačidlo plus (+) alebo mínus (-) na zmenu zvukovej frekvencie.

Nastavenie TONE V. je k dispozícii vo všetkých režimoch s výnimkou režimov GEN, GEN Delta a CACHE, 
ktoré sa nachádzajú v modeloch ANFIBIO Multi a ANFIBIO 14. Nastavenie TÓNU V. platí iba pre zvolený 
režim vyhľadávania. Zmena neovplyvňuje ostatné režimy.

Tone Break (T.BREAK)
Slúži na nastavenie bodov zmeny tónov v rozsahu ID hodnôt cieľov. Predvolené body sa  budú meniť 
podľa modelu ANFIBIO a zvoleného režimu. V ANFIBIO je 5 preddefinovaných kovových zón. Sú 
zobrazené ako Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 na obrazovke. Môžete zmeniť bod, v ktorom sa nízky tón zmení na vyšší 
tón.

Ak chcete použiť funkciu Tone Break, najprv zvoľte T.BREAK z položky SETTINGS. Názvy uvedených 
kovových skupín sa zobrazia v spodnej časti obrazovky. Bod zmeny tónu skupiny kovov sa na obrazovke 
zobrazí číselne, zatiaľ čo kurzor v hornej časti naň ukáže na ID stupnici. Počet bodov prerušenia tónu sa 
bude meniť v závislosti od režimu. Ak chcete vybrať kovovú zónu, stlačte tlačidlo SELECT. Výber bude 
orámovaný. Ak chcete zmeniť hodnotu bodu, použite sa tlačidlo (+) alebo mínus (-).

Uveďte príklad vyššie uvedeného vysvetlenia. povedzme, že ste v režime 3 TONE a chcete zmeniť body 
Tone Break. Najprv zvoľte T.BREAK z položky SETTINGS. Na spodku obrazovky sa objavia kovové zóny Z1-
Z2 a Z1 bude orámované. Na obrazovke sa zobrazí aj predvolená hodnota 15. Pomocou tlačidla plus (+) 
alebo mínus (-) toto číslo môžete zmeniť na ľubovoľnú hodnotu. Povedzme, že ste ju zvýšili na 40. 
Potom raz stlačte tlačidlo SELECT a zvoľte Z2. Povedzme, že ste znížili predvolenú hodnotu od 66 do 50. 
V tomto prípade prístroj vytvorí nízky obsah železa pre všetky kovy s ID rovným alebo menším ako 40, 
stredný tón pre kovy s ID 41-50 a vysoký tón pre kovy s ID vyšším ako 50 (Ak ste nastavili aj zvukové tóny 
(TONE), zvolená frekvencia sa bude vzťahovať na nové rozsahy ID).

Úprava tónu sa vzťahuje iba na zvolený režim vyhľadávania. Zmena neovplyvňuje ostatné režimy.

POZOR! Ak používate štandardnú stupnicu ID v detektore ANFIBIO MULTI a zmeníte frekvenciu 
detektora, možno budete musieť znovu upraviť body zmeny tónu podľa ID, ktoré dostanete na novej 
frekvencii.

Threshold - prahový zvuk na pozadí (Thresh.)
Vo všeobecnom režime vyhľadávania (GEN a GEN Delta) sa vyhľadávanie uskutočňuje s nepretržitým 
zvukom na pozadí, nazývaným aj prahový zvuk. Hlasitosť tohto zvuku priamo ovplyvňuje detekčnú hĺbku 
menších a hlbších cieľov a upravuje sa nastavením prahu (Thresh.). Ak je prah nastavený príliš vysoko, 
slabý signál nemusí byť počuť. Naopak, ak je prah príliš nízky, vzdáte sa hĺbkového výkonu, ktorý toto 
nastavenie ponúka. Inými slovami, slabé signály menších alebo hlbších cieľov nemusíte počuť. Odporúča 
sa, aby priemerní používatelia ponechali toto nastavenie na predvolenú hodnotu a aby skúsení 
používatelia nastavili najvyššiu úroveň, kedy je možné stále počuť slabé signály.

Threshold level is directly related to the GAIN and iSAT settings. Please be sure to read the related 
sections of the manual carefully.

iSAT (Intelligent Self-Adjusting Threshold)
iSAT in General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta)
For the General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta) to perform accurately, a stable threshold sound 
is necessary. You cannot search in the General Search Mode without ground balancing. Changes that 
occur in the soil structure and mineralization levels after ground balancing, may cause a rise or fall in 
the background hum and disrupt the threshold's stability which will result in false signals and thus 
missing signals of small metals. iSAT adjusts the speed that the device recovers its threshold hum 
and eliminates the negative effects of mineralized soils. Increasing the iSAT in high mineralization will 
enable a more stable operation by avoiding false signals. This, however, may cause some loss in depth 
and it is normal.

NOTE : In high mineralization, if you receive too many false signals without disruption in the threshold 
hum, lower the gain first before increasing the iSAT. If the false signals continue, set the gain back to 
its original value and increase the iSAT.

If the mineralization is low, you can decrease the iSAT and sweep the coil more slowly for a deeper 
detection.

iSAT consists of 10 levels. The device will start at level 6. It is recommended that iSAT should be 
increased in high-mineralization and decreased in low mineralization. 

iSAT in Discrimination Modes (Named as iMASK in Anfibio 19)

It is used to eliminate false signals caused by ground noise or hot rocks when searching in 
discrimination modes and the available range is between 00-10. Its factory default value is set to (1). 
You can change the value using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. 

If the device receives a lot of false signals due to highly mineralized soil or hot rocks in the 
discrimination modes, first re-ground balance. If the false signals continue, lower the GAIN and check 
again. In case the false signals still exist, try increasing the DISC. value. Regardless of all these, if the 
false signals still exist, first change the GAIN and DISC. values back to their previous levels. Then, 
increase the iSAT level until the false signals are eliminated.

At the maximum level of iSAT, false signals will disappear or will be minimized. However, in some cases, 
increasing the iSAT will result in  loss of depth for certain metals such as copper.

NOTE : When using the Anfibio 19 or the 20kHz of the Anfibio Multi on wet or highly mineralized 
ground, in order not to miss smaller high conductive metals (silver, copper etc.) it is recommended not 
to increase the iSAT level too high. 

NOTE : iSAT value ranges between 00-10. The factory default is 01. At ''0'', the iSAT feature will be 
inactive. If the ground is not highly mineralized or does not contain many hot rocks, setting the iSAT 
to ''0'' is recommended.

iSAT in CACHE Mode of Anfibio Multi
Because CACHE mode is a non-motion mode, the function of iSAT in this mode is different. iSAT in 
CACHE mode is used to eliminate the threshold drifts caused by changes in the ground and 
temperature. Threshold drifts will be reflected in the ID scale either in the positive way (right side) or 
the negative way (left side).

When the threshold drifts, press the PP button once to retune the detector first. If the drifts are 
substantial and retuning does not improve the situation, increase the iSAT setting to a level where 
the drifts are eliminated. As the iSAT is increased, the device may detect weaker signals but will not 
be able to detect the targets anymore if you hold the coil stationary or sweep back and forth over 
the target.

iSAT value ranges between 0-10. The factory default is 3 in CACHE mode. At ''0'', the iSAT feature will 
be inactive. If the ground and environmental conditions do not cause any drifts in the threshold, 
setting the iSAT to ''0'' is recommended.

SETTINGS - NASTAVENIA

FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.
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Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.

Push the SETTINGS button to access the basic settings. You can navigate the basic settings with the 
up and down buttons. The value of the selected setting will be displayed on screen. You can change 
the value using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. If the up/down and +/- buttons are held down, the 
options and values will change rapidly.

To exit the settings, press the SETTINGS or the PP button once. Settings will time out in 
approximately 8 seconds and the device will revert back to the modes window. 

NOTE : Certain settings are mode specific and thus cannot be selected in other modes. 

GAIN
Gain is the depth setting of the device. It is also used to eliminate the ambient electromagnetic 
signals from the surrounding environment and noise signals transmitted from ground.

NOTE : To obtain maximum depth performance, to eliminate the noise caused by  electromagnetic 
interference, try shifting the frequency first.

Frequency shift is done with the FQ. SHIFT option. In the Anfibio Multi, when the frequency shifting 
is not sufficient for eliminating noise, you can also change the operating frequency 
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) of the device.

GAIN setting range is 01-99 and pre-defined for each mode. All modes start at default settings. They 
can be manually modified when necessary. Gain adjustment applies to the selected mode; the 
modified setting does not affect the gain setting of the other modes.

NOTE : If the ground is highly mineralized causing the device to overload, decrease the GAIN until the 
''Overload'' message disappears from the screen.

Gain in General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta)
In the GEN modes, GAIN setting causes an increase or decrease in the popping sounds and false 
signals. GAIN setting is a personal preference. However, It is important to set the GAIN setting to the 
highest level possible where no major popping sounds are heard to avoid missing smaller and deeper 
targets. For example; if the noise level is suitable for searching and is the same at gain levels 40 and 
70, then 70 should be preferred. Using the factory default levels will be a good starting point until you 
get familiar and experienced with the device.

Gain in Discrimination Modes :
Since the threshold setting is not available in the discrimination modes, you can increase the depth 
of the device or ensure noise-free operation on different grounds only by using the GAIN setting.

In order to adjust the gain in the discrimination modes, first ground balance while the GAIN is at its 
default setting. After ground balance is completed, hold the search coil stationary or swing over the 
ground at search height. Reduce the GAIN if the device receives noise. If not (ensure that the DISC. is 
also at its default settings when checking this), increase the gain gradually until there is no popping 
sound. If the device starts to receive noise during searching, reduce the GAIN gradually.

NOTE : Anfibio is a high gain device and some of the search modes will run relatively noisy (DEEP, 4 
TONE and 5 TONE) compared to other modes so as to provide the best depth performance. However, 
due to the design characteristics of these modes, the noise will be heard more if the coil is in free air 
than sweeping the coil on the ground. Please keep this factor in mind while adjusting the GAIN.

Discrimination (DISC.)
DISC. is the ability of the device to ignore all metals below a certain Target ID. In the DISC. process, the 

filtered ID range is shown with lines on the ID scale and every 2 consecutive IDs are represented with 
1 line. For example, if you set the DISC. to 30, 15 lines will be shown between the 0-30 ID range on the 
scale and the device will not produce an audio response for any metals with IDs between 0-30.

DISC. setting is disabled for GEN modes (GEN and GEN Delta) only. For all other modes, the factory 
default value will be displayed on screen at start up.

In order to change the DISC. value, select the DISC. option from the SETTINGS and decrease or 
increase the value using the plus (+) or minus (-) buttons. Please remember that certain targets, other 
than the ones you want to ignore, may also be missed or their signals may become weaker when 
using the DISC. setting.

In the case of receiving multiple IDs for the same target - let's say 35 and 55 - due to the  orientation 
of the target or the composition of the metal itself, if you set the DISC. to 40, because 35 will fall in 
the filtered range, the signal strength as well as the depth may diminish.

NOTE : DISC. setting works inversely proportional to depth up to level 15 in the Anfibio Multi and 
Anfibio 14, and up to 49 in the Anfibio 19 in all modes. In other words, as the DISC. is increased up to 
15, stability will increase but depth will be reduced and vice versa. Above levels mentioned above 
though, both depth and noise will increase.

NOTCH and NOTCH Volume (NOTCH V.)
NOTCH is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. NOTCH V. is present in the Anfibio Multi 
only. These settings are not present in the Anfibio 19 model.

NOTCH is the ability of the device to discriminate single or multiple Target IDs by not emitting an 
audio response for them or giving a low iron tone.

Although NOTCH may seem similar to DISC. at first glance, these two settings have different 
functions. While the DISC. filters out all IDs between 0 and the set value, the NOTCH filters IDs 
individually.

With the NOTCH you can reject a single ID or multiple IDs at the same time. This process does not 
affect any IDs below or above the selected IDs. For example, you can filter out IDs between 31-35 as 
well as 50 simultaneously.

How To Use The NOTCH Setting
When NOTCH is selected from the SETTINGS, first, the current DISC. value will be displayed on screen 
and discriminated ID range will be shown on the ID scale with lines. For example, if the DISC. is set to 
15, when you select NOTCH, number 16 will be displayed on screen corresponding to 8 lines on the ID 
scale (every 2 consecutive IDs are represented with 1 line). NOTCH cannot be used within the DISC. 
range. In other words, if the DISC. is set to 15, NOTCH can only be applied to IDs 16 or higher. If you 
want to NOTCH IDs 15 or below, first you need to change the DISC. value.

NOTCH rejects or accepts IDs with the help of the cursor in the middle of the screen. To move the 
cursor on the scale, plus (+) and minus (-) buttons are used. The cursor blinks while it is moving on 
the scale. When you are on the first ID that you want to reject, press the SELECT button once. This 
ID is now rejected and it is shown on the screen with a line. If you want to reject multiple IDs, continue 
to press the plus (+) or minus (-) button. If non-consecutive IDs are to be rejected, push the SELECT 
button once to have the cursor blink for navigation on the scale and repeat the process above. The 
cursor will appear where you left it  the next time you use the NOTCH.

To give an example; let's say you want to reject IDs between 20-25 and the cursor is at 10. Press the 
plus (+) button until you reach number 20. Then push the SELECT button once. Number 20 will be 
marked with a line. When you reach number 25 using the (+) button again, IDs between 20-25 will be 
filtered out and they will be shown on the ID scale with 4 lines  (every 2 consecutive IDs are 
represented with 1 line). 

To accept back the filtered IDs, select NOTCH from SETTINGS. The cursor will appear where you last 
left it. Using the plus (+) or the minus (-) button, select the ID you want to accept and push the 
SELECT button. Then, using the plus (+) or minus (-) button again, unfilter the IDs back in. 1 line will 
be erased for every 2 consecutive IDs accepted.

You can also enable the device to emit a low iron tone for your notched out target IDs instead of 
silencing them. To do this, select NOTCH V. from SETTINGS. Then set the volume of the iron tone for 
the targets you notched out by using the plus (+) or the minus (-) button. 05 is the maximum level 
and the iron volume will be reduced as you go down.

If you prefer to get a different tone for the notched out IDs instead of the iron tone, you can change 
the tone of the iron zone - Z1- by using the TONE setting. Please remember though, the device would 
then emit an iron tone for all targets of which the IDs fall in the Z1 zone. For more details, please read 
the sections about these settings.

Iron Volume (Fe VOL.)
This setting is present in the Anfibio 19 model only. 

It adjusts or turns off the volume of the low iron tone. It can be adjusted between 0-5.

0-5 : 5 is the maximum level. As you lower it, the audio response volume the device produces for 
ferrous metals will decrease. At 0 level, the iron audio will be silenced. In other words, the device will 
detect ferrous targets, the Target ID will be displayed on the screen but the device will not produce 
any audio response. 

Fe VOL. adjustment applies to the selected search mode only. The change does not affect the other 
modes.

TONE
Allows you to change the audio frequency of the target audio response tones and the threshold 
sound according to your preference. There are 5 pre-defined metal zones in the Anfibio. They are 
shown as Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 on the screen. The number of metal zones displayed vary according to 
the model of the Anfibio as well as the selected mode. By using the TONE feature, you can adjust the 
frequency of the audio for each metal zone between 150 Hz (15) and 800 Hz (80) in the Anfibio Multi 
and Anfibio 14 models and between 150 Hz (15) and 700 Hz (70) in the Anfibio 19.

When TONE is selected from the SETTINGS, names of the metal groups mentioned above will appear 
at the bottom of the screen and the selected one will be framed. To select another group, just press 
the SELECT button. Then use the plus (+) or the minus (-) button to change the audio frequency.

TONE setting is available in all modes except for the 99 TONE mode present in the Anfibio Multi and 
Anfibio 14 models and the GEN Delta mode of the Anfibio Multi. TONE adjustment applies to the 
selected search mode only. The change does not affect the other modes.

Tone Volume (TONE V.)
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19 
model.

There are 5 pre-defined metal zones in the Anfibio. They are shown as Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 on the screen. 
The number of metal zones displayed vary according to the model of the Anfibio as well as the selected 
mode. By using the TONE V. feature, you can adjust the volume for each metal group between 0-5.

When TONE V. is selected from the SETTINGS, names of the metal zones mentioned above will appear 
below the TARGET ID indicator and the selected one will be framed. To select another group, just press 
the SELECT button. Then use the plus (+) or the minus (-) button to change the audio frequency.

TONE V. setting is available in all modes except for the GEN, GEN Delta and CACHE modes present in 
the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. TONE V. adjustment applies to the selected search mode only. 
The change does not affect the other modes.

Tone Break (T.BREAK)
It is used to adjust the break points of the target response tones on the Target ID range. Default Tone 
Break points in the Anfibio will vary according to the model of the Anfibio as well as the selected 
mode. There are 5 pre-defined metal zones in the Anfibio. They are shown as Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 on the 
screen. You can change the point where the low tone changes into the higher tone.  

To use the Tone Break feature, first select T.BREAK from SETTINGS . The names of the metal groups 
mentioned above will appear at the bottom of the screen. The Tone Break point of the metal group 
will be shown on the screen numerically while the cursor at the top will point to it on the ID scale. 
The number of tone break points will vary according to the mode. To select the metal zone, just push 
the SELECT button. Selection will be framed. To change the value of the break point, plus (+) or minus 
(-) button is used.

To give an example for the above explanation; let's say you are in the 3 TONE mode and you want to 
change the Tone Break points. First, select T.BREAK from SETTINGS. Z1-Z2 metal zones will appear 
at the bottom of the screen and Z1 will be framed. The default value of 15 will also be displayed on 
the screen. Using the plus (+) or the minus (-) button change this number to any value you want. Let's 
say you increased it to 40. Then, push the SELECT button once to select Z2. Let's say you decreased 
the default value of 66 to 50. In this case, the device will produce a low iron tone for all metals with 
IDs equal to or less than 40, a medium tone for metals with IDs 41-50 and a high tone for metals with 
IDs greater than 50 (If you have also adjusted the audio tones (TONE), the selected frequency will 
apply to the new ID ranges).

T.BREAK adjustment applies to the selected search mode only. The change does not affect the other 
modes.

IMPORTANT! If you are using the Standard ID scale in the multi Anfibio and you change the operating 
frequency of the device, you may need to re-adjust the T.BREAK points according to the IDs you will 
get in the new frequency.

Threshold (THRESH.)
In the General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta), search is performed with a continuous humming 
sound in the background, also referred to as the threshold sound. The loudness of this hum directly 
impacts the detection depth of  smaller and deeper targets and it is adjusted by the threshold 
(THRESH.) setting. If the threshold is set too high, a weak target signal may not be heard. On the 
contrary, if the threshold is too low, you give up the depth advantage this setting offers. In other 
words, weak signals of smaller or deeper targets may be missed. It is recommended for average users 
to leave this setting at its default value and for experienced users to adjust to the highest level where 
they can still hear the weak target signals.

Prahová úroveň je priamo spojená s nastaveniami Gain a iSAT. Bezpodmienečne si pozorne prečítajte 
súvisiace časti manuálu.

iSAT - Automatické nastavovanie Threshold (Intelligent Self-Adjusting Threshold) 
iSAT v hlavnom móde vyhľadávania GEN a GEN Delta
Pre správny výkon v hlavnom režime General (GEN a GEN Delta) je potrebný stabilný prahový zvuk. V 
režime všeobecného vyhľadávania nemôžete vyhľadávať bez vyvažovania zeme. Zmeny, ktoré sa 
vyskytujú v štruktúre pôdy a množstve mineralizácie, môžu spôsobiť nárast alebo pokles zvuku na 
pozadí a narušiť stabilitu zvuku Threshold, čo bude mať za následok falošné signály a tým aj stratu 
signálov malých kových predmetov. Systém iSAT upravuje rýchlosť, ktorou zariadenie obnovuje zvuk na 
pozadí, a eliminuje negatívne účinky mineralizovaných pôd. Zvýšenie iSAT pri vysokej mineralizácii 
umožní stabilnejšiu prevádzku tým, že zabráni falošným signálom. To však môže spôsobiť stratu hĺbky.

POZNÁMKA: Pri vysokej mineralizácii, ak dostanete príliš veľa falošných signálov bez narušenia zvuku 
Threshold, znížte hodnotu GAIN pred zvýšením hodnoty iSAT. Ak falošné signály pokračujú, nastavte 
GAIN na pôvodnú hodnotu a zvýšte nastavenie funkcie iSAT.

Ak je mineralizácia nízka, môžete znížiť iSAT a pohybovať s cievkou pomalšie pre zvýšenie hĺbkového 
výkonu.

iSAT pozostáva z 10 úrovní. Detektor je nastavený na hodnote 6. Odporúča sa, aby sa hodnota iSAT 
zvýšila pri vysokej mineralizácii a znížila pri nízkej.

iSAT v diskriminačnom móde (iMASK v ANFIBIO 19)

Používa sa na odstránenie falošných signálov spôsobených rušeniami pôdou alebo tzv. horúcimi skalami 
pri vyhľadávaní v režimoch diskriminácie a dostupný rozsah je medzi 00-10. Predvolená hodnota je 1. 
Hodnotu môžete zmeniť tlačidlami plus (+) a mínus (-).

Ak detektor v režimoch diskriminácie vo vysoko mineralizovanej pôde produkuje veľa falošných signálov 
najskôr vyvážte zem (Ground Balance). Ak falošné signály pokračujú znížte GAIN. Ak falošné signály 
pretrvávajú, skúste zvýšiť hodnotu DISC. Ak sa falošné signály nestratili, zmeňte GAIN a DISC späť na 
predchádzajúce hodnoty. Potom zvýšite hodnotu iSAT, až kým nebudú falošné signály odstránené.

Pri maximálnej úrovni iSAT falošné signály zmiznú alebo sa minimalizujú. Avšak v niektorých prípadoch 
zvýšenie iSAT spôsobí stratu hĺbky pre určité kovy, ako je napríklad meď.

POZNÁMKA: Pri detekcii na frekvencii 19 kHz, na mokrej alebo veľmi mineralizovanej pôde sa 
neodporúča zvýšiť úroveň iSAT príliš vysoko, aby sa nestratili signály menších vysoko vodivých kovov 
(striebro, meď atď.).

iSAT v režime CACHE ANFIBIO Multi
Pretože režim CACHE je režim bez pohybu, funkcia iSAT v tomto režime je iná. Režim iSAT v režime 
CACHE sa používa na odstránenie posunov Threshold spôsobených zmenami v pôde a teploty. Posuny 
Threshold sa odrazia v ID stupnici buď pozitívne (pravá strana) alebo negatívne (ľavá strana).

When the threshold drifts, press the PP button once to retune the detector first. If the drifts are 
substantial and retuning does not improve the situation, increase the iSAT setting to a level where 
the drifts are eliminated. As the iSAT is increased, the device may detect weaker signals but will not 
be able to detect the targets anymore if you hold the coil stationary or sweep back and forth over 
the target.

iSAT value ranges between 0-10. The factory default is 3 in CACHE mode. At ''0'', the iSAT feature will 
be inactive. If the ground and environmental conditions do not cause any drifts in the threshold, 
setting the iSAT to ''0'' is recommended.

SETTINGS - NASTAVENIA

FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.
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POZNÁMKA: Hodnota iSAT sa pohybuje medzi 00-10. Predvolené nastavenie z výroby je 01

Pri hodnote '' 0 '' bude funkcia iSAT neaktívna. Ak nie je povrch veľmi mineralizovaný alebo 
neobsahuje veľa tzv. horúcich  skál, odporúča sa nastavenie iSAT na hodnotu "0". 



Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.

Push the SETTINGS button to access the basic settings. You can navigate the basic settings with the 
up and down buttons. The value of the selected setting will be displayed on screen. You can change 
the value using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. If the up/down and +/- buttons are held down, the 
options and values will change rapidly.

To exit the settings, press the SETTINGS or the PP button once. Settings will time out in 
approximately 8 seconds and the device will revert back to the modes window. 

NOTE : Certain settings are mode specific and thus cannot be selected in other modes. 

GAIN
Gain is the depth setting of the device. It is also used to eliminate the ambient electromagnetic 
signals from the surrounding environment and noise signals transmitted from ground.

NOTE : To obtain maximum depth performance, to eliminate the noise caused by  electromagnetic 
interference, try shifting the frequency first.

Frequency shift is done with the FQ. SHIFT option. In the Anfibio Multi, when the frequency shifting 
is not sufficient for eliminating noise, you can also change the operating frequency 
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) of the device.

GAIN setting range is 01-99 and pre-defined for each mode. All modes start at default settings. They 
can be manually modified when necessary. Gain adjustment applies to the selected mode; the 
modified setting does not affect the gain setting of the other modes.

NOTE : If the ground is highly mineralized causing the device to overload, decrease the GAIN until the 
''Overload'' message disappears from the screen.

Gain in General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta)
In the GEN modes, GAIN setting causes an increase or decrease in the popping sounds and false 
signals. GAIN setting is a personal preference. However, It is important to set the GAIN setting to the 
highest level possible where no major popping sounds are heard to avoid missing smaller and deeper 
targets. For example; if the noise level is suitable for searching and is the same at gain levels 40 and 
70, then 70 should be preferred. Using the factory default levels will be a good starting point until you 
get familiar and experienced with the device.

Gain in Discrimination Modes :
Since the threshold setting is not available in the discrimination modes, you can increase the depth 
of the device or ensure noise-free operation on different grounds only by using the GAIN setting.

In order to adjust the gain in the discrimination modes, first ground balance while the GAIN is at its 
default setting. After ground balance is completed, hold the search coil stationary or swing over the 
ground at search height. Reduce the GAIN if the device receives noise. If not (ensure that the DISC. is 
also at its default settings when checking this), increase the gain gradually until there is no popping 
sound. If the device starts to receive noise during searching, reduce the GAIN gradually.

NOTE : Anfibio is a high gain device and some of the search modes will run relatively noisy (DEEP, 4 
TONE and 5 TONE) compared to other modes so as to provide the best depth performance. However, 
due to the design characteristics of these modes, the noise will be heard more if the coil is in free air 
than sweeping the coil on the ground. Please keep this factor in mind while adjusting the GAIN.

Discrimination (DISC.)
DISC. is the ability of the device to ignore all metals below a certain Target ID. In the DISC. process, the 

filtered ID range is shown with lines on the ID scale and every 2 consecutive IDs are represented with 
1 line. For example, if you set the DISC. to 30, 15 lines will be shown between the 0-30 ID range on the 
scale and the device will not produce an audio response for any metals with IDs between 0-30.

DISC. setting is disabled for GEN modes (GEN and GEN Delta) only. For all other modes, the factory 
default value will be displayed on screen at start up.

In order to change the DISC. value, select the DISC. option from the SETTINGS and decrease or 
increase the value using the plus (+) or minus (-) buttons. Please remember that certain targets, other 
than the ones you want to ignore, may also be missed or their signals may become weaker when 
using the DISC. setting.

In the case of receiving multiple IDs for the same target - let's say 35 and 55 - due to the  orientation 
of the target or the composition of the metal itself, if you set the DISC. to 40, because 35 will fall in 
the filtered range, the signal strength as well as the depth may diminish.

NOTE : DISC. setting works inversely proportional to depth up to level 15 in the Anfibio Multi and 
Anfibio 14, and up to 49 in the Anfibio 19 in all modes. In other words, as the DISC. is increased up to 
15, stability will increase but depth will be reduced and vice versa. Above levels mentioned above 
though, both depth and noise will increase.

NOTCH and NOTCH Volume (NOTCH V.)
NOTCH is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. NOTCH V. is present in the Anfibio Multi 
only. These settings are not present in the Anfibio 19 model.

NOTCH is the ability of the device to discriminate single or multiple Target IDs by not emitting an 
audio response for them or giving a low iron tone.

Although NOTCH may seem similar to DISC. at first glance, these two settings have different 
functions. While the DISC. filters out all IDs between 0 and the set value, the NOTCH filters IDs 
individually.

With the NOTCH you can reject a single ID or multiple IDs at the same time. This process does not 
affect any IDs below or above the selected IDs. For example, you can filter out IDs between 31-35 as 
well as 50 simultaneously.

How To Use The NOTCH Setting
When NOTCH is selected from the SETTINGS, first, the current DISC. value will be displayed on screen 
and discriminated ID range will be shown on the ID scale with lines. For example, if the DISC. is set to 
15, when you select NOTCH, number 16 will be displayed on screen corresponding to 8 lines on the ID 
scale (every 2 consecutive IDs are represented with 1 line). NOTCH cannot be used within the DISC. 
range. In other words, if the DISC. is set to 15, NOTCH can only be applied to IDs 16 or higher. If you 
want to NOTCH IDs 15 or below, first you need to change the DISC. value.

NOTCH rejects or accepts IDs with the help of the cursor in the middle of the screen. To move the 
cursor on the scale, plus (+) and minus (-) buttons are used. The cursor blinks while it is moving on 
the scale. When you are on the first ID that you want to reject, press the SELECT button once. This 
ID is now rejected and it is shown on the screen with a line. If you want to reject multiple IDs, continue 
to press the plus (+) or minus (-) button. If non-consecutive IDs are to be rejected, push the SELECT 
button once to have the cursor blink for navigation on the scale and repeat the process above. The 
cursor will appear where you left it  the next time you use the NOTCH.

To give an example; let's say you want to reject IDs between 20-25 and the cursor is at 10. Press the 
plus (+) button until you reach number 20. Then push the SELECT button once. Number 20 will be 
marked with a line. When you reach number 25 using the (+) button again, IDs between 20-25 will be 
filtered out and they will be shown on the ID scale with 4 lines  (every 2 consecutive IDs are 
represented with 1 line). 

To accept back the filtered IDs, select NOTCH from SETTINGS. The cursor will appear where you last 
left it. Using the plus (+) or the minus (-) button, select the ID you want to accept and push the 
SELECT button. Then, using the plus (+) or minus (-) button again, unfilter the IDs back in. 1 line will 
be erased for every 2 consecutive IDs accepted.

You can also enable the device to emit a low iron tone for your notched out target IDs instead of 
silencing them. To do this, select NOTCH V. from SETTINGS. Then set the volume of the iron tone for 
the targets you notched out by using the plus (+) or the minus (-) button. 05 is the maximum level 
and the iron volume will be reduced as you go down.

If you prefer to get a different tone for the notched out IDs instead of the iron tone, you can change 
the tone of the iron zone - Z1- by using the TONE setting. Please remember though, the device would 
then emit an iron tone for all targets of which the IDs fall in the Z1 zone. For more details, please read 
the sections about these settings.

Iron Volume (Fe VOL.)
This setting is present in the Anfibio 19 model only. 

It adjusts or turns off the volume of the low iron tone. It can be adjusted between 0-5.

0-5 : 5 is the maximum level. As you lower it, the audio response volume the device produces for 
ferrous metals will decrease. At 0 level, the iron audio will be silenced. In other words, the device will 
detect ferrous targets, the Target ID will be displayed on the screen but the device will not produce 
any audio response. 

Fe VOL. adjustment applies to the selected search mode only. The change does not affect the other 
modes.

TONE
Allows you to change the audio frequency of the target audio response tones and the threshold 
sound according to your preference. There are 5 pre-defined metal zones in the Anfibio. They are 
shown as Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 on the screen. The number of metal zones displayed vary according to 
the model of the Anfibio as well as the selected mode. By using the TONE feature, you can adjust the 
frequency of the audio for each metal zone between 150 Hz (15) and 800 Hz (80) in the Anfibio Multi 
and Anfibio 14 models and between 150 Hz (15) and 700 Hz (70) in the Anfibio 19.

When TONE is selected from the SETTINGS, names of the metal groups mentioned above will appear 
at the bottom of the screen and the selected one will be framed. To select another group, just press 
the SELECT button. Then use the plus (+) or the minus (-) button to change the audio frequency.

TONE setting is available in all modes except for the 99 TONE mode present in the Anfibio Multi and 
Anfibio 14 models and the GEN Delta mode of the Anfibio Multi. TONE adjustment applies to the 
selected search mode only. The change does not affect the other modes.

Tone Volume (TONE V.)
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. It is not present in the Anfibio 19 
model.

There are 5 pre-defined metal zones in the Anfibio. They are shown as Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 on the screen. 
The number of metal zones displayed vary according to the model of the Anfibio as well as the selected 
mode. By using the TONE V. feature, you can adjust the volume for each metal group between 0-5.

When TONE V. is selected from the SETTINGS, names of the metal zones mentioned above will appear 
below the TARGET ID indicator and the selected one will be framed. To select another group, just press 
the SELECT button. Then use the plus (+) or the minus (-) button to change the audio frequency.

TONE V. setting is available in all modes except for the GEN, GEN Delta and CACHE modes present in 
the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models. TONE V. adjustment applies to the selected search mode only. 
The change does not affect the other modes.

Tone Break (T.BREAK)
It is used to adjust the break points of the target response tones on the Target ID range. Default Tone 
Break points in the Anfibio will vary according to the model of the Anfibio as well as the selected 
mode. There are 5 pre-defined metal zones in the Anfibio. They are shown as Z1-Z2-Z3-Z4-Z5 on the 
screen. You can change the point where the low tone changes into the higher tone.  

To use the Tone Break feature, first select T.BREAK from SETTINGS . The names of the metal groups 
mentioned above will appear at the bottom of the screen. The Tone Break point of the metal group 
will be shown on the screen numerically while the cursor at the top will point to it on the ID scale. 
The number of tone break points will vary according to the mode. To select the metal zone, just push 
the SELECT button. Selection will be framed. To change the value of the break point, plus (+) or minus 
(-) button is used.

To give an example for the above explanation; let's say you are in the 3 TONE mode and you want to 
change the Tone Break points. First, select T.BREAK from SETTINGS. Z1-Z2 metal zones will appear 
at the bottom of the screen and Z1 will be framed. The default value of 15 will also be displayed on 
the screen. Using the plus (+) or the minus (-) button change this number to any value you want. Let's 
say you increased it to 40. Then, push the SELECT button once to select Z2. Let's say you decreased 
the default value of 66 to 50. In this case, the device will produce a low iron tone for all metals with 
IDs equal to or less than 40, a medium tone for metals with IDs 41-50 and a high tone for metals with 
IDs greater than 50 (If you have also adjusted the audio tones (TONE), the selected frequency will 
apply to the new ID ranges).

T.BREAK adjustment applies to the selected search mode only. The change does not affect the other 
modes.

IMPORTANT! If you are using the Standard ID scale in the multi Anfibio and you change the operating 
frequency of the device, you may need to re-adjust the T.BREAK points according to the IDs you will 
get in the new frequency.

Threshold (THRESH.)
In the General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta), search is performed with a continuous humming 
sound in the background, also referred to as the threshold sound. The loudness of this hum directly 
impacts the detection depth of  smaller and deeper targets and it is adjusted by the threshold 
(THRESH.) setting. If the threshold is set too high, a weak target signal may not be heard. On the 
contrary, if the threshold is too low, you give up the depth advantage this setting offers. In other 
words, weak signals of smaller or deeper targets may be missed. It is recommended for average users 
to leave this setting at its default value and for experienced users to adjust to the highest level where 
they can still hear the weak target signals.

Threshold level is directly related to the GAIN and iSAT settings. Please be sure to read the related 
sections of the manual carefully.

iSAT (Intelligent Self-Adjusting Threshold)
iSAT in General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta)
For the General Search Modes (GEN and GEN Delta) to perform accurately, a stable threshold sound 
is necessary. You cannot search in the General Search Mode without ground balancing. Changes that 
occur in the soil structure and mineralization levels after ground balancing, may cause a rise or fall in 
the background hum and disrupt the threshold's stability which will result in false signals and thus 
missing signals of small metals. iSAT adjusts the speed that the device recovers its threshold hum 
and eliminates the negative effects of mineralized soils. Increasing the iSAT in high mineralization will 
enable a more stable operation by avoiding false signals. This, however, may cause some loss in depth 
and it is normal.

NOTE : In high mineralization, if you receive too many false signals without disruption in the threshold 
hum, lower the gain first before increasing the iSAT. If the false signals continue, set the gain back to 
its original value and increase the iSAT.

If the mineralization is low, you can decrease the iSAT and sweep the coil more slowly for a deeper 
detection.

iSAT consists of 10 levels. The device will start at level 6. It is recommended that iSAT should be 
increased in high-mineralization and decreased in low mineralization. 

iSAT in Discrimination Modes (Named as iMASK in Anfibio 19)

It is used to eliminate false signals caused by ground noise or hot rocks when searching in 
discrimination modes and the available range is between 00-10. Its factory default value is set to (1). 
You can change the value using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. 

If the device receives a lot of false signals due to highly mineralized soil or hot rocks in the 
discrimination modes, first re-ground balance. If the false signals continue, lower the GAIN and check 
again. In case the false signals still exist, try increasing the DISC. value. Regardless of all these, if the 
false signals still exist, first change the GAIN and DISC. values back to their previous levels. Then, 
increase the iSAT level until the false signals are eliminated.

At the maximum level of iSAT, false signals will disappear or will be minimized. However, in some cases, 
increasing the iSAT will result in  loss of depth for certain metals such as copper.

NOTE : When using the Anfibio 19 or the 20kHz of the Anfibio Multi on wet or highly mineralized 
ground, in order not to miss smaller high conductive metals (silver, copper etc.) it is recommended not 
to increase the iSAT level too high. 

NOTE : iSAT value ranges between 00-10. The factory default is 01. At ''0'', the iSAT feature will be 
inactive. If the ground is not highly mineralized or does not contain many hot rocks, setting the iSAT 
to ''0'' is recommended.

iSAT in CACHE Mode of Anfibio Multi
Because CACHE mode is a non-motion mode, the function of iSAT in this mode is different. iSAT in 
CACHE mode is used to eliminate the threshold drifts caused by changes in the ground and 
temperature. Threshold drifts will be reflected in the ID scale either in the positive way (right side) or 
the negative way (left side).

Keď je Threshold nestabilný, v prvom rade stlačte jedenkrát tlačidlo PP, aby ste preladili detektor. Ak to 
nepomohlo zvýšte nastavenie iSAT až na úroveň ktorá to eliminuje. Pri zvýšení iSAT môžete detektovať 
slabšie signály, ale detektor už nebude schopný detekovať ciele, ak držíte cievku v kľude alebo ňou 
prechádzate ponad cieľ sem a tam.

Hodnota iSAT sa pohybuje medzi 0-10. Výrobné nastavenie je 3 v režime CACHE. Pri hodnote  '' 0 '' bude 
funkcia iSAT neaktívna. Ak podmienky na lokalite nespôsobujú žiadne rušenia Threshold odporúča sa 
nastavenie iSAT na hodnotu "0".

SETTINGS - NASTAVENIA

OPTIONS -  VOĽBY

FREQ.

Toto nastavenie je dostupné iba v ANFIBIO Multi.

ANFIBIO ponúka 3 prevádzkové frekvencie - 5kHz, 14kHz a 20kHz - určené pre rôzne typy cieľov a pôdy.

Na základe zvolenej frekvencie sa výkon detekcie detektora pre rôzne typy cieľov bude líšiť. Nižšie 
uvedený zoznam zahŕňa, (ale nie je obmedzený) na rôzne typy cieľov, ktoré zodpovedajú každej 
frekvencii:

5kHz : veľké železné a neželezné objekty / vysoko vodivé mince / stredne alebo relatívne malé ciele v 
nemineralizovanom teréne bez železného odpadu / militárie

14kHz : všeobecné použitie / mince / mince rôznych veľkostí v stredne vysoko mineralizovanej pôde

20kHz : malé mince s rôznou vodivosťou a tenkými veľkými mincami / zlaté mince, prstene, malé 
šperky, plechy, fólie / malé ciele v železných odpadoch

Ak chcete zmeniť prevádzkovú frekvenciu detektora vyberte FREQ. z OPTIONS: Potom jednoducho 
zmeňte frekvenciu pomocou tlačidiel plus (+) a mínus (-). Budete počuť zvuk reléového obvodu, toto je 
normálne. Zároveň sa graf na lište ID pohybuje tam a späť a zastaví sa po zmene frekvencie.

Zvolená frekvencia sa zobrazí v sekcii oznámení: FLo pre 5kHz, FMED pre 14kHz a FHI pre 20kHz.

Volume - hlasitosť
Toto nastavenie umožňuje zvýšiť alebo znížiť hlasitosť detektora na základe vašich preferencií a 
podmienok prostredia. Úroveň hlasitosti môžete nastaviť od 0 do 10. Po vypnutí a zapnutí detektora 
bude nastavená posledná hodnota hlasitosti pred vypnutím. Toto nastavenie je spoločné pre všetky 
režimy a zmeny sa prejavia vo všetkých režimoch.

Úroveň hlasitosti ovplyvňuje spotrebu energie a preto odporúčame  aby ste ju nezvyšovali viac ako je 
potrebné.

POZOR! Keď zmeníte hlasitosť prístroja pomocou tohto nastavenia, taktiež sa proporcionálne zmení 
hlasitosť tónov zón kovových skupín nastavených cez funkciu TONE V. Inými slovami, hlasitosť nastavenú 
cez funkciu TONE V môžeme zmeniť nastavením hlasitosti detektora. Pri nastavovaní hlasitosti detektora 
sa zvýši alebo zníži aj hlasitosť týchto zón.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.
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Ground balance can be performed in three ways with the Anfibio : Automatic, Manual and Tracking.

When the GB button is pushed while performing automatic or manual ground balance, the device will
switch to the General Search (GEN or GEN Delta) mode automatically on the background without any
indication to the user, regardless of the selected search mode.

Upon completion of ground balance, current ground balance value is shown in the Ground Balance
(GB) box on the right side of the display.

Automatic Ground Balance
Automatic ground balance is performed as follows in all search modes:

1) Find a spot where there is no metal.

2) Push and hold the GB button down (GROUND BALANCE value and “Pump Coil” warning message will
be shown on display) and start pumping the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'')
above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'') off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to
the ground.

3) Continue until a beep, indicating the completion of ground balance, is heard. Based on ground
conditions, it usually takes about 2-4 pumps for the ground balance to be completed.

4) Upon completion of the ground balance, ground balance value is shown on the display (GB). The
device continues to ground balance and produce a beep sound as long as you keep the GB button
pushed down and pump the coil. In order to ensure that the ground balance is proper, ground balance
at least 2-3 times and check the ground balance values on the display. In general, the difference
between the values shall not be higher than 1-2 numbers.

5) If you cannot ground balance, in other words, if no beep sound is produced, it means that either the
ground is too conductive or not mineralized or there is a target right below the search coil. In such a
case, retry ground balance at a different spot. If you still cannot ground balance, read the section titled
''Important Details Concerning Ground Balance''.

When the ground balance button is released, the device continues to operate in the GEN or GEN
Delta mode for a short period of time and the ground balance value stays on display. This makes it
possible to manually fine tune the automatic ground balance value. Refer to the following "Manual
Ground Balance" section for further information regarding this feature. If this is not desired, press
the PP button once to return to the main screen.

NOTE : If the iSAT value is set high, the device may not auto ground balance. In such a case, lower
the iSAT value in GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi or in GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 or Anfibio 19
models first. After ground balancing, set the iSAT back to its original position.

Manual Ground Balance
Allows you to manually modify the ground balance value. It is not preferred mostly because it takes
time. However, it is the preferred option in cases where a successful ground balance cannot be
performed using other methods or minor corrections are required to the automatic balance.

Anfibio is designed to allow for automatic ground balancing conveniently on any type of ground.
Therefore, it is recommended to perform automatic ground balance upon start up. However, the
ground may not be suitable for automatic ground balancing in some cases and the device cannot
ground balance on such grounds. For instance, wet beach sand, soils containing alkali or salty water,
trashy sites, ploughed fields, highly mineralized grounds and grounds with very low mineralization
are not suitable for automatic ground balance. In such terrains, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or
Anfibio 14 model, you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes
or try manual ground balancing. If you are using the Anfibio 19 model, try manual ground balancing.
However, manual ground balance requires a skill which develops over time through practice.

To perform manual ground balance :
1) Find a clear spot without metals and switch the device to the GEN Delta mode in the Anfibio Multi
or GEN mode in the Anfibio 14 and Anfibio 19 models.

2) You need to listen to the sounds coming from the ground in order to perform manual ground balance.
Pump the search coil up and down from about 15-20 cm (~6''- 8'') above the ground down to 3 cm (~1'')
off the ground with smooth movements and keeping it parallel to the ground.

If the sound gets higher when lifting off the search coil above the ground, the ground balance value
is too low, in other words, the effect from the ground is negative and the ground balance value needs
to be increased by using the ( + ) button. On the other hand, if the sound gets higher when lowering
the search coil to the ground, the ground balance value is too high, in other words, the effect from the
ground is positive and the ground balance value needs to decreased by using the ( - ) button.

3) Push the ground balance button once and release it. The ground balance value will be shown on the
display and remain there for a moment. You can return to the ground balance screen by pushing the
ground balance button if the screen switches.

Manual ground balance functions within the range of
0-99.80 However, each value covers 5 steps used for
fine tuning within itself and these steps are indicated
as multiples of 20 in the Ground Balance window (GB).
For example, ground balance value shown on the side
is 70.80.

Press plus ( + ) or minus ( - ) to increase or decrease
the ground balance value, respectively. If the button is
pressed once at a time, the values count one by one
and if it is held down, the values will change quickly.

4) Repeat the above procedure until the sound heard from the ground is eliminated.

The sound may not be eliminated completely in some areas. In these cases, listen to the sounds
produced when moving the search coil towards and away from the ground to check if the ground
balance is correct. If there is no difference between the two sounds then the ground balance is set
properly.

The device will return to the main screen automatically after a short period of time upon completion 
of ground balance. To return to the main screen instantly, just press the PP button once.

IMPORTANT! Experienced detectorists adjust the ground balance setting to a slightly positive response
(weak but audible sound is produced when moving the search coil closer to ground). This method may
produce favorable results for experienced users in certain fields where small targets are searched for.

Ground Tracking (TRACKING)
In this option, the user does not need to make any adjustments. TRACKING feature is activated from
the OPTIONS menu by switching it to 01 position. The word ''Tracking'' is displayed at the bottom of
the GB window. The device updates the ground balance automatically as long as the search coil is
swung over the ground and shows the ground balance value in the GB window. It does not provide
any feedback to the user (like the beep sound in automatic ground balance).

While tracking is active, the device can initially produce a loud signal when it detects a different ground
structure (for instance a mineral rock) or a target. In this case, swing the search coil over the spot where
the device produces the signal. If the sound remains the same and the device shows an ID, it is possibly
a target. If the sound attenuates too much or is lost after a few swings, it means that the device has
produced a signal for the different ground structure or a stone.

NOTE : It is recommended that you use tracking in the General Search mode (GEN Delta or GEN) and
not in the discrimination modes.

Tracking is suitable for use in areas where different soil structures are present within the same land or
in fields where mineralized rocks are scattered widely apart. If you use ground tracking in areas where
hot rocks are intensely present, the device may not be able to eliminate these highly mineralized rocks
or you may miss the smaller or deeper metals.

IMPORTANT! Ensure that tracking is off during air tests. Otherwise, the device will attempt to perform
ground balance on the target and the depth will be reduced.

Ground Balance Value
Ground balance value provides information about the ground you are searching on. Some typical
ground types are as follows :

0-25 Wet salt water or wet alkali soils
25-50 Wet salt water and wet alkali soils covered with dry layers
50-70 Regular, low-quality soils
70-90 Highly magnetic soils, magnetite or maghemite and similar highly mineralized soils, black
sand

Important Details Concerning Ground Balance
1) Upon start up, the  ground balance value is set to 90. The device can perform ground balance
automatically within the range of 20-99.80 in all modes and 00-99.80 in the BEACH mode present
in the Anfibio Multi or Anfibio 14 models.

2) If the ground mineralization is too low, automatic ground balance may fail to work in other modes
except for the BEACH mode. In such a case, if you are using the Anfibio Multi or the Anfibio 14 model,
you can auto ground balance in the BEACH mode and then switch to other modes. Because the Anfibio
19 model does not have a beach mode, you can try manual ground balancing in this model.

3) You can test the accuracy of the ground balance with the pinpoint mode. After ground balancing,

if you receive no sound or a weak one when you move the search coil closer to the ground in the
pinpoint mode, then the ground balance is successful. If the sound gets louder when you move the
search coil closer to the ground, then the ground balance is not successful. In this case, simply
change your location. If ground balance is not possible despite these efforts, you should continue
your search without performing ground balance.

You cannot search in the General Search (GEN Delta or GEN) mode without ground balancing. You need
to use one of the discrimination modes and increase the DISC. value until the noise is eliminated.

4) Once the ground balance is set, it will remain satisfactory for a long time in most areas. However,
if you encounter an excavated, backfilled or geologically composite soil structure, a ground balance
should be performed again to adapt to the varying soil structure. In addition, re-ground balancing
is recommended for the Anfibio Multi model if you change the operating frequency of the device
(5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) in certain ground conditions.

5) When using the optional large coil, pump the coil more slowly and do not keep it very close to the 
ground.

6) In some cases where the iSAT value is set high, the device may not be able to ground balance
automatically. In such a case, first lower the iSAT in GEN Delta or GEN mode and after ground
balancing switch it back to its  previous position.

FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness - jas podsvietenia obrazovky (BRIGHT.)
Umožňuje nastaviť podsvietenie obrazovky podľa vašich potrieb. Rozsah sa pohybuje medzi 0-5 a C1-C5. 
Na úrovni 0 je podsvietenie vypnuté. Ak je nastavená hodnota medzi 1-5 obrazovka sa rozsvieti len na 
krátky čas, keď je zistený cieľ alebo počas navigácie v ponuke a potom zhasne. Pri hodnotách C1-C5 
bude nepretržite svietiť. Nepretržitá prevádzka podsvietenia ovplyvňuje spotrebu energie a preto sa 
neodporúča.

Keď  detektor vypnete a opäť zapnete, nastavenie podsvietenia sa obnoví na posledné uložené hodnoty. 
Toto nastavenie je platné vo všetkých režimoch. Zmena vykonaná v ľubovoľnom režime platí aj pre 
ostatné režimy.
Vibration - vibrácie (VIBRATE)
Táto funkcia poskytuje vibrácie keď detektor zaregistruje kovový predmet. Môže byť použitá samostatne 
alebo spolu so zvukovou reakciou. Keď je zvuku vypnutý a vibrácie zapnuté, všetky zvukové reakcie 
počas detektcie sa prejavia vibráciou detektora.

Nastavenie vibrácií je v rozsahu 00-05. Pri prepnutí na hodnotu 0 je funkcia vibrácií úplne vypnutá. Ak je 
vibrácia na úrovni 01, zariadenie poskytuje dlhé signály a pri 05 poskytuje krátke vibračné signály. Veľkosť 
vibračného efektu sa môže meniť v závislosti od hĺbky cieľa a rýchlosti pohybu s cievkou. Toto 
nastavenie je platné pre všetky režimy vyhľadávania. Zmena vykonaná v ľubovoľnom režime platí aj pre 
ostatné režimy.

V režime hlavného vyhľadávania (GEN) nemusíte cítiť vibrácie slabých signálov. Vibrácie nepočuť pri 
slabých a hlbokých cieľoch pri ktorých už počujete zvukové signály. Preto ak pracujete v režime vibrácií 
bez zvuku, môžete stratiť slabšie a hlbšie signály.

V režime PINPOINT je rýchlosť vibrácií konštantná a nedá sa nastaviť. Vibrácie sú vypnuté pri hodnote 0. 
Hodnoty 01-05 poskytujú rovnakú úroveň vibrácií v režime PINPOINT. Keď sa vibrácie používajú v režime 
PINPOINT, rýchlosť vibrácií sa pri približovaní k cieľu zvyšuje a dosiahne maximálnu úroveň nad stredom 
cieľa.

Keď je detektor vypnutý a opäť zapnutý, nastavenie vibrácií sa obnoví na posledné uložené hodnoty. 
Toto nastavenie je platné pre všetky režimy. Zmena vykonaná v ľubovoľnom režime platí aj pre ostatné 
režimy.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH - hĺbka cieľa 
Upravuje hodnoty hĺbky, ktorú zariadenie zobrazuje na základe ID cieľa. Skladá sa z troch úrovní: Hi 
(Vysoká), In (Stredná), Lo (Nízka). Výrobné nastavenie je nastavené na hodnotu "In".

Čím je úroveň hĺbky ID nižšia, tým vyššia je presnosť ID a naopak. Na vysokej úrovni sa ID môžu stať 
skreslenými.

Ak chcete zmeniť úroveň hĺbky ID v modeloch ANFIBIO Multi a ANFIBIO 14, zvoľte ID DEPTH z  
OPTIONS: Potom jednoducho zvoľte požadovanú úroveň pomocou tlačidla plus (+) alebo mínus (-).

Na zmenu úrovne hĺbky ID v programe ANFIBIO 19, stlačte tlačidlo PP nahor. Po každom stlačení 
tlačidla hore sa úroveň ID hĺbky zmení.

Tracking (TRACKING)
Keď je sledovanie aktívne (pozícia 01), prístroj nepretržite sleduje zmeny v pôde a automaticky zmení 
nastavenie vyváženia pôdy. Neviditeľné zmeny v zemi ovplyvňujú hĺbku detekcie, ako aj diskriminačnú 
schopnosť detektora, takže je možné ovládať zariadenie s vyšším výkonom za použitia tejto funkcie za 
vhodných pôdnych podmienok. 

OPTIONS -  VOĽBY

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.
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FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

Pri aktivácii Tracking sa v spodnej časti okna GB zobrazí "Tracking".

POZNÁMKA: Funkcia Tracking sa odporúča používať iba v hlavnom režime GEN a GEN Delta.

Frekvenčný posun (FQ SHIFT)
Používa sa na odstránenie elektromagnetického rušenia, ktoré zariadenie prijíma od iného detektora, 
ktorý pracuje v rovnakom frekvenčnom rozsahu v blízkosti. Ak dôjde k príliš veľkému hluku pri zdvíhaní 
vyhľadávaciej cievky vo vzduchu, môže to byť spôsobené lokálnymi elektromagnetickými signálmi alebo 
nadmerným nastavením zisku.

Aby ste odstránili šum spôsobený elektromagnetickým rušením, pokúste sa najskôr posunúť frekvenciu 
(FQ SHIFT pred znížením hodnoty GAIN, aby ste dosiahli maximálny hĺbkový výkon.) Frekvenčný posun 
pozostáva z 5 krokov. Výrobné nastavenie je F3, čo je stredná frekvencia.

Ak chcete posunúť frekvenciu, najprv zvoľte možnosť FQ SHIFT z možnosti OPTIONS. Potom môžete 
posunúť frekvenciu medzi F1-F5 pomocou tlačidiel plus (+) a mínus (-).

POZOR! Frekvenčný posun môže zhoršiť výkon. Preto sa odporúča, aby ste frekvenciu nezmenili, pokiaľ 
to nie je potrebné.

Továrenské nastavenie / Uložené nastavenie (FD/SAVE)
Pomocou funkcie FD/SAVE môžete uložiť nastavenia alebo obnoviť predvolené nastavenia od výroby. 
Funkcia SAVE uloží všetky nastavenia okrem GROUND BALANCE a TRACKING. Zariadenie sa spustí v 
režime, ktorý bol nastavený v čase uloženia.

Ak chcete nastavenia uložiť, na obrazovke vyberte možnosť FD/SAVE. Na obrazovke sa zobrazia dve 
pomlčky (- -). Stlačte pravé tlačidlo. Keď sa zobrazí "SA" stlačte tlačidlo SELECT. V strede obrazovky sa 
zobrazia riadky, ktoré sa otáčajú. Po dokončení uloženia sa riadky prestanú otáčať a text SA zmizne.

Ak sa chcete vrátiť späť na predvolené nastavenia od výroby, vyberte možnosť FD/SAVE. Na obrazovke 
sa zobrazia dve pomlčky (-). Stlačte ľavé tlačidlo. Keď sa zobrazí "Fd" stlačte tlačidlo SELECT. V okne GB na 
pravej strane obrazovky uvidíte riadky, ktoré sa otáčajú. Po ukončení procesu sa riadky prestanú otáčať a 
text Fd zmizne.

Bezdrôtové pripojenie (WIRELESS)
Používa sa na zapnutie a vypnutie pripojenia bezdrôtových slúchadiel a na zmenu kanálu.

Po výbere možnosti WIRELESS môžete meniť kanály medzi 00-19 alebo vypnúť bezdrôtové pripojenie 
voľbou OFF (vypnuté).

Podrobnejšie informácie o bezdrôtových slúchadlách si prečítajte v pokynoch dodávaných so 
slúchadlami.

OPTIONS -  VOĽBY
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FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.

Zobrazené hodnoty ID niektorých kovov (napríklad zlato) sa pri vysokej mineralizácii a pod tzv. horúcimi 
skalami (alebo v hĺbkach) môžu byť iné ako je ich skutočná hodnota.

V závislosti od nastavenia hodnoty DISC môže dôjsť k strate hĺbky detetekcie takýchto kovov alebo ich 
detektor nemusí vôbec registrovať.

Funkcia E.U.D v detektore ANFIBIO umožňuje detekciu takýchto kovov hlbšie s použitím odlišného tónu 
od ostatných tónov prístroja. Keď používate funkciu E.U.D, zariadenie nerozlišuje kovy a poskytuje 
rovnaký tón pre všetky ciele.

Funkciu E.U.D môžete použiť dvoma spôsobmi: okamžite alebo nepretržite. Ak chcete túto funkciu 
použiť okamžite, musíte tlačidlo SELECT stlačiť. Na nepretržité používanie musíte dvakrát kliknúť. V 
oboch prípadoch zostane rám okolo vybraného režimu vyhľadávania stále blikať.

E.U.D nefunguje v režime GEN a BEACH. Ak používate funkciu E.U.D v nepretržitom režime, funkcia bude 
aktívna, aj keď zmeníte režim vyhľadávania.

POZNÁMKA: Pretože táto funkcia umožňuje zariadeniu detekovať niektoré ciele, ktoré sú zvyčajne 
maskované zemnými podmienkami, je možné že pri použití tejto funkcie budete kopať viac železných 
predmetov.

E.U.D.  -  EXTRA UNDERGROUND DEPTH

PINPOINT -  presné dohľadanie

Funkcia umožňuje nájdenie stredu alebo presného umiestnenia kovového predmetu.

ANFIBIO je pohybovým detektorom. To znamená že musíte presúvať cievku ponad ciele, aby ich 
zariadenie registrovalo. Režim PINPOINT je naopak bezpohybovým režimom. Prístroj vydáva signál, keď 
je cievka nad kovovým predmetom bez pohybu.

GROUND BALANCE by malo byť nastavené správne, aby sa zabezpečilo presné určenie polohy. 
Odporúča sa vykonať opätovné vyváženie zeme (GB) predtým než vykonáte presnú lokalizáciu ak sa 
zmenili pôdne podmienky.

V režime PINPOINT sa na displeji zobrazí odhadovaná hĺbka. Tón sa zvyšuje s približovaním k cieľu. V 
tomto režime zariadenie nediskriminuje ani neposkytuje ID hodnotu cieľa. Ak je zariadenie vo vibračnom 
režime, rýchlosť vibrácií sa zvýši, keď sa dostanete bližšie k stredu cieľa.

Presné dohľadanie:
1) Po registrovaní cieľa presuňte cievku na stranu, kde nie je žiadna reakcia a stlačte tlačidlo PP.

2) Držte tlačidlo stlačené a cievku pomaly presúvajte bližšie k cieľu rovnobežne so zemou.

3) Zvuk bude silnejším a približovaním sa ku stredu predmetu sa znižuje aj údaj o hĺbke predmetu.

4) Označte polohu, ktorá poskytuje najsilnejší zvuk pomocou nástroja alebo nohy.

5) Opakujte vyššie uvedený postup zmenou smeru o 90 °. Opakovaním z niekoľkých rôznych smerov, 
spresníte odhadovanú polohu predmetu.

of different directions will narrow the target area and provide you with the most exact details of the 
target location.
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FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.

Pinpoint is to find the center or the exact location of a detected target.

Anfibio is a motion detector. In other words, you are required to move the search coil over the target 
or the target over the search coil in order for the device to detect the target. The pinpoint mode is a 
non-motion mode. The device continues to give a signal when the search coil is kept stationary over 
the target.

Ground balance should be performed properly in order to ensure precise pinpointing. It is 
recommended to perform ground balance again before performing pinpoint operation on changing 
ground structures.

In the pinpoint mode, estimated target depth is shown on the display. In the pinpoint mode, the signal 
tone increases in pitch and volume as the search coil approaches the target.  In this mode, the device 
does not discriminate or give target IDs. If the device is in the vibration mode, the speed of vibration 
will increase as you get closer to the center of target.

To perform pinpoint :
1) After a target is detected, move the search coil aside where there is no target response and push 
the PP button.

2) Keep the button pressed down and bring the search coil closer to the target slowly and parallel to 
the ground.

3) Signal sound becomes stronger and changes in pitch while getting closer to the target center and 
also the number indicating target depth on the display decreases.

4) Mark the position which provides the loudest sound using a tool or your foot.

5) Repeat the above procedure by changing your direction 90°. Actions to be performed from a couple 

Surrounding electromagnetic signals can be eliminated by reducing the gain. If another detector is 
operating nearby, you may attempt to shift the frequency or perform your search at a distance 
where no interference occurs. If these do not improve the situation, in the Anfibio Multi, you may try 
changing the operating frequency (5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) of the device. For ground mineralization or 
rocks with high mineral content, and gain and threshold set too high, please read the related sections.

MAGNETIC MINERALIZATION INDICATOR
The Magnetic Mineralization Indicator consists of 5 levels. The indicator bars do not rise at low 
mineral levels during search and at start up. In areas where the magnetic mineral level is high, the 
indicator bars will rise according to the intensity. This measurement can be summarized as the level 
of magnetic property and intensity of the ground. 

This measurement is important from two aspects. First, on grounds with high magnetic 
mineralization, search depth is low and users should be aware of this fact. Second, magnetic 
mineralization is a property which is particularly seen with mineralized rocks and this measurement 
plays an important role for the device to eliminate the false signals produced by these rocks.

ROCKS AND SEARCHING IN ROCKY TERRAINS (GENERAL AND DISCRIMINATION MODES)
Challenging ground conditions arise especially when conductivity and magnetic properties of the 
ground are too intense. Operation of the device over such ground is made possible by selecting the 
best operating mode and frequency (in the Multi model) as well as using proper ground balance, GAIN, 
iSAT and THRESHOLD settings.

Stones and rocks or cavities inside the ground are as important as the ground itself in regards to the 
search and target detection quality.

Soil and rocks have two different properties just like the targets you are searching for. One of them 
is the intensity and the other one is the conductivity - magnetic permeability ratio and these two 
properties are independent from each other.  In this manual, the conductivity - magnetic permeability 
ratio will be referred to as ID in short. High magnetic permeability, low conductivity results in low ID. 
Soil or rocks can be highly permeable and have low or high IDs as well. If the conductivity increases 
relative to magnetic permeability then the ID will also increase.

Hot rocks are classified as negative or positive based on their ID being low or high in comparison to 
the ID of the soil they are in. One or both of the types may be present in a field. The negative and 
positive effects mentioned here will only be valid if ground balancing is properly done on the existing 
ground. Otherwise, soil itself will not act differently from hot rocks in terms of ID. In ''TRACKING'' 
however, conditions will differ. Therefore, the effects of  rocks in tracking will be discussed separately. 
Here we are referring to a proper ground balance without tracking.

Positive rocks act just like metal and produce a metal sound. In the General Search Modes (GEN and 
GEN Delta) they produce a “zip zip” sound when the search coil is moved over them. If the signal is 
strong enough, the device may produce an ID for these rocks. Negative rocks in the General Search 
modes, produce a long “boing” sound when the search coil is moved over them. The device does not 
give an ID for  these rocks even if the signal is strong.

Positive rocks provide a typical metal sound in discrimination modes. Negative rocks do not provide 
a sound in discrimination modes (except for rare cases of false signals).

At higher settings of iSAT, there will be no change in the sounds of positive or negative hot rocks. As 
the iSAT value is decreased, the sound of positive hot rocks will remain the same but the negative 
hot rocks may give a thinner beep sound instead of the boing sound.

Therefore, you can make a decision by listening to the  audio responses produced by the device in 
the field. If you receive a metal sound, it means that you either detected a positive rock or a piece of 
metal. If you receive a strong signal and a stable ID, you can distinguish if the detected target is a 
rock or metal by checking the ID. However, remember that weak signals may produce different IDs 
and metals under rocks may produce different metal signals. Therefore, the most appropriate action 
is to dig up when a metal signal is received.

If you are operating with discrimination modes and you know the ID of the surrounding rocks, you 
can use the DISC. setting to eliminate the rocks. However, this may not be sufficient to avoid all rock 
signals. The device may still receive signals from rocks because soil and rocks together will form a 
combined effect and generate a different ID than those of rocks.

TRACKING AND EFFECTS OF ROCKS
When the tracking is active, the device may give an audio response and ID when it passes over a hot 
rock because the effect of the rock will be different than the ground's. If you swing the search coil 
over the rock, tracking will automatically adjust the setting and the audio response/ID will either 
disappear or diminish significantly. Because there is a slight delay in tracking, you may hear a strong 
signal at the first one or two swings until the setting is adjusted. Then the sound will get weaker and 
disappear. This will not happen with metal targets because metals will prevent the device from ground 
balancing. Therefore, in tracking, if you are getting a constant signal over a target after repeated 
swings, there is a high possibility that the target is a metal. Moving from over a rock back to soil, the 
device may give signals to the ground for a few swings until the ground balance setting is updated 
again. This is normal and should not mislead you.

Tracking is not recommended to eliminate rocks under normal conditions. It is recommended for use 
in areas with changing soil types.

METALS UNDER ROCKS
Anfibio increases the possibility of detecting metal targets under mineralized rocks through the 
proper adjustment of your settings. The combined effect created by the rock and metal together is 
lower than the effect that the metal creates by itself and the displayed ID will be different than the 
metal's expected ID. The displayed ID is formed by the combination of rock and metal together and 
gets closer to the ID of the rock if the size of the metal is smaller in relation to the rock. Keep in mind 
that metals under hot rocks will never appear with their own metal ID. For instance, a gold piece 
under a brick may produce an iron tone and ID.

Remember this very simple principle as it will save you lots of time: “If the target you detect is not a 
stone, it can be metal”.

The key to detecting targets under mineralized rocks, particularly when positive rocks are in question, 
is the knowledge of the maximum ID value produced by the surrounding positive rocks. If you are 
performing a search in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta), monitor the ID produced by 
the device. If the ID provided by your device is close to the rock and iron zone, it is quite possible that 
you detected a target under the rock. 

If you filter off the rocks with a correctly adjusted DISC. setting in discrimination modes, you can hear 
the signal of the target under the rock if the target signal has a slightly greater effect than the 
filtered ID. The important thing here is that if you detect a target and dig out a rock, you should note 
the ID you got before digging and use it as the DISC. value the next time. 

For instance; the hot rocks in your search field tend to give IDs around 00-01. In this case, you should 

set the DISC. to maximum 02. This way you can eliminate rocks and receive the signals of metals 
underneath. If you set the DISC. too high unnecessarily, you will lose metals along with rocks.

If the hot rocks in your search area tend to give high IDs, then the chances of missing the signals of 
small metals underneath will be high as well.

IMPORTANT! When searching in fields with hot rocks, using the E.U.D feature (page 24) is 
recommended to avoid missing metals under hot rocks.

DETECTION ON THE BEACH AND UNDERWATER
Anfibio is a waterproof metal detector. This provides convenient detection underwater and on the 
beach.

As explained before, salt water and alkali grounds are significantly conductive and cause effects 
similar to iron in detectors. Anfibio's BEACH mode (not available in Anfibio 19) is specially designed for 
such conditions. You can perform your search easily using the BEACH mode without requiring any 
special settings.

BEACH mode is ideal for salty wet beach sand. You can use the other modes while performing search 
over dry beach sand.

You should consider the following while performing search over wet beach sand or underwater:

1) When you swing the search coil over the holes you dig in wet beach sand, you can receive metal 
signals, this is a normal condition.

2) The search coil may give false signals when going into and coming out of the water so please try 
to keep the coil either in or out of the water.

IMPORTANT! If the device does not auto ground balance in the BEACH mode, first try manual ground 
balancing. If the device still cannot ground balance, we recommend you to use one of the KR28 or 
KR24 optional coils. Please remember coil selection is as important as detector selection. Different 
shapes and sizes of search coils will perform differently on different terrains and targets. Anfibio 
comes with AF28 search coil which offers optimal depth on different terrains but also offers 7 
optional coils that are designed for different types of targets and tough conditions.

IMPORTANT! If you will dive with the Anfibio, you need to use the keylock function. To lock the keys, 
please follow the instructions below:

1) Press and hold the down button for 3 seconds

2) Press the OPTIONS button once

3) Press the GB button once

Once the keys are locked, you last settings will be retained and the keys will not work anymore. To 
unlock the keys, repeat the same steps above.

Pay attention to the items below after using the device especially under salty water:
1. Wash the system box, shaft and the coil with tap water and be sure no salt water is left in the 
connectors.

2. Do not use any chemicals for cleaning and/or for any other purposes.                                                        

3. Wipe the screen and the shaft dry with a soft, non-scratch cloth. 
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Zariadenie poskytuje odhadovanú hĺbku cieľa podľa intenzity signálu, a to tak počas 
detekcie, ako aj v režime PINPOINT.
Indikátor hĺbky: Ukazuje vzdialenosť kovového predmetu v 5 úrovniach.

Pretože každý režim detektora ANFIBIO má iný hĺbkový výkon, graf zobrazí inú úroveň 
hĺbky pre ten istý cieľ v rôznych režimoch.

V režime PINPOINT  je odhadovaná hĺbka kovového predmetu zobrazená na displeji v 
centimetroch (alebo palcoch - podrobnosti nájdete nižšie).

Hĺbkomer je kalibrovaný na cieľ veľkosti mince o priemere 2,5 cm (1 "). Skutočná hĺbka 
závisí od veľkosti cieľa. Napríklad detektor ukáže väčšiu hĺbku pre cieľ menší ako 2,5 cm 
(1 ") a menšiu hĺbku pre väčší cieľ. Režim PINPOINT nie je určený na meranie hĺbky, ale na 
určenie presnej polohy. Preto sa odporúča použiť indikátor hĺbky na displeji na určenie 
vzdialenosti cieľa.

POZOR! Ak chcete, aby sa hĺbka zobrazovala v palcoch namiesto centimetroch, 
postupujte takto: Keď je zariadenie vypnuté, súčasne stlačte a podržte tlačidlá SELECT a 
OPTIONS a zapnite prístroj. Na obrazovke sa zobrazí '' V ''. Ak chcete prepnúť späť na cm, 
musíte zariadenie vypnúť a zopakovať vyššie uvedený postup. Počas inicializácie 
zariadenia sa zobrazí nápis "SI".

VEĽKÉ ALEBO POVRCHOVÉ CIELE
Ciele, ktoré sú blízko povrchu, môžu poskytnúť viacero rôznych signálov. Ak máte 
podozrenie že cieľ je blízko povrchu, zdvihnite cievku a pohybujte pomalšie, až kým 
nebude prijatý jeden signál. Aj v prípade veľkého cieľa blízko povrchu môže dôjsť k 
preťaženiu vyhľadávacej cievky a zariadenie začne generovať nepretržitý zvuk, ktorý sa 
podobá siréne. Na displeji sa súčasne zobrazí správa "Overload". V takom prípade 
zdvihnite cievku, kým správa nezmizne.

Niekedy môže prístroj produkovať signály, ktoré sú podobné signálu cieľov, hoci nie je 
prítomný žiadny kovový predmet. Existujú rôzne príčiny falošných signálov. 

TARGET DEPTH - hĺbka cieľa

Príčiny falošných signálov



FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.

TARGET DEPTH
The device provides an estimated target depth according to the signal strength both during detection 
and in the pinpoint mode. 

Depth Indicator: It shows the target's proximity to the surface in 5 levels during detection.

Because each mode of the Anfibio has different depth, the depth indicator will display a different 
depth level for the same target in different modes.

In the pinpoint mode, estimated target depth is shown on the display in cms (or inches - please see 
below for details) while getting closer to the target.

Depth detection is adjusted presuming that the target is a 2.5cm (1'') coin. Actual depth varies 
according to the size of the target. For instance, the detector will indicate more depth for a target 
smaller than a 2.5cm (1'') coin and less depth for a larger target. In reality, pinpoint procedure is not 
intended for depth determination but exact location determination. Therefore, it is recommended that 
the depth indicator on the display is used for determining the proximity to the target.

IMPORTANT! If you want the target depth to be displayed in inches instead of cms please do the 
following: While the device is off, press and hold the SETTINGS and OPTIONS buttons simultaneously 
and turn the device on. ''In'' will be displayed. To switch back to cms, you need to turn the device off 
and then repeat the above procedure. While the device is initializing, ''SI'' will be displayed.

LARGE OR NEAR-SURFACE TARGETS
Targets which are near the surface may give multiple different signals to the device. If you suspect a 
target near the surface, lift the search coil and swing it more slowly until a single signal is received. 
Also, if there is a large target near the surface it may cause an overload in the search coil and the 
device starts to generate a continuous sound which resembles a siren. “Overload” message is shown 
on the display simultaneously. In such a case, lift the search coil up until the message disappears.

FALSE SIGNALS AND REASONS
Sometimes, the device may produce signals which are similar to a target signal although no metal 
target is present. There are various reasons for the false signals received by the device. The most 
common ones are ground mineralization or rocks with high mineral content, surrounding 
electromagnetic signals, operation of another nearby detector, rusted or corroded iron or foil in the 
soil, gain or threshold values set too high.

Therefore, you can make a decision by listening to the  audio responses produced by the device in 
the field. If you receive a metal sound, it means that you either detected a positive rock or a piece of 
metal. If you receive a strong signal and a stable ID, you can distinguish if the detected target is a 
rock or metal by checking the ID. However, remember that weak signals may produce different IDs 
and metals under rocks may produce different metal signals. Therefore, the most appropriate action 
is to dig up when a metal signal is received.

If you are operating with discrimination modes and you know the ID of the surrounding rocks, you 
can use the DISC. setting to eliminate the rocks. However, this may not be sufficient to avoid all rock 
signals. The device may still receive signals from rocks because soil and rocks together will form a 
combined effect and generate a different ID than those of rocks.

TRACKING AND EFFECTS OF ROCKS
When the tracking is active, the device may give an audio response and ID when it passes over a hot 
rock because the effect of the rock will be different than the ground's. If you swing the search coil 
over the rock, tracking will automatically adjust the setting and the audio response/ID will either 
disappear or diminish significantly. Because there is a slight delay in tracking, you may hear a strong 
signal at the first one or two swings until the setting is adjusted. Then the sound will get weaker and 
disappear. This will not happen with metal targets because metals will prevent the device from ground 
balancing. Therefore, in tracking, if you are getting a constant signal over a target after repeated 
swings, there is a high possibility that the target is a metal. Moving from over a rock back to soil, the 
device may give signals to the ground for a few swings until the ground balance setting is updated 
again. This is normal and should not mislead you.

Tracking is not recommended to eliminate rocks under normal conditions. It is recommended for use 
in areas with changing soil types.

METALS UNDER ROCKS
Anfibio increases the possibility of detecting metal targets under mineralized rocks through the 
proper adjustment of your settings. The combined effect created by the rock and metal together is 
lower than the effect that the metal creates by itself and the displayed ID will be different than the 
metal's expected ID. The displayed ID is formed by the combination of rock and metal together and 
gets closer to the ID of the rock if the size of the metal is smaller in relation to the rock. Keep in mind 
that metals under hot rocks will never appear with their own metal ID. For instance, a gold piece 
under a brick may produce an iron tone and ID.

Remember this very simple principle as it will save you lots of time: “If the target you detect is not a 
stone, it can be metal”.

The key to detecting targets under mineralized rocks, particularly when positive rocks are in question, 
is the knowledge of the maximum ID value produced by the surrounding positive rocks. If you are 
performing a search in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta), monitor the ID produced by 
the device. If the ID provided by your device is close to the rock and iron zone, it is quite possible that 
you detected a target under the rock. 

If you filter off the rocks with a correctly adjusted DISC. setting in discrimination modes, you can hear 
the signal of the target under the rock if the target signal has a slightly greater effect than the 
filtered ID. The important thing here is that if you detect a target and dig out a rock, you should note 
the ID you got before digging and use it as the DISC. value the next time. 

For instance; the hot rocks in your search field tend to give IDs around 00-01. In this case, you should 

set the DISC. to maximum 02. This way you can eliminate rocks and receive the signals of metals 
underneath. If you set the DISC. too high unnecessarily, you will lose metals along with rocks.

If the hot rocks in your search area tend to give high IDs, then the chances of missing the signals of 
small metals underneath will be high as well.

IMPORTANT! When searching in fields with hot rocks, using the E.U.D feature (page 24) is 
recommended to avoid missing metals under hot rocks.

DETECTION ON THE BEACH AND UNDERWATER
Anfibio is a waterproof metal detector. This provides convenient detection underwater and on the 
beach.

As explained before, salt water and alkali grounds are significantly conductive and cause effects 
similar to iron in detectors. Anfibio's BEACH mode (not available in Anfibio 19) is specially designed for 
such conditions. You can perform your search easily using the BEACH mode without requiring any 
special settings.

BEACH mode is ideal for salty wet beach sand. You can use the other modes while performing search 
over dry beach sand.

You should consider the following while performing search over wet beach sand or underwater:

1) When you swing the search coil over the holes you dig in wet beach sand, you can receive metal 
signals, this is a normal condition.

2) The search coil may give false signals when going into and coming out of the water so please try 
to keep the coil either in or out of the water.

IMPORTANT! If the device does not auto ground balance in the BEACH mode, first try manual ground 
balancing. If the device still cannot ground balance, we recommend you to use one of the KR28 or 
KR24 optional coils. Please remember coil selection is as important as detector selection. Different 
shapes and sizes of search coils will perform differently on different terrains and targets. Anfibio 
comes with AF28 search coil which offers optimal depth on different terrains but also offers 7 
optional coils that are designed for different types of targets and tough conditions.

IMPORTANT! If you will dive with the Anfibio, you need to use the keylock function. To lock the keys, 
please follow the instructions below:

1) Press and hold the down button for 3 seconds

2) Press the OPTIONS button once

3) Press the GB button once

Once the keys are locked, you last settings will be retained and the keys will not work anymore. To 
unlock the keys, repeat the same steps above.

Pay attention to the items below after using the device especially under salty water:
1. Wash the system box, shaft and the coil with tap water and be sure no salt water is left in the 
connectors.

2. Do not use any chemicals for cleaning and/or for any other purposes.                                                        

3. Wipe the screen and the shaft dry with a soft, non-scratch cloth. 
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Najbežnejšie sú mineralizácia v pôde alebo horniny s vysokým obsahom minerálov,  
prevádzka iného detektora v blízkosti, hrdzavé, zkorodované železo alebo fólia v pôde. 
GAIN alebo THRESHOLD nastavené príliš vysoko.

Okolité elektromagnetické signály je možné eliminovať znížením GAIN. Ak v blízkosti 
pracuje iný detektor, môžete sa pokúsiť posunúť frekvenciu alebo sa presunúť na väčšiu 
vzdialenosti, kde nedochádza k rušeniu. Ak sa situácia nezlepší, môžete sa pokúsiť zmeniť 
v detektore ANFIBIO MULTI pracovnú frekvenciu (5kHz / 14kHz / 19kHz). Pokiaľ ide o 
mineralizáciu v pôde, alebo horniny s vysokým obsahom minerálov a príliš vysoké 
hodnoty nastavenia GAIN a THRESHOLD, prečítajte si príslušné kapitoly.

Indikátor magnetickej mineralizácie pozostáva z 5 úrovní. Indikátorové políčka sa pri 
detekcii nebudú zvyšovať, ak je úroveň mineralizácie nízka . V oblastiach, kde je hladina 
magnetických minerálov vysoká, ukazovatele stúpajú podľa intenzity. Toto meranie 
zobrazuje úroveň intenzity magnetických vlastností zeme.
Toto meranie je dôležité z dvoch hľadísk. Po prvé ak je magnetická mineralizácia vysoká 
je hĺbkový výkon detektora nízky. Po druhé magnetická mineralizácia je vlastnosť, ktorá 
je obzvlášť známa pri mineralizovaných horninách a toto meranie zohráva dôležitú úlohu 
pri odstrňovaní falošných signálov produkovaných týmito horninami.

Nestabilné podmienky vznikajú najmä vtedy, keď sú vodivosť a magnetické vlastnosti pôdy 
príliš intenzívne. Prevádzka prístroja v takýchto podmienkach je možná správnym výberom 
najlepšieho režimu a frekvencie (ANFIBIO MULTI), ako aj pomocou správneho nastavenia 
GROUND BALANCE, GAIN, iSAT a THRESHOLD.

Kamene a horniny alebo dutiny v pôde sú rovnako dôležité ako samotná pôda, pokiaľ ide 
o kvalitu vyhľadávania a detekcie cieľa.

Pôda a skaly majú dve rôzne vlastnosti, rovnako ako ciele, ktoré hľadáte. Jednou z nich je 
intenzita a druhá je pomer vodivosti a magnetickej preambility (magnetizácia prostredia v 
magnetickom poli) a tieto dve vlastnosti sú navzájom nezávislé. V tejto príručke sa pomer 
vodivosti k magnetickej preambilite vyjadruje hodnotou ID. Vysoká magnetická 
priepustnosť a nízka vodivosť vedie k nízkej hodnote ID. Pôda alebo horniny môžu byť 
vysoko priepustné a majú nízke alebo vysoké hodnoty ID. Ak sa vodivosť zväčší vzhľadom 
na magnetickú permeabilitu, potom sa aj hodnota ID zvýši.

Horúce horniny sú klasifikované ako negatívne alebo pozitívne a ich ID sú nízke alebo 
vysoké v porovnaní s ID pôdy, v ktorej sa nachádzajú. Jeden alebo oba typy môžu byť 
prítomné v pôde. Zaznamenané negatívne a pozitívne účinky budú využité iba vtedy, ak sa 
na správne vykoná vyvažovanie zeme - GROUND BALANCE. V opačnom prípade samotná 
pôda nebude pôsobiť inak ako horúce kamene z hľadiska hodnoty ID. V režime TRACKING 
sa však podmienky budú líšiť. Preto budú účinky hornín v tomto režime popísané 
samostatne. Teraz máme na mysli GROUND BALANCE  bez režimu TRACKING.

Pozitívne kamene pôsobia ako kov a vytvárajú zvuk kovu. Vo všeobecnom režime 
vyhľadávania (GEN) vytvárajú prerušovaný zvuk. Ak je signál dostatočne silný, zariadenie 
môže vytvoriť ID hodnotu aj pre tieto horniny. 

INDIKÁTOR MAGNETICKEJ MINERALIZÁCIE

Skaly a vyhľadávanie v kamenistom teréne (módy GEN a DISC)



FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.

TARGET DEPTH
The device provides an estimated target depth according to the signal strength both during detection 
and in the pinpoint mode. 

Depth Indicator: It shows the target's proximity to the surface in 5 levels during detection.

Because each mode of the Anfibio has different depth, the depth indicator will display a different 
depth level for the same target in different modes.

In the pinpoint mode, estimated target depth is shown on the display in cms (or inches - please see 
below for details) while getting closer to the target.

Depth detection is adjusted presuming that the target is a 2.5cm (1'') coin. Actual depth varies 
according to the size of the target. For instance, the detector will indicate more depth for a target 
smaller than a 2.5cm (1'') coin and less depth for a larger target. In reality, pinpoint procedure is not 
intended for depth determination but exact location determination. Therefore, it is recommended that 
the depth indicator on the display is used for determining the proximity to the target.

IMPORTANT! If you want the target depth to be displayed in inches instead of cms please do the 
following: While the device is off, press and hold the SETTINGS and OPTIONS buttons simultaneously 
and turn the device on. ''In'' will be displayed. To switch back to cms, you need to turn the device off 
and then repeat the above procedure. While the device is initializing, ''SI'' will be displayed.

LARGE OR NEAR-SURFACE TARGETS
Targets which are near the surface may give multiple different signals to the device. If you suspect a 
target near the surface, lift the search coil and swing it more slowly until a single signal is received. 
Also, if there is a large target near the surface it may cause an overload in the search coil and the 
device starts to generate a continuous sound which resembles a siren. “Overload” message is shown 
on the display simultaneously. In such a case, lift the search coil up until the message disappears.

FALSE SIGNALS AND REASONS
Sometimes, the device may produce signals which are similar to a target signal although no metal 
target is present. There are various reasons for the false signals received by the device. The most 
common ones are ground mineralization or rocks with high mineral content, surrounding 
electromagnetic signals, operation of another nearby detector, rusted or corroded iron or foil in the 
soil, gain or threshold values set too high.

Surrounding electromagnetic signals can be eliminated by reducing the gain. If another detector is 
operating nearby, you may attempt to shift the frequency or perform your search at a distance 
where no interference occurs. If these do not improve the situation, in the Anfibio Multi, you may try 
changing the operating frequency (5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) of the device. For ground mineralization or 
rocks with high mineral content, and gain and threshold set too high, please read the related sections.

MAGNETIC MINERALIZATION INDICATOR
The Magnetic Mineralization Indicator consists of 5 levels. The indicator bars do not rise at low 
mineral levels during search and at start up. In areas where the magnetic mineral level is high, the 
indicator bars will rise according to the intensity. This measurement can be summarized as the level 
of magnetic property and intensity of the ground. 

This measurement is important from two aspects. First, on grounds with high magnetic 
mineralization, search depth is low and users should be aware of this fact. Second, magnetic 
mineralization is a property which is particularly seen with mineralized rocks and this measurement 
plays an important role for the device to eliminate the false signals produced by these rocks.

ROCKS AND SEARCHING IN ROCKY TERRAINS (GENERAL AND DISCRIMINATION MODES)
Challenging ground conditions arise especially when conductivity and magnetic properties of the 
ground are too intense. Operation of the device over such ground is made possible by selecting the 
best operating mode and frequency (in the Multi model) as well as using proper ground balance, GAIN, 
iSAT and THRESHOLD settings.

Stones and rocks or cavities inside the ground are as important as the ground itself in regards to the 
search and target detection quality.

Soil and rocks have two different properties just like the targets you are searching for. One of them 
is the intensity and the other one is the conductivity - magnetic permeability ratio and these two 
properties are independent from each other.  In this manual, the conductivity - magnetic permeability 
ratio will be referred to as ID in short. High magnetic permeability, low conductivity results in low ID. 
Soil or rocks can be highly permeable and have low or high IDs as well. If the conductivity increases 
relative to magnetic permeability then the ID will also increase.

Hot rocks are classified as negative or positive based on their ID being low or high in comparison to 
the ID of the soil they are in. One or both of the types may be present in a field. The negative and 
positive effects mentioned here will only be valid if ground balancing is properly done on the existing 
ground. Otherwise, soil itself will not act differently from hot rocks in terms of ID. In ''TRACKING'' 
however, conditions will differ. Therefore, the effects of  rocks in tracking will be discussed separately. 
Here we are referring to a proper ground balance without tracking.

Positive rocks act just like metal and produce a metal sound. In the General Search Modes (GEN and 
GEN Delta) they produce a “zip zip” sound when the search coil is moved over them. If the signal is 
strong enough, the device may produce an ID for these rocks. Negative rocks in the General Search 
modes, produce a long “boing” sound when the search coil is moved over them. The device does not 
give an ID for  these rocks even if the signal is strong.

Positive rocks provide a typical metal sound in discrimination modes. Negative rocks do not provide 
a sound in discrimination modes (except for rare cases of false signals).

At higher settings of iSAT, there will be no change in the sounds of positive or negative hot rocks. As 
the iSAT value is decreased, the sound of positive hot rocks will remain the same but the negative 
hot rocks may give a thinner beep sound instead of the boing sound.

set the DISC. to maximum 02. This way you can eliminate rocks and receive the signals of metals 
underneath. If you set the DISC. too high unnecessarily, you will lose metals along with rocks.

If the hot rocks in your search area tend to give high IDs, then the chances of missing the signals of 
small metals underneath will be high as well.

IMPORTANT! When searching in fields with hot rocks, using the E.U.D feature (page 24) is 
recommended to avoid missing metals under hot rocks.

DETECTION ON THE BEACH AND UNDERWATER
Anfibio is a waterproof metal detector. This provides convenient detection underwater and on the 
beach.

As explained before, salt water and alkali grounds are significantly conductive and cause effects 
similar to iron in detectors. Anfibio's BEACH mode (not available in Anfibio 19) is specially designed for 
such conditions. You can perform your search easily using the BEACH mode without requiring any 
special settings.

BEACH mode is ideal for salty wet beach sand. You can use the other modes while performing search 
over dry beach sand.

You should consider the following while performing search over wet beach sand or underwater:

1) When you swing the search coil over the holes you dig in wet beach sand, you can receive metal 
signals, this is a normal condition.

2) The search coil may give false signals when going into and coming out of the water so please try 
to keep the coil either in or out of the water.

IMPORTANT! If the device does not auto ground balance in the BEACH mode, first try manual ground 
balancing. If the device still cannot ground balance, we recommend you to use one of the KR28 or 
KR24 optional coils. Please remember coil selection is as important as detector selection. Different 
shapes and sizes of search coils will perform differently on different terrains and targets. Anfibio 
comes with AF28 search coil which offers optimal depth on different terrains but also offers 7 
optional coils that are designed for different types of targets and tough conditions.

IMPORTANT! If you will dive with the Anfibio, you need to use the keylock function. To lock the keys, 
please follow the instructions below:

1) Press and hold the down button for 3 seconds

2) Press the OPTIONS button once

3) Press the GB button once

Once the keys are locked, you last settings will be retained and the keys will not work anymore. To 
unlock the keys, repeat the same steps above.

Pay attention to the items below after using the device especially under salty water:
1. Wash the system box, shaft and the coil with tap water and be sure no salt water is left in the 
connectors.

2. Do not use any chemicals for cleaning and/or for any other purposes.                                                        

3. Wipe the screen and the shaft dry with a soft, non-scratch cloth. 
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Záporné horniny v režime všeobecného vyhľadávania (GEN) vytvárajú dlhý zvuk a 
detektor neposkytuje hodnotu ID pre tieto kamene ani vtedy, ak je signál silný.

Pozitívne horniny poskytujú v režimoch diskriminácie typický kovový zvuk. Záporné 
horniny neposkytujú zvuk v režime diskriminácie (s výnimkou zriedkavých prípadov 
falošných signálov).

Pri vyšších nastaveniach iSAT nedôjde k zmene zvukov pozitívnych alebo negatívnych 
horúcich hornín. Pri znížení  iSAT zostane zvuk pozitívnych horúcich skál rovnaký, ale 
negatívne horúce skaly môžu poskytnúť tenší zvuk pípania namiesto zvukového signálu.

Preto sa môžete rozhodovať počúvaním zvukových odpovedí, ktoré prístroj produkuje v 
danom prostredí. Ak dostanete kovový zvuk, znamená to, že ste narazili na pozitívnu skalu 
alebo kovový predmet. Ak dostanete silný signál a stabilné ID, môžete zistiť kontrolou ID 
či je detekovaným cieľom hornina alebo kov. Pamätajte však, že slabé signály môžu 
produkovať rôzne ID a kovy pod skalami môžu produkovať rôzne kovové signály. Preto je 
najvhodnejším krokom predmet vykopať, keď počujete kovový signál.

Ak pracujete s režimami diskriminácie a poznáte ID okolitých hornín, môžete použiť 
nastavenie DISC na odstránenie signálov hornín. To však nemusí stačiť, aby sa zabránilo 
všetkým signálom. Detektor môže stále prijímať signály z hornín, pretože pôda a horniny 
spoločne vytvárajú kombinovaný efekt a vytvárajú inú hodnotu ID ako tieto kamene 
samostatne.

Režim TRACKING a efekt mineralizácie
Keď je režim TRACKING aktívny, detektor môže poskytnúť zvukovú odpoveď a hodnotu ID 
pri prechode cez horúcu skalu, pretože účinok skaly sa bude líšiť od účinku zeme. Ak 
budete pohybovať s cievkou nad skalou TRACKING automaticky upraví nastavenie a 
zvuková reakcia a hodnota ID buď zmizne alebo sa výrazne zmenší. Detektor potrebuje 
určitý čas aby vedel vyhodnotiť namerané hodnoty a preto môžete počuť silný signál pri 
jednom alebo dvoch pohyboch s cievkou. Potom bude zvuk slabší a zmizne. To sa nestane 
pri kovových cieľoch, pretože kovy zabraňujú vyvažovaniu detektora. Preto ak máte v 
režime TRACKING po opakovaných pohyboch s cievkou stále signál, existuje vysoká 
pravdepodobnosť, že v pôde je kov. Pri pohybe ponad skalu späť ponad pôdu môže 
prístroj signalizovať niekoľko výkyvov nad pôdov, až kým sa opätovne neaktualizuje 
automatické nastavenie GROUND BALANCE. 

TRACKING  sa  za normálnych podmienok neodporúča na odstránenie vplyvu 
mineralizácie. Odporúča sa používať v oblastiach s meniacim sa zložením pôdy.

Kovy pod kamením
ANFIBIO zvyšuje možnosť detekcie kovových predmetov pod mineralizovanými skalami 
prostredníctvom správnej úpravy nastavení. Kombinovaný efekt vytváraný spoločne s 
kovom a skalou je nižší ako účinok, ktorý vytvára samotný kov a zobrazené ID sa bude líšiť 
od očakávaného ID kovu. Zobrazené ID je tvorené kombináciou horniny a kovu 
dohromady a približuje sa k ID horniny, ak je veľkosť kovu menšia vo vzťahu k hornine. 
Majte na pamäti, že kovy pod horúcimi skalami sa nikdy neobjavia so svojim vlastným ID. 
Napríklad zlatý kúsok pod tehlou môže produkovať železný tón a ID typické pre železo.

Pamätajte na tento veľmi jednoduchý princíp, pretože vám ušetrí veľa času: "Ak cieľ, ktorý 
zaregistruje detektor nie je kameň, môže to byť kov".



FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.

TARGET DEPTH
The device provides an estimated target depth according to the signal strength both during detection 
and in the pinpoint mode. 

Depth Indicator: It shows the target's proximity to the surface in 5 levels during detection.

Because each mode of the Anfibio has different depth, the depth indicator will display a different 
depth level for the same target in different modes.

In the pinpoint mode, estimated target depth is shown on the display in cms (or inches - please see 
below for details) while getting closer to the target.

Depth detection is adjusted presuming that the target is a 2.5cm (1'') coin. Actual depth varies 
according to the size of the target. For instance, the detector will indicate more depth for a target 
smaller than a 2.5cm (1'') coin and less depth for a larger target. In reality, pinpoint procedure is not 
intended for depth determination but exact location determination. Therefore, it is recommended that 
the depth indicator on the display is used for determining the proximity to the target.

IMPORTANT! If you want the target depth to be displayed in inches instead of cms please do the 
following: While the device is off, press and hold the SETTINGS and OPTIONS buttons simultaneously 
and turn the device on. ''In'' will be displayed. To switch back to cms, you need to turn the device off 
and then repeat the above procedure. While the device is initializing, ''SI'' will be displayed.

LARGE OR NEAR-SURFACE TARGETS
Targets which are near the surface may give multiple different signals to the device. If you suspect a 
target near the surface, lift the search coil and swing it more slowly until a single signal is received. 
Also, if there is a large target near the surface it may cause an overload in the search coil and the 
device starts to generate a continuous sound which resembles a siren. “Overload” message is shown 
on the display simultaneously. In such a case, lift the search coil up until the message disappears.

FALSE SIGNALS AND REASONS
Sometimes, the device may produce signals which are similar to a target signal although no metal 
target is present. There are various reasons for the false signals received by the device. The most 
common ones are ground mineralization or rocks with high mineral content, surrounding 
electromagnetic signals, operation of another nearby detector, rusted or corroded iron or foil in the 
soil, gain or threshold values set too high.

Surrounding electromagnetic signals can be eliminated by reducing the gain. If another detector is 
operating nearby, you may attempt to shift the frequency or perform your search at a distance 
where no interference occurs. If these do not improve the situation, in the Anfibio Multi, you may try 
changing the operating frequency (5kHz/14kHz/20kHz) of the device. For ground mineralization or 
rocks with high mineral content, and gain and threshold set too high, please read the related sections.

MAGNETIC MINERALIZATION INDICATOR
The Magnetic Mineralization Indicator consists of 5 levels. The indicator bars do not rise at low 
mineral levels during search and at start up. In areas where the magnetic mineral level is high, the 
indicator bars will rise according to the intensity. This measurement can be summarized as the level 
of magnetic property and intensity of the ground. 

This measurement is important from two aspects. First, on grounds with high magnetic 
mineralization, search depth is low and users should be aware of this fact. Second, magnetic 
mineralization is a property which is particularly seen with mineralized rocks and this measurement 
plays an important role for the device to eliminate the false signals produced by these rocks.

ROCKS AND SEARCHING IN ROCKY TERRAINS (GENERAL AND DISCRIMINATION MODES)
Challenging ground conditions arise especially when conductivity and magnetic properties of the 
ground are too intense. Operation of the device over such ground is made possible by selecting the 
best operating mode and frequency (in the Multi model) as well as using proper ground balance, GAIN, 
iSAT and THRESHOLD settings.

Stones and rocks or cavities inside the ground are as important as the ground itself in regards to the 
search and target detection quality.

Soil and rocks have two different properties just like the targets you are searching for. One of them 
is the intensity and the other one is the conductivity - magnetic permeability ratio and these two 
properties are independent from each other.  In this manual, the conductivity - magnetic permeability 
ratio will be referred to as ID in short. High magnetic permeability, low conductivity results in low ID. 
Soil or rocks can be highly permeable and have low or high IDs as well. If the conductivity increases 
relative to magnetic permeability then the ID will also increase.

Hot rocks are classified as negative or positive based on their ID being low or high in comparison to 
the ID of the soil they are in. One or both of the types may be present in a field. The negative and 
positive effects mentioned here will only be valid if ground balancing is properly done on the existing 
ground. Otherwise, soil itself will not act differently from hot rocks in terms of ID. In ''TRACKING'' 
however, conditions will differ. Therefore, the effects of  rocks in tracking will be discussed separately. 
Here we are referring to a proper ground balance without tracking.

Positive rocks act just like metal and produce a metal sound. In the General Search Modes (GEN and 
GEN Delta) they produce a “zip zip” sound when the search coil is moved over them. If the signal is 
strong enough, the device may produce an ID for these rocks. Negative rocks in the General Search 
modes, produce a long “boing” sound when the search coil is moved over them. The device does not 
give an ID for  these rocks even if the signal is strong.

Positive rocks provide a typical metal sound in discrimination modes. Negative rocks do not provide 
a sound in discrimination modes (except for rare cases of false signals).

At higher settings of iSAT, there will be no change in the sounds of positive or negative hot rocks. As 
the iSAT value is decreased, the sound of positive hot rocks will remain the same but the negative 
hot rocks may give a thinner beep sound instead of the boing sound.

Therefore, you can make a decision by listening to the  audio responses produced by the device in 
the field. If you receive a metal sound, it means that you either detected a positive rock or a piece of 
metal. If you receive a strong signal and a stable ID, you can distinguish if the detected target is a 
rock or metal by checking the ID. However, remember that weak signals may produce different IDs 
and metals under rocks may produce different metal signals. Therefore, the most appropriate action 
is to dig up when a metal signal is received.

If you are operating with discrimination modes and you know the ID of the surrounding rocks, you 
can use the DISC. setting to eliminate the rocks. However, this may not be sufficient to avoid all rock 
signals. The device may still receive signals from rocks because soil and rocks together will form a 
combined effect and generate a different ID than those of rocks.

TRACKING AND EFFECTS OF ROCKS
When the tracking is active, the device may give an audio response and ID when it passes over a hot 
rock because the effect of the rock will be different than the ground's. If you swing the search coil 
over the rock, tracking will automatically adjust the setting and the audio response/ID will either 
disappear or diminish significantly. Because there is a slight delay in tracking, you may hear a strong 
signal at the first one or two swings until the setting is adjusted. Then the sound will get weaker and 
disappear. This will not happen with metal targets because metals will prevent the device from ground 
balancing. Therefore, in tracking, if you are getting a constant signal over a target after repeated 
swings, there is a high possibility that the target is a metal. Moving from over a rock back to soil, the 
device may give signals to the ground for a few swings until the ground balance setting is updated 
again. This is normal and should not mislead you.

Tracking is not recommended to eliminate rocks under normal conditions. It is recommended for use 
in areas with changing soil types.

METALS UNDER ROCKS
Anfibio increases the possibility of detecting metal targets under mineralized rocks through the 
proper adjustment of your settings. The combined effect created by the rock and metal together is 
lower than the effect that the metal creates by itself and the displayed ID will be different than the 
metal's expected ID. The displayed ID is formed by the combination of rock and metal together and 
gets closer to the ID of the rock if the size of the metal is smaller in relation to the rock. Keep in mind 
that metals under hot rocks will never appear with their own metal ID. For instance, a gold piece 
under a brick may produce an iron tone and ID.

Remember this very simple principle as it will save you lots of time: “If the target you detect is not a 
stone, it can be metal”.

The key to detecting targets under mineralized rocks, particularly when positive rocks are in question, 
is the knowledge of the maximum ID value produced by the surrounding positive rocks. If you are 
performing a search in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta), monitor the ID produced by 
the device. If the ID provided by your device is close to the rock and iron zone, it is quite possible that 
you detected a target under the rock. 

If you filter off the rocks with a correctly adjusted DISC. setting in discrimination modes, you can hear 
the signal of the target under the rock if the target signal has a slightly greater effect than the 
filtered ID. The important thing here is that if you detect a target and dig out a rock, you should note 
the ID you got before digging and use it as the DISC. value the next time. 

For instance; the hot rocks in your search field tend to give IDs around 00-01. In this case, you should 
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Kľúčom k detekcii cieľov v mineralizovaných horninách, najmä v prípade pozitívnych 
hornín, je znalosť maximálnej hodnoty ID produkovanej okolitými pozitívnymi horninami. 
Ak vyhľadávate v režime všeobecného vyhľadávania (GEN) sledujte ID vytvorené 
detektorom. Ak je ID blízko k oblasti hornín a železa, je celkom možné, že detektor 
zaregistroval cieľ pod skalou. V prípade použitia DISC v režime GEN, všetky skaly pod 
úrovňou DISC budú produkovať nízky železný tón a všetko vyššie bude produkovať vyšší 
tón.

Ak filtrujete kamene správne nastaveným DISC. v režime diskriminácie môžete počuť signál 
cieľa pod skalou, ak signál má o niečo väčší účinok ako filtrované hodnoty ID. Dôležité je, že 
ak zistíte cieľ a vykopete skalu, mali by ste si všimnúť ID, ktoré ste dostali pred kopaním a 
používať ho ako diskriminovanú hodnotu počas ďalšej detekcie.

Napríklad horúce skaly na lokalite majú tendenciu dať hodnotu ID okolo 00-01. V tomto 
prípade by ste mali nastaviť DISC na maximálnu hodnotu 02. Týmto spôsobom môžete 
eliminovať horniny a prijímať signály kových predmetov pod nimi. Ak nastavíte DISC príliš 
vysoko zbytočne stratíte signály kovov pod horninami.

Ak horúce skaly majú tendenciu dávať vysoké ID, tak aj šanca na stratu signálov malých 
kovových predmetov pod nimi bude veľká.

POZOR! Pri vyhľadávaní na lokalitách s horúcimi skalami sa odporúča používať funkciu 
E.U.D (str. 23), aby sa predišlo strate signálov kovových predmetov pod horúcimi skalami.

ANFIBIO je vodotesný detektor kovov. To umožňuje pohodlnú detekciu pod vodou a na 
pláži.
Ako bolo vysvetlené vyššie, slaná a alkalická zemina sú výrazne vodivé a spôsobujú v 
detektoroch podobné účinky ako železo. Režim BEACH je špeciálne navrhnutý pre takéto 
podmienky. Jednoducho môžete vyhľadávať pomocou režimu BEACH bez toho, aby ste 
potrebovali špeciálne nastavenia.

Režim BEACH je ideálny pre slaný mokrý plážový piesok. Počas vyhľadávania na suchom 
piesku na pláži môžete použiť iné režimy.

Počas vyhľadávania na mokrom piesku alebo pod vodou by ste mali zvážiť nasledovné:

1) Keď pohybujte s cievkou nad otvormi, ktoré ste vykopali  v mokrom piesku na pláži,
detektor môže vydávať zvukový signál. Je to normálny jav.

2) Cievka pri vstupe a výstupe z vody môže vytvárať falošné signály, preto skúste udržať
cievku buď  pod vodou alebo mimo vody.

Dávajte pozor na položky uvedené nižšie pri použití detektora v slanej vode:
1. Umývajte ovládací box, tyče a cievku vodou z vodovodu a uistite sa, že v

konektoroch nie je ponechaná slaná voda.

2. Nepoužívajte žiadne chemikálie na čistenie.

3. Otrite obrazovku a tyče suchou jemnou handričkou bez poškriabania.

VYHĽADÁVANIE  NA PLÁŽI A POD VODOU



FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.

set the DISC. to maximum 02. This way you can eliminate rocks and receive the signals of metals 
underneath. If you set the DISC. too high unnecessarily, you will lose metals along with rocks.

If the hot rocks in your search area tend to give high IDs, then the chances of missing the signals of 
small metals underneath will be high as well.

IMPORTANT! When searching in fields with hot rocks, using the E.U.D feature (page 24) is 
recommended to avoid missing metals under hot rocks.

DETECTION ON THE BEACH AND UNDERWATER
Anfibio is a waterproof metal detector. This provides convenient detection underwater and on the 
beach.

As explained before, salt water and alkali grounds are significantly conductive and cause effects 
similar to iron in detectors. Anfibio's BEACH mode (not available in Anfibio 19) is specially designed for 
such conditions. You can perform your search easily using the BEACH mode without requiring any 
special settings.

BEACH mode is ideal for salty wet beach sand. You can use the other modes while performing search 
over dry beach sand.

You should consider the following while performing search over wet beach sand or underwater:

1) When you swing the search coil over the holes you dig in wet beach sand, you can receive metal 
signals, this is a normal condition.

2) The search coil may give false signals when going into and coming out of the water so please try 
to keep the coil either in or out of the water.

IMPORTANT! If the device does not auto ground balance in the BEACH mode, first try manual ground 
balancing. If the device still cannot ground balance, we recommend you to use one of the KR28 or 
KR24 optional coils. Please remember coil selection is as important as detector selection. Different 
shapes and sizes of search coils will perform differently on different terrains and targets. Anfibio 
comes with AF28 search coil which offers optimal depth on different terrains but also offers 7 
optional coils that are designed for different types of targets and tough conditions.

IMPORTANT! If you will dive with the Anfibio, you need to use the keylock function. To lock the keys, 
please follow the instructions below:

1) Press and hold the down button for 3 seconds

2) Press the OPTIONS button once

3) Press the GB button once

Once the keys are locked, you last settings will be retained and the keys will not work anymore. To 
unlock the keys, repeat the same steps above.

Pay attention to the items below after using the device especially under salty water:
1. Wash the system box, shaft and the coil with tap water and be sure no salt water is left in the 
connectors.

2. Do not use any chemicals for cleaning and/or for any other purposes.                                                        

3. Wipe the screen and the shaft dry with a soft, non-scratch cloth. 
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MESSAGES  - OZNÁMENIA

Detektor ANFIBIO má možnosť aktualizácie softvéru. Všetky aktualizácie softvéru 
vykonané po uvedení zariadenia na trh budú oznámené na webovej stránke produktu 
spolu s pokynmi na aktualizáciu.

Ak chcete zobraziť softvérovú verziu systémovej dosky a LCD obrazovky detektora 
ANFIBIO, pri vypnutom prístroji stlačte súčasne tlačidlá plus (+) a mínus (-) a zapnite 
detektor. Tlačidlá držte nestlačené, kým nebudete môcť prečítať verziu softvéru. Hlavné 
číslo verzie sa zobrazí v okne ID  a menšie číslo verzie v okne GB.

SOFTWARE UPDATE  -  aktualizácia

Varovné správy sa zobrazujú v spodnej časti displeja. Správy, ktoré sa môžu zobraziť, sú 
nasledovné:

Overload-preťaženie
Zobrazuje sa na displeji súčasne s alarmom preťaženia. Dochádza k tomu, keď cievka 
zaregistruje blízky alebo veľmi veľký objekt. Detektor sa vráti späť do normálnej 
prevádzky, ak ju vzdialite od takéhoto predmetu. Ak alarm a oznam nezmiznú pozdĺž 
dlhej čiary, môže to byť dlhý kovový predmet, napríklad potrubie.

Aj vprípade vysokej mineralizácie sa môže prístroj preťažiť. Ak príčina preťaženia nie je 
veľký kovový predmet, môže to byť samotná pôda a tento efekt môžete odstrániť 
znížením hodnoty GAIN.

Pump Coil - pumpovanie s cievkou
Toto hlásenie sa zobrazí po stlačení tlačidla GB na vyváženie terénu. Neznamená to žiadnu 
chybu alebo problém. Oznamuje ako máte pohybovať s cievkou počas nastavovania GB.

Check Coil - skontrolujte cievku
Označuje prerušenie signálu z cievky. Konektor cievky nemusí byť pripevnený správne, 
môže byť uvoľnený alebo odpojený. Ak vlastníte iný detektor s rovnakým konektorom 
cievky uistite sa, či ste nepripojili nesprávnu cievku. Ak sa problém neodstráni,  cievka 
alebo kábel môžu byť poškodené. Ak problém pretrváva aj pri zmene cievky, môže byť  
problém v riadiacom okruhu cievky.

Informácie o verzii systému:



FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.
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FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.



FREQ.
This setting is present in the Anfibio Multi only.

Anfibio offers 3 operating frequencies — 5kHz, 14kHz and 20kHz— to suit different target and soil 
types.

Based on the frequency selected, the detector's detection performance for different types of targets 
will vary. The list below includes, but are not limited to, different types of targets that correspond to 
each frequency:

5kHz : Large ferrous and non-ferrous objects / High conductive coins / Medium or relatively small 
targets in non-mineralized ground without iron trash / Ferrous masses and militaria

14kHz : General use / Small coins / Different size coins in medium-highly mineralized ground

20kHz : Small coins with different conductivities and thin large coins / Gold coins, rings, small jewelry, 
sheet iron, foil / Small targets in iron trash

To change the operating frequency of the device and select FREQ. from OPTIONS: Then simply 
change the frequency using the plus (+) and minus (-) buttons. You will hear the sound of the relay 
circuit; this is normal. At the same time, the progress bar will move back and forth on the ID bar and 
will stop when the frequency is changed.

The selected frequency will be displayed in the messages section as follows: FLo for 5kHz, FMED for 
14kHz and FHI for 20kHz.

VOLUME
This control allows you to increase or decrease the device's volume based on your preference and 
environmental conditions. Volume level can be adjusted from 0 to 10. When you turn off and on the 
device, it will start with the last volume level you chose. This setting is common to all modes; changes 
will take effect in all modes. 

Because the volume level affects power consumption, we recommend you not to increase it more 
than necessary. 

IMPORTANT! When you change the volume of the device with this setting, the volume of the metal 
zones adjusted by the TONE V. setting will also change proportionally. In other words, TONE V. setting 
lets you adjust the volume of the metal zones according to the general volume of the device. When 
you adjust the volume of the device, the volume of the metal zones will increase or decrease as well.

Brightness (BRIGHT.)
It enables you to adjust display backlight level according to your personal preference. It ranges 
between 0-5 and C1-C5. At 0 level, the backlight is off. When set between 1-5, it lights up only for a 
short period of time when a target is detected or while navigating the menu and then it goes off. At 
C1-C5 levels, it will be continuously lit. The continuous operation of the backlight will affect power 
consumption, which is not recommended.

The backlight setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Vibration (VIBRATE)
This feature provides feedback to the user by producing a vibration effect when a target is detected. 
It can be used independently or together with the audio response. When audio response is disabled, 
all feedbacks are provided to the user as vibration only during target detection.

Vibration setting is adjusted within the range of 00-05. When it is switched to 0, vibration feature is 
completely disabled. If the vibration is at 01 level, the device provides long vibration signals and at 05 
it provides short vibration signals. The magnitude of the vibration effect can vary according to the 
depth of the target and the swinging speed. This setting is common in all search modes; change made 
in any mode also applies to the other modes. Vibration will not work in CACHE mode except when the 
device goes into overload.

Vibration may not be felt in the General Search modes (GEN and GEN Delta) with weak signals; it will 
be felt as the signal gets stronger. In other words, vibration does not start at the depth where the 
audio tones are heard but at a lesser depth. Therefore, if you are detecting with vibration only and 
audio tones are off, you can miss weaker and deeper signals.

Vibration speed is constant in the pinpoint mode and cannot be adjusted. Vibration is off at 0 position. 
01-05 values provide the same level of vibration in the pinpoint mode. When vibration is used in the 
pinpoint mode, vibration speed increases as the target is approached and it reaches the maximum 
level over the center of the target.

The vibration setting is restored to the final saved setting when the device is turned off and on again. 
This setting is common in all modes; change made in any mode also applies to the other modes.

Target ID Depth - ID DEPTH 
Adjusts the depth level that the device displays an ID for a detected target. It consists of 3 levels: Hi 
(High), In (Intermediate), Lo (Low). Factory default is set to ''In''. 

The lower the ID depth level is, the higher the ID accuracy and vice versa. At the high level, the IDs 
may become jumpy.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio Multi and Anfibio 14 models, select ID DEPTH from 
OPTIONS : Then simply choose the level you want using the plus (+) or minus (-) button.

To change the ID Depth Level in the Anfibio 19, keeping the PP button pressed down, press the up 
button. Each time you press the up button, the ID Depth Level will change.

Tracking (TRACKING)
When tracking is active (01 position), the device continuously tracks the  changing ground structures 
and automatically reconfigures the ground balance setting. The invisible changes in ground affect the 
detection depth as well as the discrimination ability of the device so it is possible to operate the 

device at higher performance using this feature under suitable ground conditions. Please refer to the 
pages about Ground Balance for more information on Tracking.

When tracking is activated, ''Tracking'' will be displayed at the bottom of the GB window.

NOTE : Tracking is recommended to be used in the GEN and GEN Delta modes and not in the 
discrimination modes.

Frequency Shift (FQ SHIFT)
It is used to eliminate the electromagnetic interference that the device receives from another detector 
which operates in the same frequency range nearby or from the surroundings. If too much noise is 
received when the search coil is lifted in the air, this may be caused by the local electromagnetic 
signals or excessive gain settings. 

To eliminate the noise caused by electromagnetic interference, try shifting the frequency first (FQ 
SHIFT before lowering the gain to obtain maximum depth performance . Frequency shift consists of 
5 steps. Default setting is F3 which is the central frequency. 

To shift the frequency, first select FQ SHIFT from OPTIONS. Then, you can shift the frequency 
between F1-F5 using the plus (+) and the minus (-) buttons.

IMPORTANT! Frequency shift may impair performance. Therefore, it is suggested that you do not 
shift the frequency unless it is necessary.

Factory Default /Save (FD/SAVE)
With the FD/SAVE feature of the Anfibio, you can save your settings or restore factory defaults. Save 
function saves all settings except for the ground balance and tracking. The device starts in the last 
mode where the save function was performed. 

To save your settings, select FD/SAVE on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. Push 
the right button. When ''SA'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will move 
back and forth on the ID bar. When saving is completed, the progress bar will stop and the SA text 
will disappear.

To go back to factory defaults, select FD/Save on screen. Two dashes (--) will be displayed on screen. 
Push the left button. When ''Fd'' is displayed, press the SELECT button once. The progress bar will 
move back and forth on the ID bar. When the process is completed, the progress bar will stop and the 
Fd text will disappear.

Wireless Connection (WIRELESS)
It is used to turn on and off the wireless headphones connection and to change the channel.

After choosing the WIRELESS option, you can change the channels between 00-19 or you can 
completely turn the wireless connection off by choosing the oF (off) position.

For more detailed info about the wireless headphones, please read the instructions included with the 
headphones.
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